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Recommendation(s) 

THAT Report 19-235(CRS), re: 2020 Budget Engagement Survey Results be received. 

Executive Summary 

Purpose 

• With the objective of engaging the public earlier in the budget process, the 2020 
budget engagement survey was launched in July.  This report summarizes the 
feedback based on responses received. 

Key Findings 

• In total, the survey had 510 respondents, which is a significant increase from the 
participation of 56 responses for the 2019 budget survey. 

• In general, responses indicated a desire to keep taxes affordable and/or 
minimize future tax increases while recognizing the need for improved delivery of 
certain services or increased levels of certain services.   

• Improvements or further investment by the City would have the greatest impact 
to residents in the following services, based on responses received: 

o Roads 
o Road Winter Maintenance 
o Transportation Management 
o Facilities 
o Planning & Development 

 

ITEM #3



• The biggest opportunities and challenges facing the City include the following, 
based on responses received: 

o Driving growth and intensification, but ensure it is well planned; 
o Focus on core areas; 
o Address homelessness and the opioid crisis; 
o Take care of existing infrastructure and assets, and improve 

transportation; 
o Ensure continued investment from the film industry and tourism; 
o Ensure environmental sustainability; 
o Increase focus on arts and events, as well as youth and seniors 

programming. 

• To ensure property taxes remain affordable, which was also an important 
objective to many respondents, suggestions include: 

o Finding efficiencies and continuous improvement; 
o Increased user fees; 
o Prioritize spending by reducing funding to certain areas that respondents 

deemed unnecessary, such as: non-core and/or non-essential projects 
and services; programs and assets with low utilization; review fire 
operations; remove tax benefits to landlords with vacant properties in the 
downtown cores; utilize monies set aside in reserve funds and reduce 
reserve fund balances. 

Financial Implications 

• The information provided through the survey will be considered as staff and 
management continue to prepare the draft budget, not only for 2020 but also be 
factored into the 2021, 2022 and 2023 budget forecasts. 

Background 

The 2020 budget plan includes improvements to the public engagement process, with 
the objective of engaging residents early in the process so that their feedback can be 
built right into the budget.  

The budget engagement survey was officially launched through engageCambridge on 
July 3rd, 2019, and was open for public input until July 19th, 2019.  It was advertised 
through the City’s social media accounts, print ads in the Cambridge Times, digital ads 
with Metroland Media (Cambridge Times website), social media ads on Facebook and 
Instagram, and profiling on the City’s website.  

In total, the survey had 510 respondents, which is a significant increase from the 
participation of 56 responses for the 2019 budget survey.  It is important to note that the 

 



responses are not considered statistically valid due to the number of responses and the 
methods used to capture responses.  However, they do provide important insights and 
act as a gauge into the community’s objectives surrounding the City’s 2020 budget. 

Analysis 

Strategic Alignment 

PEOPLE To actively engage, inform and create opportunities for people to participate in 
community building – making Cambridge a better place to live, work, play and learn for 
all. 

Goal #2 - Governance and Leadership 

Objective 2.5  Focus on the responsible management of financial resources, ensuring 
transparency and accountability. 

The 2020 budget process enables staff to focus on responsible financial management 
while maintaining transparency and accountability to management, Council and the 
public. 

Comments 

Key Takeaways from Survey 

In general, responses indicated a desire to keep taxes affordable and/or minimize future 
tax increases while recognizing the need for improved delivery of certain services or 
increased levels of certain services. 

Respondents were asked to identify their satisfaction with City services as well as their 
relative importance.  Services that rated poorly for satisfaction and rated highly for 
importance indicate areas where improvements or further investment by the City would 
have the greatest impact to residents, based on respondent feedback.  These include 
the following: 

• Roads 
• Road Winter Maintenance 
• Transportation Management 
• Recreation Facilities 
• Planning & Development 

  

 



In regards to the biggest opportunities and challenges facing the City, there were 
common themes identified. 

• The City should focus on driving growth and intensification, particularly in the 
core areas.  However, it should be balanced and well-planned to ensure the City 
does not lose its natural beauty by prioritizing growth, namely the heritage seen 
in the downtown cores and access to the rivers.  Make better use of rivers to 
drive growth. 

• Focus on the core areas, particularly downtown Galt.  Suggestions include truck 
by-pass, focus on arts and events, reduce vacant storefronts. 

• Address homelessness and the opioid crisis.  Suggestions include taking an 
innovative approach to drug addiction and mental health supports, increasing 
affordable housing, and relocating the Bridges homeless shelter. 

• Take care of existing infrastructure and assets. Improve transportation, including 
fixing roads, expanding or improving the existing road network to relieve 
congestion, and having more transportation alternatives particularly GO and/or 
VIA rail network and the LRT. 

• Encourage continued investment from the film industry and increased tourism. 
• Ensure environmental sustainability, including reducing the City’s carbon 

footprint, focusing on renewable energy, increasing the tree canopy, community 
gardens, and climate change adaptation. 

• Increased focus on arts and events, as well as youth and seniors programming. 

These highlight the respondents’ recommended areas of focus for the City of 
Cambridge. With all the opportunities available for the City, many respondents also 
identified keeping property taxes affordable and/or minimizing tax increases as their key 
focus. Based on the feedback, it is important for the City to balance service delivery with 
costs.  Suggestions from respondents include finding efficiencies and continuous 
improvement, increased user fees, and prioritizing spending by not funding areas 
certain respondents felt were unnecessary.  Suggestions of lower priority areas that 
should receive less funding include: 

• Stop future spending on non-core and/or non-essential projects. Examples 
provided include (some examples are historical): the pedestrian bridge, Old Post 
Office, cityONE IT system, hospital grant funding, recreation complex, Riverside 
Dam, Hamilton Family Theater, beautification projects, unnecessary upgrades on 
projects including road improvements on Dickson Street and granite curbs on 
Main Street. 

• Review usage of programs and assets and reduce in areas of low utilization (i.e. 
low usage multi-use trails, recreation programming); 

• Review fire operations (i.e. reduce response to medical calls); 
• Reduce non-essential services (i.e. cemeteries, certain Idea Exchange 

programming, safe consumption site, leaf pickup, funding to special interest 

 



groups including the Fashion History Museum, arts programming, events 
spending and the light show at the Old Post Office); 

• Remove tax benefits to landlords with vacant properties in the downtown cores; 
• Utilize monies set aside in reserve funds and reduce reserve fund balances. 

Throughout the survey, many comments related to regional based services provided by 
the Region of Waterloo.  These include police services, ambulance, waste services, 
Grand River Transit and the LRT, and certain social service and public health programs 
(i.e. community housing, needle syringe program).  These comments will be provided to 
staff at the Region of Waterloo.  For the purposes of this report, the focus remains on 
services provided by the City of Cambridge. 

Existing Policy/By-Law 

There are no existing policies and/or by-laws associated with this report. 

Financial Impact 

Through the 2019 budget process, the Budget & Audit Committee directed staff to 
prepare a range of budget options in the future.  These decision packages would 
provide Committee with options of reducing the tax increase down to expected inflation 
based on the consumer price index.  For the 2020 budget, staff have been directed to 
prepare the tax-supported operating budget with a range of options for a tax rate 
increase of between 2.0% and 4.77%. 

Staff are currently preparing the 2020 budget, followed by Management review later in 
September and October. The information provided through the survey will be 
considered as staff and management continue to prepare the draft budget, not only for 
2020 but also be factored into the 2021, 2022 and 2023 budget forecasts. 

  

 



Public Input 

The following section is a summary of the detailed responses and comments from the 
survey results, available in Appendix A.  Note that certain responses were redacted to 
ensure privacy of individuals and/or remove inappropriate content, consistent with the 
moderation guidelines from engageCambridge which can be found at 
https://www.engagewr.ca/moderation.  

Demographics 

The survey responses had good representation from wards throughout the City, with the 
highest representation in Ward 4 (16% of respondents) and the lowest in Ward 8 (7% of 
respondents). 

 

(414 responses, 96 skipped) 

  

 

https://www.engagewr.ca/moderation


More than half of respondents (63%) were over the age of 45, with 42% of respondents 
being 55 years or older. 

 

(507 responses, 3 skipped) 

City Services 

The survey asked respondents to rate their satisfaction to City services on a scale of: 

• Very Unsatisfied 
• Unsatisfied 
• Satisfied 
• Very Satisfied 
• Don’t Know 

It also asked respondents to choose their top 3 most important City services. 

Fire Services rated highest overall for both importance and satisfaction, with 193 
respondents choosing it as one of their top 3 important services and a 95% satisfaction 
rating (95% of respondents who rated the service reported their satisfaction as either 
Satisfied or Very Satisfied).  This indicates that the City is performing well at the service 
that residents value the most. 

Other services that rated high on satisfaction include: 

• Crossing Guards (93% satisfied or very satisfied) 
• Cemeteries (90%) 

 



• Idea Exchange (86%) 
• Emergency Planning (83%) 
• Farmers’ Market (83%) 
• Special Events (82%) 
• Arts & Culture (81%) 
• Recreation Programming (78%) 
• Stormwater Management (76%) 

The following services rated the poorest for level of satisfaction: 

• Transportation Management (60% unsatisfied or very unsatisfied) 
• Planning & Development (57%) 
• Parking (55%) 
• By-Law Enforcement (49%) 
• Roads (44%) 
• Engineering (44%) 
• Road Winter Maintenance (40%) 
• Recreation Facilities (40%) 
• Building Services (36%) 
• Active Transportation (36%) 

Many of these services were rated high for level of importance to respondents including 
(listed in order of how many respondents selected it as one of their top 3 most important 
services): 

• Roads (122 respondents) 
• Road Winter Maintenance (122) 
• Transportation Management (78) 
• Recreation Facilities (73) 
• Planning & Development (69) 

These signify areas where improvements or further investment by the City would have 
the greatest impact to residents, based on respondent feedback. 

Comments received in this section of the survey related to a wide variety of City 
services.  Many comments were received on the importance of Parks, Recreation, 
Trails, Libraries and Special Events, with a number of comments seeking improvements 
in park facilities and maintenance.  There were also many comments received relating 
to the need to invest more in the City’s core areas, economic development, and towards 
initiatives supporting affordable housing, addressing homelessness, and relating to the 
opioid crisis.  Comments surrounding parking related to the need for more parking, 
relaxed parking regulations, as well as seeking improved parking enforcement. 
Transportation management was reflected in a number of comments, particularly 
surrounding improvements to active transportation, traffic flow, and the maintenance of 

 



the City’s road networks.  Other comments received included winter maintenance, 
forestry, climate adaptation, growth management and planning, fire services, heritage, 
cemeteries, water quality, dog parks, as well as comments relating to non-City services 
including police, the hospital, waste management and LRT.  The full listing of comments 
are available in question 10 of the survey responses in Appendix A (pages 10 through 
24 of Appendix A). 

Value for Tax Dollars 

The survey asked respondents to rate the overall value they felt they are receiving for 
their tax dollars, on a scale of: 

• Very Poor 
• Somewhat Poor 
• Fair 
• Somewhat Good 
• Very Good 
• Don’t know 

The responses were distributed across the options, with 36% selecting either Very Poor 
or Somewhat Poor, 35% selecting Fair, and 28% selecting either Somewhat Good or 
Very Good.  Only 5% of respondents selected Very Good, while 12% selected Very 
Poor.  This indicates a need for improvement on the value residents receive for 
services, based on the respondents in this survey. 

 

(506 responses, 4 skipped) 

 



The comments pertaining to this question include concern over property taxes being too 
high, as well as areas where the respondent would like to see services improved or 
increased in order to feel like they’re getting value for their dollars.  These include more 
events and activities, road maintenance and winter maintenance, libraries, parks, better 
recreation facilities and programming, the mental health and wellbeing of vulnerable 
citizens, supporting seniors, core areas including relocation of the Bridges, improved 
infrastructure and development planning, climate action, supporting homelessness and 
affordable housing, and parking services. 

There were also comments received pertaining to areas where the respondent feels tax 
dollars should not be spent or reduced, including Riverside dam, Idea Exchange, the 
sports complex, the hospital, safe consumption sites, and downtown cores. 

The full listing of comments are available in question 12 of the survey responses in 
Appendix A (pages 26 through 35 of Appendix A). 

Balancing the Budget 

Respondents were asked the following question as part of the survey: 

Municipal property taxes are the primary way to pay for services provided by the City 
of Cambridge.  Local governments must balance the cost of delivering services with 
taxation.  Which of the following options would you most prefer for Cambridge? 

• Increase taxes to enhance or expand City services 
• Increase taxes to maintain services at current levels 
• Cut services to have a 0% tax increase 
• Cut services to reduce taxes 
• Don’t know 

The response that was chosen the most was “Increase taxes to enhance or expand City 
services”, with 28% of respondents selecting it.  This was followed by “Cut services to 
have a 0% tax increase” at 23%, then “Increase taxes to maintain services at current 
levels” at 20%, and lastly “Cut services to reduce taxes” at 13%. 

 



 

(489 responses, 21 skipped) 

The comments relating to this question reflected the close distribution of responses.  
Many respondents recognize the need to enhanced or improved services.  However, 
many feel this can be achieved through other efficiencies or eliminating unnecessary or 
unwanted costs or services.  

The full listing of comments to this question are available in question 14 of the survey 
responses in Appendix A (pages 37 through 48 of Appendix A). 

Taxes vs User Fees 

As seen in the previous question, 48% of respondents prefer property tax increases in 
order to maintain or enhance services, compared to 36% of respondents who prefer 
either no property tax increase or reduced property taxes through cutting of services.  
As an alternative to taxes, user fees could be increased to pay for the cost of additional 
services or reduce the tax burden. The responses to the next question indicate the 
majority of respondents would actually prefer increasing user fees instead of increasing 
taxes.   

To the question “Should the City need to increase the amount of revenue it collects from 
citizens, how would you most prefer the City to collect this?”, the majority of 
respondents (61%) selected “By increasing existing user fees (e.g. parking fees, 
program fees, etc.)”.  This was followed by 23% selecting “By introducing new types of 
service fees, where legislated (e.g. stormwater)”, and lastly 16% selected “By increasing 
property taxes”. 

 



 

(442 responses, 68 skipped) 

Comments to this question indicated some respondents would also select a 
combination, to spread an increase across both user fees and property taxes.  Many 
responses indicated those who use the service should pay for that service, hence why 
“increasing user fees” was selected as their preferred choice.   And many questioned 
the need for increasing revenues at all. 

The full listing of comments to this question are available in question 16 of the survey 
responses in Appendix A (pages 50 through 57 of Appendix A). 

Infrastructure 

The survey also asked respondents to indicate the level of importance of ensuring funds 
are set aside for replacing the City’s infrastructure (roads, bridges, facilities etc.) to 
ensure existing levels of service can continue to be provided in future years.  The 
majority of respondents (57%) rated this as Important, followed by another 35% rating it 
as Somewhat Important. 

 



 

(503 responses, 7 skipped) 

This demonstrates the respondents recognize the importance of taking care of existing 
assets, ensuring sustainability of services for the future. 

Opportunities and Challenges 

The final question of the survey included two parts: 

What, in your opinion, is the biggest opportunity and/or challenge the City of 
Cambridge is facing today? 

There were 337 responses relating to the City’s biggest opportunity, reflecting a wide 
range of services and suggestions.  The full listing of comments are available in 
question 18 of the survey responses in Appendix A (pages 59 through 82 of Appendix 
A). 

Growth and intensification was a common theme in many of the responses, including 
the City’s potential for additional industrial development, investments from the 
technology sector similar to what Waterloo and Kitchener have seen, and developments 
in the downtown cores.  It was identified that this growth and intensification needs to be 
balanced and well planned to ensure the City does not lose its natural beauty by 
prioritizing growth, namely the heritage seen in the downtown cores and access to the 
rivers.  In fact, respondents suggested to help drive growth and beautify the downtown 

 



cores, the City should make better use of the rivers (suggestions included parks, patios, 
live music).  

A focus on the City’s core areas was frequently identified by the respondents as the 
City’s biggest opportunity, particularly with the Galt core.  Comments included improved 
traffic flows for trucks to by-pass the downtown core, focus on arts and events, consider 
making a portion of Main Street car-free, and suggestions on incentivizing shops / 
penalizing vacant storefronts.   

There were many comments received relating to homelessness and the opioid crisis 
facing Cambridge, particularly in downtown Galt.  Many respondents were opposed to a 
safe consumption site, and identified an opportunity for the City to be innovative in its 
approach to drug addiction and mental health supports; others were in favour of a safe 
consumption site.  Many comments identified relocating the Bridges homeless shelter 
as the City’s biggest opportunity.  And affordable housing was also seen in a number of 
responses. 

Some responses identified taking care of what the City already has as the City’s primary 
opportunity, focusing on beautifying and taking care of existing infrastructure. Similarly, 
transportation was also a commonly listed opportunity which included fixing roads, 
expanding or improving the existing road network to relieve congestion, and having 
more transportation alternatives particularly GO and/or VIA rail network and the LRT. 

To support the City’s local economy, continued investment from the film industry and 
increased tourism was cited as the City’s biggest opportunity by a number of 
respondents.  Environmental sustainability was also listed as a key opportunity, 
including reducing the City’s carbon footprint, focus on renewable energy, increased 
tree canopy, and community gardens.  Other responses also included increased focus 
on arts and events, as well as youth and seniors programming.  The recreation complex 
was highlighted in a number of responses, some indicating the desire for an alternative 
to the present strategy. 

With all the opportunities available for the City, many respondents also identified 
keeping property taxes affordable and/or minimizing tax increases as their key focus. 

In regards to the biggest challenge facing the City of Cambridge today, there were 380 
responses, again reflecting a wide range of services and suggestions.  The full listing of 
comments are available in question 19 of the survey responses in Appendix A (pages 
83 through 109 of Appendix A). 

Many of the challenges that respondents identified echoed their comments in the 
Opportunities section.  Homelessness, the opioid crisis, and affordable housing was a 
commonly cited challenge, addressing it would support growth and intensification, 
sense of community and wellbeing in the downtown core.   

 



Ensuring growth is planned for in a sustainable manner, with sufficient infrastructure 
(particularly roads) to support the growth was cited as a challenge by a number of 
respondents.  Many also listed maintaining the City’s existing infrastructure and 
relieving traffic congestion as a challenge. 

Other challenges reported by respondents included climate change, downloading of 
services from upper levels of government, and coordination with the Regional 
government or potential amalgamation while maintaining the City’s identity.  Similar to 
the Opportunities question, ensuring taxes are managed effectively and efficiently and 
kept affordable was also listed as a challenge. 

Internal/External Consultation 

The budget engagement survey questions were drafted through collaboration between 
staff from Financial Services, Corporate Communications, Corporate Strategy, and the 
project manager from the Service Delivery Review. 

Throughout the survey, many comments related to regional based services provided by 
the Region of Waterloo.  These include police services, ambulance, waste services, 
Grand River Transit and the LRT, and certain social service and public health programs 
(i.e. community housing, needle syringe program).  These comments will be provided to 
staff at the Region of Waterloo. 

Conclusion 

The feedback received through the 2020 budget engagement survey indicated a desire 
to keep taxes affordable and/or minimize future tax increases while recognizing the 
need for improved delivery of certain services or increased levels of certain services.  
The information provided through the survey will be considered as staff and 
management continue to prepare the draft budget, not only for 2020 but how it may 
shape future years’ budgets and be factored into the 2021, 2022 and 2023 budget 
forecasts. 
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Q1  Which ward do you live in?

37 (8.9%)

37 (8.9%)

45 (10.9%)

45 (10.9%)

31 (7.5%)

31 (7.5%)

65 (15.7%)

65 (15.7%)

59 (14.3%)

59 (14.3%)

47 (11.4%)

47 (11.4%)

30 (7.2%)

30 (7.2%)

28 (6.8%)

28 (6.8%)

72 (17.4%)

72 (17.4%)

Ward 1 Ward 2 Ward 3 Ward 4 Ward 5 Ward 6 Ward 7 Ward 8 Don't know

Question options

Optional question (414 responses, 96 skipped)
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Q2  What is your age?

2 (0.4%)

2 (0.4%)

4 (0.8%)

4 (0.8%)

83 (16.4%)

83 (16.4%)

100 (19.7%)

100 (19.7%)

106 (20.9%)

106 (20.9%)

212 (41.8%)

212 (41.8%)

Under 18 19-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+

Question options

Optional question (507 responses, 3 skipped)
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Q3  Community Wellbeing

55

55

169

169 117

117
37

37

232

232

95

95

6

6

14

14
24

24
102

102

12

12

8

8

42

42 61

61

125

125

313

313

248

248

268

268

210

210

212

212

286

286

115

115

27

27

28

28

25

25

32

32 85

85

Don't know Very Unsatisfied Unsatisfied Satisfied Very Satisfied

Question options

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

Fire Services
(suppression, prevention,

public education)

Emergency Planning
(business continuity,

community emergency
planning)

Customer Service
(Service Cambridge,

business
permits/licensing,

marriage services, vital
statistics, diversity

services)

Bylaw Enforcement
(parking enforcement,
animal control, bylaw

enforcement)

Cemeteries (sale of
cemetery services,

burials, maintenance of
cemeteries)

Crossing Guards

Optional question (508 responses, 2 skipped)
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Q4  Arts, Culture, Heritage, Architecture

43

43

26

26

49

49

98

98

18

18

15

15

19

19

267

267

309

309

297

297

290

290

130

130

81

81

70

70

36

36

46

46

71

71

60

60

58

58

Don't Know Very Unsatisfied Satisfied Very Satisfied Unsatisfied

Question options

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

Idea Exchange (libraries,
galleries, Old Post Office)

Special Events
(Christmas in Cambridge,

Cambridge Celebration
of the Arts, independent

events sponsored by the
City)

Farmers' Market (market
building, programming)

Arts & Culture
(programming, cultural

offerings, placemaking)

Optional question (506 responses, 4 skipped)
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Q5  Environment and Rivers

88

88
33

33

77

77

47

47

36

36

42

42

26

26
38

38

93

93
95

95

86

86

100

100

245

245
287

287

289

289

281

281

39

39

35

35

23

23

26

26

Don't Know Very Unsatisfied Unsatisfied Satisfied Very Satisfied

Question options

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

Forestry (urban forestry
management)

Horticulture (garden
beautification)

Stormwater Management
(storm sewer network,

stormwater maintenance
ponds)

Water and Wastewater
Utilities (water delivery
network, water meters,

wastewater network)

Optional question (504 responses, 6 skipped)
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Q6  Parks and Recreation

18

18

24

24

100

100 52

52

162

162

41

41

42

42

27

27 62

62

36

36

101

101

95

95

66

66

114

114

82

82

297

297

264

264

261

261

232

232

190

190

43

43

63

63

39

39

35

35

26

26

Don't Know Very Unsatisfied Unsatisfied Satisfied Very Satisfied

Question options

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

Parks (parks,
playgrounds)

Trails (recreational trails,
riverside trails)

Recreation Programming
(aquatics, recreation and

fitness, camps)

Recreation Facilities
(pools, arenas, sport

fields, splash pads,
courts, older adult

centres)

Community Development
(youth, neighbourhood

associations)

Optional question (505 responses, 5 skipped)
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Q7  Economic Development and Tourism

77

77

118

118

206

206

42

42

68

68

41

41

106

106

146

146

64

64

242

242

149

149
172

172

32

32

12

12

14

14

Don't Know Very Unsatisfied Unsatisfied Satisfied Very Satisfied

Question options

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

Economic Development
(core area support,

community development,
Filming, small business

centre)

Planning and
Development

(development approvals,
land use planning)

Building Services
(building code

inspections, building
permits)

Optional question (501 responses, 9 skipped)
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Q8  Transportation and Infrastructure

45

45 3

3

9

9

232

232

19

19

19

19

46

46 68

68

50

50

37

37

104

104

113

113

117

117
131

131

164

164

79

79

161

161

174

174

262

262
249

249

234

234

139

139
195

195

181

181

27

27

48

48

35

35

8

8

18

18

13

13

Don't Know Very Unsatisfied Unsatisfied Satisfied Very Satisfied

Question options

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

Active Transportation
(bikeways, multi-use

trails)

Road Winter
Maintenance (plowing

and salting roads,
sidewalk snow clearing)

Roads (road
maintenance, leaf pickup)

Engineering (design and
approvals, development

engineering)

Parking (on-street and
off-street)

Transportation
Management (traffic flow,

traffic safety)

Optional question (502 responses, 8 skipped)
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Q9  Of the services listed on the previous page, which three are most important to you?

193

193

61

61

16

16

64

64

2

2

59

59

11

11

57

57

26

26
32

32

4

4

27

27

98

98

81

81

66

66

28

28

73

73

69

69

4

4

29

29

122

122

6

6

49

49

78

78

Fire Services Emergency Planning Customer Service Bylaw Enforecement Cemeteries

Community Development Crossing Guards Idea Exchange Special Events Farmers' Market

Arts & Culture Forestry Horticulture Stormwater Management Water and Wastewater Utilities

Parks Trails Recreation Programming Recreation Facilities Economic Development
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Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:07 PM

It's important to have up-to-date facilities and well-maintained parks where

citizens feel safe. Parks seem to be a place for homeless making it less

appealing for tax payers to visit and feel safe using. Trails the same situation.

I'd like to see that addressed.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:27 PM

Main st west of Dundas could use new surface as parts of Franklin

Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:45 PM

It was very hard to pick three because their are a lot of areas that need

improvement. The empty businesses in the downtown core (Galt) are

unacceptable if you want to encourage less use of motor vehicles and more

walkable shopping/dinning opportunities. Also as a city we need to encourage

tourism to support local businesses. Beautification of these areas must be

kept up. With the amount of students in the summer this should never be a

problem. A little less time on the boulevards on Hespeler road and more time

on the upkeep of the downtown cores where people walk and visit. The

empty/abandoned buildings should also be taken care of. The shelter should

also be relocated. Near the police station would be helpful it would save on

the gas every time they visit and also deter drug use.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 02:53 PM

Bad question. Needs to be split up. Library services, trails and Arts & Culture

are very important to me. I am not going to put these things ahead of

essential services like Fire Services.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 03:41 PM

PLEASE!!! keep our ageing rec centers and parks open and maintained for

the health of our city and communities

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:43 AM

The idea exchange is amazing. Money must be found to keep this vital

resource open.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:50 AM

Parking enforcement is inconsistent in my neighborhood.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 01:55 PM

The City needs to look very close as to why there is so much vacant retail

space downtown. Landlords are asking for rent comparable with a much

larger City, commercial property taxes are far too high (along with the high

asking rent) for a small business to survive. There is a much deeper political

issue as opposed to a shortage of tenants.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 02:28 PM

we have to keep soper park pool open vital for the well being of elderly

citizens whos only activity and [holiday ] is the pool also all the youngsters

lessons a city the size of Cambridge needs an outside pool just remember all

hopefully on council will one day be in there 80s and will then appreciate this

beautiful pool

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:08 PM

Coral registration for recreation programs is a nightmare

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:14 PM

Keep free parking downtown to allow it thrive. Keep the libaries funded as it

is a place for everyone. Encourage the creative opportunities to surface and

Q10  Comments
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be featured. Stop the excuses in the tree trimming department and work a

little more diligently through the trimming list. Suggestion: more organized

recreational use in our park spaces. Concrete ping pong tables, free exercise

class, public street pianos--- all ways for people to gather to promote well-

being. Let's be pro-active rather than re-active. Ps. I love living in this city!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:19 PM

The latest decisions on the Sports Complex again show the inability of our

community to do a proper job. We are getting 1/2 a pool and 1/2 a quad pad

of rinks when we need a 50 metre pool and a quad rink sports complex. The

later worked for Brantford.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:30 PM

Free swimming and other sports instead of one new rec center that isnt in

walking distance or accesible by bus

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:12 PM

The city needs to put more money into gender specific programming. Also,

the downtown BIA is doing a terrible job. What a desolate place to visit(Galt).

Look to cities like Kingston and Hamilton to see what we COULD be.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:44 PM

The list is too big need to shorten it

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:44 PM

We must continue to grow these services as the city grows.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 06:37 PM

Love LOVE love city libraries! Its hard to believe how useful they are not just

as a book or video resource but community resource. A young lady enter the

library wanting to know where she could go to get help with being pregnant,

what kind of city services are available? Red haired Librarian was right there

ready to help, talked to her, had a print off sheet of available resources and

gave great advice, the young lady was very happy. I was told there is an old

man that comes in every month because a Librarian will help him set his

watch to the proper date. These kind of services often go uncounted, but

they are very important. Please continue to fund the library! I'm tired of

finding needs, camps and significant refuse on the trails. City allows

development proposals that are contradictory to city planning act but it gets

allowed because of "bonusing", that's not acceptable. remove provision for

bonusing and actually follow the city planning act, that's what its for!

otherwise, why pay all the consultants, resident engagement and years it

takes to create the document in the first place if every single development

gets passed through not because it followed the city planning but because it

used the "bonusing" option

Anonymous
7/04/2019 06:48 PM

Focus on economic development, centralized planning along Hespeler Road

to promote the building of mass transit, amalgamate the fire services.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:47 PM

Stop the SCS put in services to HELP people, not aid them in destroying

themselves and the community around them!!!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:04 PM

My community is very important to me and 10 years ago I was very proud of

my community. I can’t say the same for today.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:36 PM

I no longer take my child to the parks in fear of the needles and drug addicts
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Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:30 PM

Too many delays with road work in the city.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:40 PM

Anonymous
7/05/2019 03:18 AM

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:54 AM

The new parking bylaws, will kill the cores. I live in downtown Preston, many 

stores and restaurants will close because of the construction mess. When it 

is all done, people will have gotten used to going to areas like Hespeller rd 

where there is easy, free parking... Getting them to return, will be very hard. 

Paying for parking will make it even harder. Above goes for downtown Galt 

also. Most people in Cambridge drive... Most people in Cambridge DO NOT 

WANT to pay for parking... Very few people ever go to Downtown Preston or 

Galt, as it is... The city should promote these areas, not kill them off. 

Condo developments need better planning and assessments. I find it difficult 

to trust buying another condo in Cambridge after selling and my experience 

with [redacted]. Buildings should focus on sustainable development. Relax on 

the [redacted] parking by law guy, if there is no winter storm there should be 

street parking. Whoever planned this in Cambridge was horrible.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:35 AM

We need to get the transport trucks that are passing through Galt out of the

core! It's getting worse every year.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:37 AM

We need another bridge across the grand. ..the proposed bypass in the 70s

should never have been cancelled. ...terrible mistake by many mayors and

members of council

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:41 AM

The most important service is not listed...clean up of needles, human waste

and discarded items. I'm guessing this is the ambassador program but city

staff.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:42 AM

I have more than 3 priorities. My priorities are not limited to 3 but I will

establish the first 3 as follows: A - the Council priorities be established as: 1 -

compliance with legislated responsibilities 2 - establishing and maintaining

physical infrastructure (Roads, Water distribution and collection, ) grow within

the boundaries of the City. 3 - establishing the physical infrastructure to allow

growth to live, work, play and learn within the boundaries of the City. B- City

management priorities are 1 - spending on Council priorities is limited to the

ability of the most vulnerable property taxpayer 2 - balanced budgeting based

on the resources of the most vulnerable property tax payers 3 - assure that

provision and expansion of infrastructure is sustainable. C - Citizen priorities

are 1 - payment of property tax and user fees 2 - active daily participation to

work, play and learn

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:44 AM

Leaf pick up is not one of the checkbox options, but it is critical to my ward

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:25 PM

this is a ridiculous question - should have asked the 3 least important

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:36 PM

Affordable housing and support for mental health and addictions services are

as important (but not more) as my above three choices... didn’t see a

category for them.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 01:04 PM

Making the best use of our land and protecting our green spaces and trees is

most important to keep our quality of life.
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Anonymous
7/05/2019 05:46 PM

Stop wasteful spending on multi-use trails that aren’t being used. Stop

rezoning for higher density. Start enforcing the law.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 06:36 PM

Feel that more emphasis has to be on treatment and rehabilitation and not

on SC sites! Need to encourage development of Galt core. The Bridges

needs to be moved! Galt has so much potential and very sad to see how it

has deteriorated.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:37 PM

I’d like to see and improvement in off-lease dog parks. Kitchener and Paris

both have great examples. I’d like to see the city think ahead about

Infastructure to support growth. E.g. why are we closing Hespeler Rd Bridge

over the 401. The Bridge was expanded 15 years ago.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:50 PM

I drive around Preston all day for my job, 10 hours a day I spend on the

roads in cambridge and I totally notice a drastic decline in snow clearing on

the roads compared to 5 years ago. Some roads it seems never get plowed

and the snow pack just keeps getting thicker all winter.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:44 PM

fix our roads replace old street pipes water and sewer

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:53 PM

Our area (Ward 4) has SO many potholes, rock filled strips of broken road

way. Our street is barely plowed in the winter; we get the snow cleared by the

sun shining down on it, and that only clears the middle. We have no parking

from 8-4, Mon-Fri. It should be 2 hr parking between these times, or have

parking passes for visitors, OR make it September to June, then allow

parking all day July and August. Animal services needs to assist us with

problems such as wandering cats and dogs who bite other people. We have

2 cats which we keep indoors. Several neighbours have cats who roam the

neighborhood, using our garden as a litter box, spraying outside the house

which then causes our cats to mark inside. We have made numerous

complaints, yet the same cats wander the streets, and we are the bad guys.

Common guys, help us out (and screw telling people who made the

complaint, go and investigate and do your job), remember, when you leave

(when you actually respond) we have to live beside these people.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:01 AM

It takes far too long to get anywhere in this small city. Core areas are bottle

necked daily. Public transportation is not a viable option. From where I live, a

bus from the downtown terminal should take me to Conestoga College. It

would take 3 busses and 1.5 hours to get from where I live in Ward 5 to the

college. Why? Also, my street very rarely gets serviced in the winter. The cul

de sac at the end of my street is used to put snow from Blair road, yet Esther

Avenue is often very unsafe to drive on due to the ice build up.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 12:08 PM

loaded and unfair question, city services are more than three top priorities

when we balance need and play (eg safety over wellbeing)

Anonymous
7/06/2019 12:37 PM

All this talk of lrt, yet the roads are in dire need of repair and the traffic is

becoming a big problem. Lrt is not the answer. Fix the roads/widen, dont take

away but running tracks.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 01:37 PM

We have a beautiful trail system and I would have included that if I could

have included a fourth priority
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Anonymous
7/06/2019 08:32 PM

Growing up here since I was born I’ve seen this city become dirtier, more

congested, a massive increase in drug use and homelessness.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:59 PM

Police services — we need more enforcement of by-laws on Main Street

Galt. Pan handlers are in the bank entrances, etc. Also, Main Street and city

streets have a lot of loose garbage. This is the first city I’ve lived in that

doesn’t have proper blue boxes with lids. In Cambridge, the open blue boxes

contribute to pollution. Garbage flies out of them on garbage day and ends

up in the streets and in yards.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:05 AM

We need to get the homeless people out of the parks. The tent cities need to

be abolished and the people prosecuted for all of the theft and break and

enters that have occurred as a result. I do not take my son into Dumfries park

anymore for this reason and have been made to not feel safe in my own

home and neighbourhood.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:06 AM

Would like to see more planning and communication with the Region to

coordinate construction projects occurring simultaneously in the same areas

of the city

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:26 AM

Not enough trail maintenance!!

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:44 AM

Good Economic Developement is essential in any city and our people here

are doing an awesome job. They have most definitely given Cambridge and

the beauty of our city an international voice

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:29 AM

With all the problems with people shooting up on our streets and in our parks

leaving needles and garbage everywhere and senting up tents and stealing

from hard working citizens makes me want to move out of Cambridge. And

the thought of a safe injection site instead of spending money on rehab is

totally discouraging. What has this city turned into?

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:57 AM

More planning needs to be focused on mental health and addictions support.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:07 AM

I believe fire/paramedics can no longer be sustained by local municipalities

and should be a private entity. Their salaries should be red-circled and the

collective agreements need to be analyzed for inconsistencies. There are far

too many fire fighters opening local craft breweries around Ontario (including

Cambridge - see Rhythm and Brews) to be giving continuous raises to.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 12:41 PM

Homeless problem in Cambridge is out of control. Something has to be done.

Cambridge used to be a nice place to live now our city is going down the

drain.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 03:18 PM

Trails and parks are nice. Could use a little more maintenance. Snow

clearing and de-icing could use some work especially early mornings. I

consider water quality to be bad. So bad I won’t drink it.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 05:45 PM

There is only one dog park in the city and it’s presumably a 10 minute drive

or more for 90% of the population. It would be great if more off leash facilities

were integrated into the park network

Anonymous
7/07/2019 07:09 PM

The 3 hour continuous parking bylaw is archaic, with most families having

adult children living at home we need on street, over night parking, unless a

snow event is called. Ticketing citizens is not the way to go, change the
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parking bylaw, especially after I received a letter telling me to park on the

street while my driveway / sidewalk was being repaired, then was ticketed for

doing so, making me feel like I was set up by the city.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:33 PM

No to LRT we don't need it here I should not be forced to pay for a service

no where near my house that I will never use

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:24 PM

We need to address the issue of homelessness/addicts in the city. It is

getting worse and I don't think that a SIS is the answer. We need to help the

addicts with rehabilitation not enabling them to continue the path with drugs.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:04 PM

We lack quality recreational facilities. Our family goes to other cities for those

services. It’s embarrassing to see the lack of attention the city has for

families and recreational facilities. Our ball diamonds are a joke compared to

cities like Guelph, Brantford, and Ajax. Our pools aren’t the proper length to

hold practices or encourage tournaments and competitions. We have enough

ice rinks and soccer fields. Start investing in other sports and bringing in

tournaments and tourism. As of now, there isn’t much incentive for people to

come to Cambridge. We’re all leaving.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:15 PM

Hespeler is a good spot to live, let’s keep it that way.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:02 AM

Where is policing on this??? We are severely lacking in police presence in

our downtown.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:15 AM

Da. If these are not most important you have pretty poor judgement. Silly

question. How about least important?

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:20 AM

Our Property taxes keep getting higher and higher, but we have an issue with

drugs. I am constantly looking our for needles and whatnot for my kids on

trails and parks. My cars are also always getting broken into, trying. I thought

I lived in a safe community.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:18 AM

Climate action needs to be a top priority across departments

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:07 AM

Spend far too much on over eager by law enforcement and not enough

drawing business back to downtown. Our trailways could use more care and

expansion and our farmers market needs expansion. We suffer from a lack of

events.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 11:55 AM

When I look at the trail systems in Kitchener and Waterloo, the trails in

Cambridge are a great disappointment. There is not enough of them and their

location is not convenient nor do they encourage you to walk/bike from point

A to point B. Parking in the city was better before the recent changes to the

lots. People working in the core area and using the spots for free parking is a

problem that must be dealt with however the public should not be punished in

attempt to solve that issue.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 01:28 PM

WE DON'T NEED THE SIS IN OUR AREA! WE MUST BE A DRUG FREE

REGION!

Anonymous
7/08/2019 01:57 PM

On street parking is ridiculous in my neighbourhood. Rv’s park for days or

weeks on the street. Cars park overlapping driveways. It can be an obstacle
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Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:17 PM

course trying to get out of my driveway. 
[redacted]

Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:42 PM

Not enough bylaw officers in Cambridge to enforce the bylaws. Development

is slow it seems in Cambridge. Alot of talk about community development,

but not happening fast enough.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 04:20 PM

No indoor pool facilities in Preston or even close by. Water and Sewer Prices

continue to rise and it is a lot for fixed budget retirees to bear. It is not right

that we cannot park on the street in front of out houses for more than 3

hours. People want to visit for longer than that!

Anonymous
7/08/2019 05:46 PM

Snow plowing is lacking. Traffic calming department will not honour my

request for a simple sign warning drivers to slow down. Customer service is

severerly lacking from many departments.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:13 PM

Solving the numerous flooding issues in downtown galt streets. Old services

need major upgrading. A plan that looks at the serious flooding with any

major rainfall. Arthur White ave. Is an example of total failure to plan and

implement the flooding issues on this and other streets in our neighborhood.

This is a new street...but still floods because of poor planning.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:22 PM

No to sis sites!!!

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:34 PM

Why is tourism in with economic development and separate from arts culture

and heritage? That is very confusing. Over the past few years there has been

a steady decline in funding for the nfp arts groups and especially the Fashion

History Museum in Hespeler. Why isn't that getting more attention, I heard

they are shutting down. Why? It was the deciding factor why I moved here

from Toronto with my husband because they are here and it is easy for me to

use the 401, and he liked the Mill Race which is now gone.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:01 PM

It is hard to pick just three priorities.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:02 PM

Overall the services are fair. The crime and homeless addicts makes it hard

to go anywhere here without fearing for your safety. I live in galt. I wish

bridges would be closed or moved away from all residents homes.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:40 PM

Need to develop more parks and sports facilties including some more

grounds for cricket games, existing facility highly booked. No parks in newly

developed communties. People misusing street parking faclties . No speed

limit obedient.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:27 AM

3 out of 10..... I’m actually appalled. I don’t know where the money is going.

But you guys need to [redacted]

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:28 AM

Traffic management is awful, every spring/summer all drivers deal with

insane delays to get out of cambridge to go to work. Have construction crews

operate overnight. Create afterschool Programs with later times and variety.

Government services hours are impossible to achieve for commuters, create

more opportunity

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:36 AM

Do not like the large semi trucks that go though the neighbourhood and down

town. They are huge and unsafe and barely can make a left turn onto a
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narrow downtown Galt streets. Why is ther not a designated truck route so

that it safer for everyone?

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:36 PM

More Police enforcement of traffic and criminal laws should also be a priority.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:43 PM

All require improvement

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:30 PM

executing on plans from 7 years ago with no real regard on what has

happened since that time. There is no dynamic in council, only the need to

be re-elected

Anonymous
7/09/2019 03:13 PM

We are in desperate need of a new indoor pool and fast! Dolson is in need of

big time repairs! Liner is in rough shape! Please move on with the plan for a

new pool! Rumours also starting about Soper closing next year. We need this

outdoor pool!! Please keep it running as long as possible!

Anonymous
7/09/2019 04:56 PM

I would like to see more parks in this city because most of them are just

slides and swings

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:12 PM

We need a round about on Hespeler Rd and Fishermill. This area is a death

trap. People who don’t want to wait for the light to change or for them to

access maple grove rd from hwy 24, just come off the ramp onto fisher mill

and pull an illegal u turn causing accidents. How many more before changes

are done

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:28 PM

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:45 PM

Continue emphasis on climate change in all areas.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:14 PM

Need more then 2 roads to get north to south in town and an other bridge

over the river all 3 bridges are next to each other

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:33 PM

1) Allow street parking on all residential streets from March to November .

We pay high taxes and should be able to park on the streets for more than 3

hours without being ticketed. Also allow parking on paved boulevards in all

residential areas. 2) more parking in downtown core areas to support local

small business 3) finish all the Franklin round abouts and the construction... it

is taking way too long!

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:02 AM

Do not increase our taxes any more than the rate of inflation.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 01:00 PM

Please offer more evening adult art courses at the Idea Exchanges - I have

noticed there are fewer and fewer offered each year, and I am unable to

make daytime courses.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 02:12 PM

Stop wasting our money on things like the "no where bridge" (Doug Craig

bridge). Get the Hospital up and running. How many years now and I just

read we can't find parking. In the Galt area where there is nothing down there

as far as retailers go lower rents so we are able to shop and have new stores

open up and get rid of pay parking until something is done about the shops.
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Anonymous
7/10/2019 02:37 PM

Anonymous
7/10/2019 09:41 PM

Anonymous
7/10/2019 10:34 PM

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:08 AM

Who is going to pay for nothing when they can go to the mall for many shops 

and free parking. With the grand river it should be like a little Elora but it is 

just an eye sore with vacant shops and homeless. I have had people tell me 

they are nervous to walk downtown galt. Not to mention the opiod crises. 

This should be priority!!!
The Cambridge Symphony Orchestra deserves funds currently going to the 

KWSO as well. They offer so much at pay as yiu can prices which brings live 

classical music regardless of economic status to the community.
I attended a CofA meeting. Member [redacted] said he didn't understand the 

Planning Jargon and the Chair didn't know they could impose conditions and 

were confused about the role of the GRCA and archaeological (they aren't 

related, they thought it was). The third member just sat and listened. THESE 

are the people making decisions on development applications..

We only have one community park in ward 3 (sturdy park). It is rusty and out 

dated. There a lot of young families moving here and the park is a sad state 

compared to other wards. There is NO crossing guard at King and 

Westminster for Preston Public. Ward 3 families use this very busy 

intersection on the daily and with no assistance from a crossing guard many 

cars do not adhere to cross walk laws. It is very dangerous for our young 

children to cross. The lack of snow removal on residential streets is 

appalling. We don’t see pavement from the first snowfall to the spring thaw. 

By the time the snowplow comes down our street, sometimes days after the 

initial fall, the snow has been so compacted that the plow is infective.
More planning to help the addicts and clean up Cambridge Clean up wiper 

park and make a better splash pad better bylaws about parking on the 

streets

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:24 AM

Many areas of the city are unclean and not maintained. Major intersections

on hwy 24 are covered in weeds and are an eyesore to people coming

through our city. (Flea market most notably) Homeless and drug abuse

among these people is still a major issue. Customer service will listen to you,

but nothing will ever get done.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 01:34 PM

Downtown Galt is full of litter and unkempt growing not to mention the

amount of homeless people injecting there

Anonymous
7/11/2019 02:19 PM

Would love to see more tree canopy for shade on our streets similar to what

Kitchener and Waterloo have

Anonymous
7/11/2019 03:57 PM

All cemeteries should be closed and the land should be turned into

something useful.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 04:35 PM

Why isn't policing apart of this ? I feel like this is one that needs to be

invested into

Anonymous
7/11/2019 05:44 PM

Parks need more trees or options for shade. We also need more parks. The

constant development of subdivisions on every spare piece of land is

affecting our quality of life from parks to transportation to parking on the

streets (impacting vision at corners within subdivisions) to bylaw

enforcement.
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Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:44 PM

Why is Police not a choice? I rate this nimber one.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:50 PM

Building too many houses and apartments and not nearly enough roads. Not

enough right hand turn lanes on busy streets like Maple Grove Road at the

new subdivision.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 11:11 PM

Seniors should have free bus/ion passes.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 12:13 AM

We do NOT do enough to ensure the protection and general up keep of our

parks and trails. The Speed River still has garbage in it and the Cities plan to

pull down 300 trees to build a high rise next to one of our nature trails is

unacceptable. Road safety is also atrocious. In the Shepherd Ave and

Bechtal area people speed like morons all the time and nothing is being done

about it.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:05 AM

Fire Services budget is too much. Duplication of service responses to

medical calls. Over inflated budget to support it. Look at CFD call volume of

medical calls compared to fires and alarm responses. The numbers speak for

themselves. Cut back the tiered response to medical calls. Adding more work

to firefighters for medical calls will mean going to interest arbitration and the

IAFF taking the taxpayers to the cleaners again.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 10:21 AM

Outdoor pools are essential! Please do NOT consider closing them.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 01:11 PM

We LOVE idea exchange for our little kids. Riversides splash of could really

use a makeover to match the rest of the park area. Waterloo Park Lions

Lagoon style!

Anonymous
7/12/2019 01:46 PM

Where is social services and social support?

Anonymous
7/12/2019 04:01 PM

A complete multiplex should be built, not a half-way done one. Parks and

walkways need more regular maintenance and check-ins. Parking bylaws

need to be clear and then enforced. Heritage sites such as the Forbes estate

should not be allowed to be developed - it is a real shame.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 06:46 PM

there is tremendous room for improvement

Anonymous
7/12/2019 07:57 PM

Water parks need to be re-thought. See milton parks for examples of good

water park design.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 06:35 AM

Where’s the box that says Get rid of the Bridges and deal with all the

delinquency in the Galt core? I would click it 3 times!

Anonymous
7/13/2019 08:10 AM

Limit should be more than three

Anonymous
7/13/2019 08:17 AM

We are relatively new to this area (2015) We are retired and we also help

with our grandson . We make full use of library and recreational facilities and

LOVE it!

Anonymous Im Hoping the city can expand and have more events
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7/13/2019 08:27 AM

Anonymous
7/13/2019 09:11 AM

These services are critical to the well being of the city

Anonymous
7/13/2019 01:24 PM

The parking enforcement within my neighbourhood is absolutely disgraceful,

on several occasions attempts to contact were made, and were politely

informed that Cambridge does not have full time parking enforcement.

Businesses in Cambridge suffer from heavy traffic rerouting during

construction, and in turn lose entire seasons of business. On top of that,

parking access and costs applied mean business in the downtown cores are

deterred business due to the cost inconvenience.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 04:20 PM

I will list out my dissatisfaction reasons, found on the previous list. 1) The

water here in Cambridge can be quite costly to use and the quality is

absolutely horrendous. I live in a building without a water softener and life

here, with regards to the water, has been a nightmare. I cannot believe we

have to pay for water (where I moved from it was not metered) that is hardly

usable, stains anything it washes, and ultimately is not even desirable for

drinking. This has been one of the biggest disappointments about moving to

Cambridge. 2) I was quite appalled at the availability of shinny/pick-up

hockey at the arenas here in Cambridge. The outdoor rinks situation is even

worse, which makes being a hockey player in Cambridge difficult and feeling

like the city does not really care to provide sufficient times for playing in a

pick-up/shinny environment, which is disappointing. I wish there was more

flexibility in terms of times/availabilities, that it was offered at all arenas, and

that it was more affordable to play at these times (with no minimum number

of players required). 3) Living in Downtown Galt has made having guests

over difficult. With the restrictions on parking, and only have 1 parking spot

on our property (for our personal vehicle), having guests over, especially

overnight, is quite a nightmare. I really wish the city wasn't so stingy and

provided every resident in the downtown core area with at least one parking

pass to use for either themselves or guests, and consider offering an extra in

situations where both the owner/tenant requires parking and their guest as

well. This would apply especially to overnight parking. The fact that the city

charges for this is quite a deterent for people to move into the area and aid

in the gentrification of the downtown core.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:07 PM

Cambridge needs a by-pass from bottom of townline to Meyers road to try

and relieve traffic in the city! Idk how but hepler road needs help too. Thanks

Anonymous
7/13/2019 06:39 PM

Hespeler Public School's morning car drop off is atrocious. There needs to be

a better drop off (such as a loop, like at Chicopee School in Kitchener). The

cars take over the neighbourhood and residents cannot access or leave their

homes.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:09 PM

Why no mention of Safe Injection sites. Which I feel MUST be planned for

sooner rather than later.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:35 PM

Planning construction in this city is terrible.
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Anonymous
7/14/2019 10:01 AM

All of the items mentioned as “don’t know” just mean I’ve never had to

experience them so have no idea if they are good or bad

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:25 PM

Infrastructure is not keeping up with new development. Roads cannot handle

the increased traffic which is getting worse as development is approved

without any changes to roads.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:51 PM

Everything to do with the multiplex including dollars spent and failure to

execute is a complete disappointment

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:58 PM

I would comment that the drug problems, and homelessness of people to be

the largest problem in Cambridge right now.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 04:29 PM

No comments at this time.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 11:28 PM

Traffic calming measures are non existent...7 years of complete and utter

chaos on all roadways we have endured... can't wait for your next excuses..

can't wait to leave this Brampton of the west!!

Anonymous
7/15/2019 09:46 AM

the flow of traffic in cambridge is terrible it is so congested and lights are not

timed correctly especially at the delta and fresco corner. Dundas street from

the delta to Elgin needs significant repairs and expanded for better traffic

flow. winter road maintenance on Courts need to be monitored more as for

many years we are lucky if we get sand and salt on our court with out having

to call the city to report a road condition.

[redacted]
7/15/2019 01:45 PM

Cambridge is not a very walkable city, and with so many retirees and elderly

people who are unable to drive, the city should be much more walking-

friendly.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:21 AM

Three choices out of a list of 28 - too hard to pick. City is difficult to traverse

north to south. Roads in dire need of repair. But we need the continued

protection of greenery and wildlife in the city.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 10:31 AM

The amount of trees that have died along canamera parkway in the last 15

years is disgusting Poor water flood plans have killed off forests of hardwood

trees all along the road

Anonymous
7/16/2019 10:44 AM

Arts and culture rate highly too

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:50 PM

Need better transport links to outside of Cambridge and KW.

[redacted]
7/16/2019 03:48 PM

We need more public transport. The bus system is genuinely alright in

Cambridge, but how does one of the largest cities in the region get left out of

the largest regional project that's ever happened? That doesn't make sense.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 09:53 PM

There should be mention of the Cambridge hospital which has been on hold

for over 2 years!! Shameful

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:31 AM

Roads slow overcrowded development being put ahead infrastructure

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:57 AM

I vote no to safe consumption services
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Anonymous
7/17/2019 12:12 PM

This survey is not clear how our money is being spent. I want THAT survey. I

would sooner pay less tax or I will have to sell my house and move. I can't

afford tax increases every year.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 01:41 PM

Need to put more into police services and safety and less into fire. And

ambulance service not fire. Not safe injection sites

Anonymous
7/17/2019 04:08 PM

Why is there not something on this survey about the city's #1 problem,

homelessness? followed by #2 drug addicts? We need more subsidized

housing, mental health and drug treatment. NOT supervised consumption,

treatment! The perception of safety in this city is declining rapidly.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 06:00 PM

You lost your chance to give this city a quality sports complex. Council, you

dropped the balling time on this one.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:20 PM

I note on new asphalt shortly after holes for repairs are made . Wonder if the

city or the region does check with other services to avoid doing their work on

the new asphalt, and never repairing it properly. Water infiltration, comes

winter with ice, lifting the asphalt and it's destroyed when snow plows go by..

Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:33 PM

The city is approving way too much development for the infrastructure. I find

it hard to believe the appropriate traffic, environmental and public health /

safety studies have been completed. If they have - make them public. Traffic

in this city is ridiculous and Schools are overcrowded. Our homeless

population is out of control. Yet there are thousands more residences to be

built in the near future. Cambridge needs to stop approving more and see the

affects. Lastly, please say no to safe injection sites. Tax dollars could be

spent in a smarter, more responsible fashion. Enabling addiction is not

treatment.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:04 PM

We need the new multiplex ASAP. We need a 50 meter pool! It will add so

much business to the area with provincial and possibly national swim meets.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:09 PM

It's very hard to go anywhere on a bike that requires going through the

downtown core in galt without feeling like cars are on top of you. I've tried

following "bike routes" before but they don't seem to have any special safety

features to help separate bikes from traffic. I'd love to commute on bike, but

don't feel there are easy paths. Would love to see more dedicated bike

routes/transportation that puts cycling first as opposed to cars. In terms of

winter maintenance/bylaw enforcement, this is more specifically for

sidewalks, i'm quite happy with anything to do with roads/parking. I currently

walk to work and encounter sidewalks in all kinds of conditions sometimes

weeks after snow/ice making it seem like driving is a better option, although,

I'd prefer not to. Overall, it'd be great to get around the city more without

needing a car/dodging them!

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:49 PM

Left turn from Cedar St. onto Southwood Dr. during rush hour is a disaster!

I’ve had to sit through up to 6 light changes in order to finally turn left on a

red! An advanced green is needed desperately during rush hour.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 10:38 PM

Environmental protection is very high on my list. Forestry is only a portion of

this...preservation of natural areas and encouraging more natural space,

native plants use(rather than non-natives in gardens, building landscapes,

parks ect) and permeable ground is important. Our stream and river banks
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and floodplains should be protected.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 12:13 AM

This last question is irrelevant.All the above are of equal importance.The

import one gives it depends on which a person uses most so any result

would be skewed as a result.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 01:11 AM

City should clean sidewalks in the winter

Anonymous
7/18/2019 02:14 AM

You spelled "Enforcement" wrong in "Bylaw Enforecement"

Anonymous
7/18/2019 03:04 AM

Resources should focus on community safety and prevention of

homelessness and drug abuse. No injection sites Preventative rather than

reactive services Stop influx of homeless from other cities SHUT DOWN

BRIDGES SHELTER

Anonymous
7/18/2019 11:47 AM

It is impossible to select “most important” From a list that include both basic

infrastructure necessities and arts and cultural services. Of course one would

not choose to ignore the former in favour of the latter if there was not an

option to have both. The survey strikes me as ineffective in its failure to make

this distinction.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 01:41 PM

We need more affordable housing build. We are in a crisis.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 04:57 PM

There should be another turf sports field in addition to Jacob hespeler. St

Benedict's is the prime location. It is such a high use area that it would pay

for itself. Current field condition is terrible.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 09:35 PM

I think it is important to keep the integrity of our parks to be family spaces

which must include outdoor pools. Recreation programming needs input from

the participants before making changes to well used programs.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 06:36 AM

Green space and beautification is what this city needs more of.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 08:31 AM

Would love to have a community centre in our area. Also more bike friendly

trails and pathways through the downtown galt area

Anonymous
7/19/2019 08:39 AM

More bike trails or lanes to get from Galt to Hespler.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:04 AM

You need to include a section on improving safety concerns in the cores due

to lack of municipal bylaws regarding vagrant peoples.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:52 AM

These are so vast and impact so much - how is one to choose the 3 “most

important”?

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:53 AM

Really enjoy the neighbourhood association, round-abouts and events that

the city puts on. I thought the Christmas market was great. Would like fast

movement on Rex facilities and more gardens. The flag staff at Can-Am park

could be a lot nicer.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 12:34 PM

Thank you all for making Cambridge a great place to live!
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Anonymous
7/19/2019 01:07 PM

I strongly feel our park facilities especially ball diamonds and parks have not

been managed properly. When workers went on strike (holding our youth

hostage from hockey arenas and events) They demanded equal pay

compared to other cities, namely Waterloo and Kitchener workers. Outside

workers there prepare ball diamonds and soccer fields for their renters. That

is not done in Cambridge, even after their raises. Canamara park this year

has been awful to look at, mainly where the flags are. Overall in the city, new

subdivisions need to stop going up until services are elevated to catch up.

Although plowing on our street is excellent, this is mainly because there is a

bus route and schools on this road. Family members (elderly) that I have that

live in Cambridge have a hard time leaving their streets and I have a hard

time getting there to shovel their driveways and sidewalks. Taxes keep going

up and services are failing.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:26 PM

Promote business growth along major streets, build parking for future growth,

push and plan for the ION

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:56 PM

Need more trails, parks need better maintenance and grass cutting on city

owned land such as parks or on city streets such as Jamieson Pkwy needs

more grass cutting

Anonymous
7/19/2019 07:03 PM

Stop wasting money on a sportplex and fix what we have! Make new

partners and draw investments in our city. No amalgamation. K-w will bleed

Cambridge dry if we do. Put more effort into harm reduction and city run

events :)

Anonymous
7/19/2019 09:20 PM

Storm water management is of great concern for us as severe storms are

happening more often. I do have an issue with road water runoff backing up

in my yard during heavy rains.

Optional question (171 responses, 339 skipped)
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Q11  Thinking about all the programs and services you receive from the City of Cambridge,

please rate the overall value you feel you are receiving for your tax dollars.
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Optional question (506 responses, 4 skipped)
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Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:45 PM

The Old Post Office and the new walking bridge are amazing well used

additions to this city. They are both money well spent just judging by the

amount of use they are already getting. If we can only do more good work

along those lines we can enjoy and support this city for years to come.

Maintaining this cities assets can never be overlooked. Planning is of upmost

importance also.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 02:53 PM

Our municipal taxes are among the highest in Ontario. Frivolous expenditures

like restoring the Speed River Dam at Riverside Park are unnecessary and ill

advised.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:49 AM

More community events and activities to get all age groups involved! We

have a great community let’s utilize what we have in our great city

Anonymous
7/04/2019 01:03 PM

More attention needed to fixing roads that have been neglected, rather than

digging up and replacing the same sections of roads repeatedly.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 01:55 PM

My residential property tax bill does not match up with street cleaning and

maintenance

Anonymous
7/04/2019 02:28 PM

KEEP SOPER OPEN KEEP SOPER OPEN

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:14 PM

My taxes are quite high- overly hugh- ever since I made an improvement to

my home. Not much incentive to dress up the city. I don't get any more

services for the increased taxes. Quite ridiculous actually.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 06:37 PM

Stop with the sports complex already. Honestly. Take the money and put it

into the rec centers we already have before you blow it all on engineering

and environmental studies.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 08:59 PM

More local libraries with a variety of reading/writing desks including cubicles

would benefit students by giving them a nearby quiet place to study rather

than having to drive far to one of main idea exchange libraries. More local

parks would benefit the health of pets and young children.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:01 PM

We need to make sure our youth have adequate activities to keep them busy

and engaged. Years of substandard facilities have not helped our

marginalized youth.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:47 PM

We have a crisis and our officials are offering NO programs to HELP the

mental health or well being or safety of it's most vulnerable citizens including

our children!! They want to aid in the destruction of our once beautiful city!!!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:04 PM

Why are downtown Galt storefronts empty or filled with tattoo parlours and

vape shops? Filming won’t continue to happen here if our city is filled with

drug addicts and homeless. I don’t even recognize my city anymore. My

taxes need to go to moving Bridges away from schools and to a location

where everyone is safe.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:36 PM

Tax dollars are being spent to keep the addicts, addicted instead of

rehabilitation How this make sense to educated people is mind blowing

Q12  Comments
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Anonymous
7/05/2019 03:18 AM

Property taxes for condos are high as compared to other cities.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:54 AM

Stop all the thrills get back to the basic municipal things that you should be

providing and don't increase our taxes.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:35 AM

Cambridge dropped the ball on the Rec Complex, how unfortunate for our

future generations.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:37 AM

I'm in Brossard Quebec at the moment. .they are building a fantastic pool

facility and have far better maintained trails with a smaller population

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:41 AM

City of Cambridge is great! Not happy with Waterloo Region......

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:42 AM

I do not use many of the services cited. Some services that are cited such as

Customer Service, Engineering Road Winter Maintenance, Emergency

Planning - are services that are expected to be included in a community that

would like to be a City. I like to exchange ideas, but am not aware the Idea

Exchange is a function of a City or a service expected of a City. Taxes paid

over the years have been increasing faster than Consumer Price Index and

income growth can afford. SO anyone who has been paying taxes since

2010 or at anytime since 2010 do not receive value for the tax dollars

confiscated. The annual production of surplus and ever growing Reserves

and Reserve Funds are a testament to the excessive taxation. That surplus

and excessive taxation can be redirected to 'good causes' such as Hospital

equipment is confiscation of fixed income from retired seniors, low income

residents and renters.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 02:56 PM

Garbage pick up every other week during the summer months needs to be

revised.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 04:37 PM

Stop all the Grant's and fix the roads and property bylaw in reference to

cleanliness

Anonymous
7/05/2019 05:46 PM

Stop wasteful projects. We’re the highest taxed jurisdiction in Waterloo

Region.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:53 PM

Tap water could taste less chlorinated and the hospital could have better

parking. Otherwise a great place to live and raise my family.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:53 PM

The city of cambridge out door movies for August this year suck!! Get with

the times!! ASK the population what they would like to see....we will not be

watching any of them.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:15 AM

Better clean up of leash free areas and green space garbage containers. The

one container on Green Vista hasn't been emptied yet and it's pretty full of

poop. More leash free parks, and nicer areas for the same.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:01 AM

The city must be fiscally responsible for ensuring our tax dollars are spent

with care for development, growth ad well as maintaining our cities charm

and beauty. Often when I am at City Hall to pay a bill, or to make an inquiry,

there are several staff members sitting and chatting with one another while
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people stand in line and wait. For the wages and benefits received in

exchange for employment, it would be nice to see people who are employed

with the city be more conscientious about how they represent our tax dollars.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 12:08 PM

confused by city services verse regional services

Anonymous
7/06/2019 01:37 PM

I would like to see the city take initiative to remove tax benefits to landlords

with vacant properties in the downtown cores. This benefit for the few wealthy

is at the expense of the health of our cores

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:59 PM

The city spends money searching for Consumption sites instead of using the

funds to pay outreach workers or for adding detox beds.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:05 AM

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:06 AM

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:44 AM

I do not use public transportation and feel like the ION and all of it's 

associated costs are ridiculous and unnecessary. I also disagree with all of 

the added expenses incurred with the sports complex debacle. Why did the 

city ever open Bridges and bring all the homeless drug addicts into the 

downtown core, and why promote/assist with their addiction by wanting to 

open safe injection sites when rehab centers should have been the option. 

We should not be supporting them, [redacted] Why would the Federal 

government legalize marijuana when we already have addiction problems? 

Let me feel safe in my neighbourhood and in our parks! Do something good 

for the taxpayers, those that contribute to the city and [redacted].

 

I think the city is doing a good job managing tax dollars. Have more concern 

over percentage of taxes going to the Region towards projects improving 

Kitchener and Waterloo.
What is the City doing for it's Senior population? I'm not seeing much value 

for my money.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:29 AM

Why should we pay tax dollars and the money go towards cleaning up after

these people who don't pay taxes and receive free stuff from our cities

programs on top of that. The more we hand out for free without actually trying

to help these people get better the worse this city will be. And tourism will

drop because nobody wants to come to a place where drugs are so obviously

accepted with people shooting up in public and leaving their needles and

supplies on our streets. It is just crazy living in Cambridge now

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:07 AM

See comment above. I think the events are amazing in this City though. I

believe we should use the ambassador team to clean up the riverfront a little

more though.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 03:18 PM

Poor value for a buck for sure.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:33 PM

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:04 PM

Get rid of bridges stop allowing this [redacted] into our city it giving a bad 

image and ruining Galt with these [redacted] roaming around time to move 

bridges to the outskirts of town

We have some of the highest taxes in the region. My roads are never 

plowed. I feel like we don’t have the same value. Don’t even have LRT or Go 

train.
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Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:15 PM

I feel that the city needs to get the few hundred homeless people, cleaned

up, shelter and serious help.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:02 AM

Queries to the City departments are not consistent and many times downright

abrupt. By-laws are antiquated and need updating.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:15 AM

Infrastructure is failing, development appears unregulated or controlled.

Unsafe on the street and in neighbourhoods surrounding cores. Anarchy.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:20 AM

Answered above

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:18 AM

Climate action needs to be a top priority across departments

Anonymous
7/08/2019 11:55 AM

We are paying for a lot of things the city should not be involved in. You are

supposed to be the sheriff, not Robin Hood. Quit taking from hard working

taxpayers to give to people that are too lazy to work.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 01:28 PM

If a person pay taxes that dame person should be elligible for the benefits as

day care for instance. There are people not receiving any help because the

monicipality is handpicking whos elligible with their own agenda.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:17 PM

where's the wnrd 'environment?'

Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:42 PM

Road work takes forever to get done. City growing, but roads stay the same.

Garbage collection needs to have the bins stacked, not thrown on the

sidewalks. Salt bins at corners where buses stop. There is a bus that stops

at the corner of Elliot and Centre St. And that corner alot of the time is slick

and needs salt or sand. It is a 4 way stop, very dangerous.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 04:12 PM

For the amount I’m paying, I’d expect to receive more value for my dollar.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 04:20 PM

There is inadequate pools in Cambridge. I live in Preston and want to do lane

swimming and it is not available near me. It's not right that the new pool will

be even farther away from Preston.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:13 PM

Main street out of downtown looks like quilt work. Pot holes and patch work.

Poor winter road clearing on side streets downtown core. Twice stuck on my

own street. Poor planning on infustructure to solve flooding problems.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:19 PM

Property taxes are getting so high that it’s starting to price me out of the

house I live in. Most people including myself doing get huge pay increases

but the property taxes go up too much every year. It’s becoming a struggle to

pay

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:01 PM

Council is so concerned about ever raising taxes that our city and its services

are becoming antiquated. We should have had a multiplex years ago. What

city our size doesn't have an indoor running track, Olympic size pool, more

soccer fields? I am not convinced though that we need many more arenas

given that the numbers for this sport are dropping.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:27 AM

See notes above
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Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:28 AM

Cambridge is still known as Lamebridge because there isnt much to do here,

develop a city that is family friendly, especially child friendly. Manage

transportation during construction season better, do not clog up all exits of

the city with construction

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:36 AM

Really would like the city to address the number of homeless people

frequenting downtown. Many are ill and harass others trying to use

businesses in the core. There appears to be little police presence.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:02 PM

Taxes go up every year but I get less services and city employees get paid

more!

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:43 PM

Taxes go up improvements don't

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:30 PM

I only receive a bill... no actual service

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:12 PM

I think that we are large enough now for busses to run later for people

without vehicles working off shifts

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:28 PM

Too much money spent on "beautification" projects when there are homeless

people all over Cambridge. Stop spending on "fluff" and build affordable

housing.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:33 PM

My entire neighbourhood feels that we pay too much tax for the limited

services we get and many people have talked about leaving Cambridge

because of it. You allow builders to build $600,000 to million dollar homes

without large parking areas and then ticket families that need to park on the

road or boulevard when we are paying high property taxes. Our garbage pick

up services lessened and taxes went up..we have homeless people breaking

into our yards and checking our garbage cans ... what added value have we

got from staying in Cambridge? Now you want to add an injection site ... no

thanks.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 10:47 PM

Paid Parking a problem in business areas. Too many empty stores in

downtown Galt. Not a great incentive to shop .

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:02 AM

Wasteful spending must be eliminated. The ION is a money pit. Taxes should

benefit the majority not the few in special interest groups.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:13 AM

I feel my taxes have gone up a lot since I have moved here and I receive

less services.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:40 AM

Anonymous
7/10/2019 11:13 AM

I don’t know what category addiction services and helping the homeless falls 

under but Cambridge is doing a [redacted] job at helping those people. How 

is it not one of the things you are asking about???????

Stop spending money on supporting the use of drugs. Spend money on 

health care for the elderly and for parks and trails for children.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 07:32 PM

New road reconstruction removed my 10 year shrub that was on my property

in expectation that Bell would move their corner pedestal. Bell didn't move it

because it wasn't necessary. Bad planning, bullying and illegal

encroachment. The exterior brick walls of the neighbours house as well as
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ours were damaged due to the vibration required to compact the ground to

about twenty foot depth. I couldn't save my shrub how could I have saved the

brick walls?

Anonymous
7/10/2019 10:34 PM

Please see above

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:47 AM

Anonymous
7/11/2019 02:19 PM

As a very active Senior with out a car,the transportation by bus is
terrible.Total lack of bus shelters,.I cannot go to concerts,events,to the Y at 

certain times as there is no way to get back to my apt without waiting quite a 

time if connection missed.They want seniors to be active but this shows that 

they are not interested.Cannot get to church on time,.Since moving back here 

last May,I have missed out on concerts all year do to poor service.We must 

get with the times.I would consider moving back to Ottawa just so I have 

better bus service.I could buy a car today but prefer to walk most places.I 

have met with the ward councillor, forwarded my concerns to transportation 

committee in KW.People in my new apt block are always after me to do 

something.I have tried.,believe me.Snow removal at Cambridge bus stops 

this winter were terrible.There will be lawsuits if it continues! [redacted]

It is very important to keep in mind what the average household income is 

and what we can and can't afford to do thank you

Anonymous
7/11/2019 02:54 PM

During Winter time I walk going to work everyday from Holiday Inn Drive and

Franklin. The walkway is not cleared and slippery, especially from Natura

Path to Commerce Court on Jamieson Parkway. I have to walk on the bicycle

lane with vehicles coming from my back I feel so uncomfortable and at risk..

Anonymous
7/11/2019 03:57 PM

Replace all lights with roundabouts and I'll be happy. I'll also never forget

how the city flooded our basement but wouldn't take accountability.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 05:44 PM

Taxes are way too high. We are paying far more than any of my family and

friends living in various different parts of Toronto - several with larger

properties.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:32 PM

We waste so much money

Anonymous
7/11/2019 11:11 PM

Keep up planting the roads for the future!

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:08 AM

I think we seriously undervalue the benefits of recreation programming.

There are great immediate benefits and the less obvious long-term benefits

are astounding. Waterloo Region and the City of Cambridge continue to

disregard these truths in favour of profit-making programs. I think our focus,

in terms of recreation, needs to be examined. Our mandate with regard to

programming, especially children and youth programming, needs to be

seriously appraised and our priorities adjusted.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:13 AM

I believe homelessness and accesible essential services for addicts are not

being addressed. And must be.

Anonymous Snow clearing is substantially poor because I live in a subdivision.
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7/12/2019 09:05 AM

Anonymous
7/12/2019 11:20 AM

Property taxes continue to go up and services continue to decline..

Anonymous
7/12/2019 11:25 AM

Way too many roundabouts!!! And they are not safe for pedestrians! So many

minor accidents!

Anonymous
7/12/2019 06:46 PM

i am single and have no one to claim for on my taxes and this bothers me as

i have to pay more to subsidize other who take advantage of the situation.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:30 PM

Crossing guard at king street for Preston Public school. Candyland light

show is poor and not well maintained, a move to riverside with a light show

similar to Waterloo Park would be amazing. Better splash pad at Riverside

park. Is it possible to extend the linear trail all the way to riverside to avoid

King Street. A new playground by the river at the end of Dover Street.

Consider high-density development in downtown Preston to help improve the

downtown core.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 06:35 AM

Winter road maintenance is not routine. Parks and CEMETERIES, are not

cut, and garbage pick up is now every other week! Roads are constantly

congested and/ or closed for construction that rarely has any construction

going on. The biggest joke is the amount of consultants hired. They can

never make a decision! How long has the “ multi plex been going on”?

Anonymous
7/13/2019 08:17 AM

We are very happy to have chosen Cambridge.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 09:11 AM

City needs to be more efficient, hiring more staff does not solve your back log

workload. City needs to streamline process to make it more efficient. It is

easy for council to support the community or organizations by committing big

ticket grants, at the end of the day it is the citizens of Cambridge who have to

come up with the money

Anonymous
7/13/2019 01:24 PM

Considering the interests of the actual tax payers, I feel much of this money

is allocated/to be allocated to services and infrastructures that do not support

tax payers priorities.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 04:20 PM

To be fair, some of the roads have quite shocking potholes, and while some

of them have been dealt with, others have been left untouched. Even if just

temporarily filled. As well, I would like to reiterate my dissatisfaction with the

water treatment facilities in Cambridge and how crazy it seems to me that a

home attached to the city's waterlines requires a water softener just to be

usable without tons of additives.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:17 PM

If you're not going to roust all the druggies who hang around leaving their

garbage everywhere, then the CITY should do a better job cleaning up after

them.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:31 PM

Nuttal Street does not get salted in the winter. And people park on the road

too close to the intersection of Townline and Kerwood to be able to safely

turn in when there are cars coming out of the neighborhood.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:09 PM

The saddest part is the slowness to accept change and new opportunities in

this city.
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Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:35 PM

Need better planning and organization of city development and construction.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:58 PM

For the amount of money I pay in taxes I pay I don't feel I am getting great

value at all. The taxes keep accelerating but the wages of homeowners do

not. The city is so expensive to live in.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 04:29 PM

Public transit is way behind for our area. The region prioritizes Kitchener and

Waterloo above Cambridge and we continually get the short end of things.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 06:12 PM

Please work harder to get drug addicts off the streets either by being in jail or

by being in long term rehab.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 08:30 AM

Why is there no mention if SCS or rehabilitation? Your survey is flawed. We

need a rehab center to get people off drugs and keep our public spaces safe.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 09:40 AM

More electric car chargers would be beneficial with clearly labelled signs on

the spot “for electric car charging only”. Bylaw enforcement for non-charging

vehicles would also be highly appreciated.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 09:46 AM

stop spending money on stupid projects like libraries and bridges. Focus on

projects like significantly cleaning up the downtown core of Galt. It is a

shame nothing is being done about the addicts and homeless situation and it

is ruining our city.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:21 AM

Beginning to see a lot more charges (parking on your street and property)

and downloading of costs (waste removal). I’m going more often to the dump

at$5 a visit.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 08:58 PM

Snow removal isn’t very timely in our area.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 09:53 PM

City of Cambridge should lobby provincial government to get the hospital up

and running. Absolutely unexceptable!!!

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:31 AM

Kids recreational opportunities been forgotren over years we are lagging

behind poor unkempt facilities embarrassment to city

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:57 AM

I vote no to safe consumption services.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 12:12 PM

Don't want to spend money on downtown. Stupid walking bridge. Southworks

should not use any tax dollars. The post office building is useless!

Anonymous
7/17/2019 04:08 PM

Anonymous
7/17/2019 06:00 PM

I bought the property at [redacted] in 2009. We have made repeated 

complaints to bylaw and zoning about the construction company being 

operated on a residential property beside us at [redacted]. I've even had a 

meeting with [redacted]. Absolutely nothing done. Zoning bylaws are not 

enforced and my property value is what suffers. Not to mention my health 

because of the noise waking me up at 5:30am

As to my previous remarks 're Complex.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 06:47 PM

Insufficient.
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Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:33 PM

Currently fair but have significant concerns over what is yet to come with

respect to overpopulation, out of control traffic and increase in crime rates

potentially resultant from SCS sites

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:04 PM

I love all the upkeep on our roads. I love the regeneration of down town Galt.

We have a beautiful city.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:09 PM

Seems bout right.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:49 PM

Water and sewer charges in Cambridge seem excessive now compared to

several decades ago when it was included on the H.E.C. bill (increases seem

to be much greater than the rate of inflation would dictate).

Anonymous
7/17/2019 10:38 PM

A lot of taxes go to schools, I don't have kids so that is the only thing I feel is

not 'value for my tax dollar' since I will never use a service I pay for. Other

than that feel satisfied.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:59 PM

Too much summer construction on main roads that back up traffic. Side

roads in the winter slow at clearing. Need more summer splash parks.

Parking on the street 3 hours is not logical at all!!

Anonymous
7/18/2019 03:04 AM

Taxes are incredibly high for a city that is being destroyed by the

mismanagement of drug abuse and homelessness. Resources stretched to

deal with these situations rather on prevention and keeping our city safe.

Cambridge is a shameful city.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 01:41 PM

The cost of these new cards for the Cambridge transit are getting very

expensive.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 04:57 PM

Too high compared to previous cities I have lived in. Milton and Burlington

are lower and have much better services and facilities.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 07:41 PM

I am happy with the work the city does, but I am unhappy that my taxes are

exceptionally high for the actual trade off. I think the city does a good job at

maintaining and improving the city, but I feel like a major concern is the

garbage pick up/ dumping fees paid. I understand the necessity to try and

limit garbage and waste in the city, but as a young family having to store

spoiled food either in the house or in cans for two weeks is exceptionally

unsanitary and I feel it creates more problems then it solves. Id propose if

someone is willing to bring there garbage to the dump on an off week the fee

for said garbage cans (2 max) should be $2.00 not the $5.00. but only

applicable to a drivers licence address and on the off week. MY opinion and

solution.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:52 AM

I feel that the city really needs to work on improving public transportation with

the region.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 12:18 PM

during snow removal my street (Newport Dr) very rarely plowed

Anonymous
7/19/2019 12:34 PM

I would rather have answered 'good' for last query. Not 'somewhat good'.

Anonymous I feel pretty heavily taxed and most of the services I don't even access. I go
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7/19/2019 05:56 PM to rec facilities in other cities as our swimming pools are small and sucky, just

as an example.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 07:03 PM

Invest in scs!

Optional question (120 responses, 390 skipped)
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Q13  Municipal property taxes are the primary way to pay for services provided by the City of

Cambridge. Local governments must balance the cost of delivering services with taxation.

Which of the following options would you most prefer for Cambridge?

136 (27.8%)

136 (27.8%)

99 (20.2%)

99 (20.2%)

114 (23.3%)

114 (23.3%)

62 (12.7%)

62 (12.7%)

78 (16.0%)

78 (16.0%)

Increase taxes to enhance or expand City services Increase taxes to maintain services at current levels

Cut services to have a 0% tax increase Cut services to reduce taxes Don't know

Question options

Optional question (489 responses, 21 skipped)
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Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:07 PM

I realize increasing taxes is a hard sell but Cambridge has some work to do

to become a more liveable city, especially in the downtown cores.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:45 PM

Of course you want to keep taxes at a minimum and this can be done with

better efficiency, planning and maintenance.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 01:17 PM

That depends on what they plan on spending my tax dollars on. Currently I

think council isn't listening to the tax payers that voted them in with regards

to what they are spending and planning..

Anonymous
7/03/2019 02:53 PM

I think council should be very cautious about tax increases. I think most

people would contemplate a tax increase if it was beneficial and could be

shown to be of significant value to the majority. It is not about tax increases

or decreases. it is about value for money.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 03:41 PM

Cut the top heavy wage sucking city employee's How seem to have no idea

how valuable programing and under payed front line employees are

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:49 AM

Anonymous
7/04/2019 02:59 PM

Anonymous
7/04/2019 03:48 PM

I understand the city is growing but let’s stop funding ridiculous things like the 

fashion museum and put the money into something that actually draws a 

crowd and money to Our city! Stop spending foolishly! And cap the money 

city council is making! If [redacted] he’s making too much money!

There have been quite a few things done lately that were a waste of our tax 

dollars, including how long it took to decide on the multiplex so the costs 

went up.

0% tax increase All the services are already over paid for the work they do

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:14 PM

Hoping our new mayor is a strong advocate for Cambridge at the Regional

level.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:04 PM

Find savings within the service areas as much as possible.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:44 PM

You do not need to cut services just use smaller budgets

Anonymous
7/04/2019 06:37 PM

I would be infavour of increasing taxes to enhance but i don't trust the city to

pick the services i would be interested in paying for

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:01 PM

Our income has not kept pace to our tax increases at every level of

government. Something has to give.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:47 PM

I think our officials could better use the money they are given!! For one stop 
wasting it on planing for the same projects over and over get FREE feed 
back from your community members and LISTEN TO THEM!!!!!!!!!!! A Stupid 
rusty pedestrian bridge across the smelly grand???? [redacted]

Q14  Comments
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Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:04 PM

If an increase to taxes means moving those who are not even part of our 

community to a location outside of our downtown core, then I’m in.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 06:05 AM

I wish there was a percentage of the increase. I would like to say enhanced

to increase services but I don’t want a huge increase in my tax bill.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:10 AM

These can’t be the only options! The operative word in the question is

“balance” and as such you should be able to balance current fees and

current services. Charging more for the same level of service is not

“balanced”

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:38 AM

This one is hard because cost of living is high. The problem with enhancing

services which I would like to see and keep them maintained is that people

will complain about raising taxes because they won't be able to afford it. Lots

of people are pay cheque to pay cheque living now which is a terrible thing.

The city should be advertising these service better as well so people are

aware of them and do actually use them.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:48 AM

These options are limited don't know what I get for the taxes I pay

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:54 AM

Should be a minimal tax increase to cover cost of living.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:35 AM

I've come from a community where homeowners were responsible for leaf

collection. Spending money to have city workers vacuum leaves seems

ridiculous. Not a huge amount but one place money could be saved.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:37 AM

Government job wage increases have far surpassed the private sector and

what they can afford. ..time to cut the fat

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:41 AM

People can barely afford rent never mind extra's like Idea Gallery, arts etc.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:42 AM

The growing gap between tax increases and CPI increases since 2010

displays a cavalier disregard for ability of the most vulnerable to pay taxes, to

the extent that property taxes are confiscatory rather than responsible. The

production of annual surpluses and the increasing reserves demonstrate that

the taxes levied are greater than the services delivered and the investment

proposed in setting property taxes. Water and wastewater costs are

projected to be in excess of anticipated economic growth for the next 10

years. There is a disconnect between intended growth and realization of

growth in the planned taxation.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:34 PM

Can't you plan your services better and the way you execute them in order to

save money? Not to mention you should have events that could be

considered a revenue stream. Use your resources better and you could get

away with maintaining the services you have without increasing taxes.

Increasing taxes should be the last choice always.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:36 PM

There is another option. - Evaluate and deliver services more effectively,

raising/maintain/cutting where necessary.
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Anonymous
7/05/2019 02:56 PM

How about improved efficiencies to keep taxes the same with improved

services.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 04:37 PM

The problem is pet projects,salary increases,,ask the employees,bet they

have ideas on how to do things efficiently

Anonymous
7/05/2019 05:46 PM

Cut wasteful projects. Increase fees for building permits.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 06:56 PM

I don’t think any of these are a good option. We need to look at how to

increase services with the current taxes . As it stands we are the highest

taxed municipality already.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:53 PM

I don't mind paying a little more as long as there is something to show for it.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:50 PM

Absolutely no money from tax payers should be spent on safe consumption

sites as it is tax payers who foot the bill and not the drug users who are

contributing nothing to our community other than being a drain on services.

This will lead to a breakdown in our society if this attitude of enabling drug

use continues. Citizens are fed up and city council WORKS for taxpayers.

DO WHAT WE SAY. OR YOU WILL BE OUT OF WORK SOON.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:44 PM

We need to allocate more to police services to deal with the rising crime.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:51 PM

Taxes are very high and there could be savings by not having an over lapping

of services

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:53 PM

Increase the taxes and keep your servies at par? Who writes these answer

selections??

Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:17 AM

Cut the salary of the council and mayor

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:11 AM

Increase revenue from parking fines

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:01 AM

Why does it always come down to cutting services? How much fat can be

trimmed from the administrative functions at City Hall? Why is there a union

for city staff? In 2019, a union has no place. We are no longer in an era

where we are fighting for basic human rights in the workplace. My water bill

has gone up almost 100% since the city took over billing. My tax bill has

increased while services are cut. When do we see the city cut administration

costs before they cut a service? This option should have been included in the

list. Can we reduce the rate of pay for our elected officials?

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:06 AM

Not sure increased taxes is the answer - maybe better planning and

implementation of plans

Anonymous
7/06/2019 12:37 PM

Cut your wages to save a tax increase. Absolutely ridiculous to rise each

year, my wage doesnt!!

Anonymous An audit should be made to determine the amount of tax dollars wasted on
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7/06/2019 06:25 PM services provided to tax payers (example ~ all the dollars spent on the

planning of the new “Multiplex” to end up up going in a totally different

direction). Determine the most effective way to spend tax dollars ie: in-house

maintenance vs contracted services. Provide DETAILED list to tax payers

itemizing where our dollars are being spent so we have a better

understanding of the value we get for what we spend. Personally I would also

like to see a bottom line detailed accounting for the affordable housing

projects. How is this managed? Who is paying for the energy going out the

open windows in the dead of the winter? Who is policing the benefits

provided to people who qualify for affordable housing?

Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:05 PM

Regardless of what you choose, you're screwed. Increase taxes, which are

high already or cut services so everyone suffers

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:48 PM

Cut overhead and the plethora of "consultant" fees.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:06 AM

Absolutely don’t want to pay any more taxes. In all industries, employees

must figure out how to do more with less. My preference would be to keep

service the same at existing tax rate.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:44 AM

Stop the waste keep a closer watch on maintenance staff and the use of

equipment!

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:29 AM

I think you know what services I believe should be cut!!!

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:57 AM

Increase taxes on the wealthy to support the less fortunate communities.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:07 AM

Anonymous
7/07/2019 12:48 PM

Anonymous
7/07/2019 03:18 PM

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:33 PM

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:02 PM

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:24 PM

Anonymous

A constant raise in taxes with no salary raises just makes the poverty level 

worse. I would hope that the federal and provincial governments could work 

together more, stop sending all our money overseas, and consider giving 

more money to local municipalities to offset large tax increases. We do not 

want to end up like Calgary.
Better spending control on overhead is better than raising taxes. More 

efficient workforce - government should function more like a business and 

more dedicated staff with less “entitlement”
Maybe try and get a better value for the money. Stop the cronyism and giving 

it away. People I talk too think the city is as crooked as dogs hind leg. They 

even have a name for it. “Friends and Family plan”
Say no to LRT we will save money and get rid of Bridges too many drug 

users here leaving dirty needles around this will save on clean up and other 

city services if we kick these [redacted] outta town

Make intelligent decisions to optimize spending. Council appears to have no 

idea where to direct our tax dollars to give the most benefit. Too many 

studies not enough action.
I don't agree that our taxes should increase. I think the city council needs to 

make better use of our tax dollars and not spend on things that we don't 

really need, like the pedestrian bridge.

Why are our taxes so much higher and we receive less? Where are they
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7/07/2019 11:04 PM going? They go up every year and service quality doesn’t increase.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:02 AM

Cut administrative services and make it more efficient and effective. Increase

technology.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:15 AM

I would pay more if it wasn't mismanaged. New computer system, recreation

complex, bridge to nowhere.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:20 AM

Cut services appropriately. No need to increase taxes if you put it in the

wrong things.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:18 AM

Climate action needs to be a top priority across departments

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:07 AM

You need to better manage the spending of funds. There should be zero

need to increase spending to maintain the same level of service. Start

spending your funds more wisely and being more selective about who you

give contracts to and how much extra they bill you compared to the same

service offered to a private firm or consumer.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 11:30 AM

Tax increases, if needed, must be limited to inflation rate. Use up the milions

squirrelled away in reserve funds. Make financial decisions more transparent.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 11:55 AM

If you got out of the issues you have no business being in we would have far

fewer taxes. Stop supporting bleeding heart issues that impact less than 10%

of the population and allow the affected organizations to do their own fund

raising. If the community truly feels they are a worthy cause they will have no

problem raising the money to survive. If they can't the community likely never

wanted them in the first place.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:46 PM

I don't want to pay more taxes, but I do want the services we now have

continue. If I am to pay more taxes I would like to be able to say where my

extra tax dollars go.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 01:28 PM

Reduce taxes. Period.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 01:57 PM

Increase taxes if thee is going to be value. Things like major raises for

politicians, expensive new bridges and buildings don’t cut it.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 02:41 PM

Spend tax dollars responsibily. There is far to much waste in council

spending. Tax payers should not have to foot the bill for poor planning and

management. Tax hikes should not be viewed as a blank cheque to continue

reckless spending.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:17 PM

stop playing games

Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:42 PM

But you can't have your cake and eat it too!

Anonymous
7/08/2019 05:46 PM

Taxes are important to keep important services but the wasted tax dollars

are coming from the people who run the city and not from services.

Anonymous Invest in logical services instead of trying to put pretty in fancy road in front
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7/08/2019 06:13 PM of city hall...and trying for pretty when essential water and sewer services

and state of roads is deteriating badly.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:19 PM

There are services which can be cut to reduce property taxes. Something

has to give. These increases can’t be maintained by tax payers every year.

Money needs to be managed better

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:10 PM

Smarter services for 55 plus

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:34 PM

With so much building going on here, where is the new revenue from

property taxes going?

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:01 PM

See my previous comments re Council always taking the easy way out. You

cannot do more with less. Without increasing taxes we cannot keep up with

current levels let alone enhanced many needed services.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:27 AM

Taxes have been going up steadily for decades..... and our services get cut

regardless..... something does not compute here. Is there a mismanagement

of funds...?!

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:28 AM

Evaluate current programs / allocation of dollars that are not being used

Anonymous
7/09/2019 08:50 AM

Why do taxes need to be increased to maintain services? You already get an

increase in revenue that corresponds to inflation per property because

property values are increased as well. Either increase the property values, or

increase the property tax percentage. To do both is a double increase and is

dishonest.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:02 PM

New category-City officials and workers take pay cut and increase our

services with no tax increase.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:30 PM

Specifically remove the ION from the budget completely... At 8:15am on a

Monday, 9 people were on an ION train to Northfield... first we will pay for it

in taxes, then we will subsidize it to keep it running...

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:12 PM

Remove Bridges and safe injection sites, increase law enforcement towards

these areas.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:12 PM

Cut the city pay increases and up our services

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:28 PM

No more than rate of inflation

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:35 PM

Run the government like a business and reduce spending in wrong areas

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:04 PM

Not answering this bogus Political scam question

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:14 PM

As little as possible

Anonymous
7/10/2019 06:36 AM

Citizens are taxed to death. The City needs to get its priorities straight and

cut services that are bleeding tax payers (ie: consumption site, needles,
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needle drop off, etc) Letting drugs suck up our hard earned tax dollars is

pathetic. Put it to use so it benefits the tax payer, not criminals. Keep

supporting the same dysfunctional behavior but expect a different result. This

seems to be the mantra of our new mayor and council.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:02 AM

Ideally we could have a zero rate increase. At least keep it down to the rate

of inflation.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:13 AM

I feel Cambridge invests in the wrong things and holds onto too much to the

past. My taxes increase substantially although my services are less. I would

like to know where all the tax increases go, especially with so many new

taxpayers in the city.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:40 AM

I would pay more taxes to help with better services and facilities. Such as a

safe injection site in Galt.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 02:12 PM

Stop building non priority things like the "no where bridge" Work on the Opiod

crises and get train service back to Cambridge to cut down on congestion. I

for one would use the train regularly. Why are we paying for Ion when in

reality we will never see it.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 02:37 PM

The taxes we pay give us a lot of services.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 07:32 PM

Start with Zero taxes then show why any taxes are required.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:37 PM

USER PAY

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:08 AM

Raise taxes that’s all that’s been happening and services have been worse

really. Why not leave the taxes and get ppl on welfare out helping cut grass

and clean up the city? Half of them abuse the system and can work!!

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:24 AM

Isn't it the city council's job to figure out where to spend the budget?

Anonymous
7/11/2019 02:54 PM

Cut unpopular or not critical services

Anonymous
7/11/2019 03:57 PM

Leave it as is

Anonymous
7/11/2019 04:10 PM

Please no multiplex

Anonymous
7/11/2019 04:35 PM

With the new houses and quads being developed and sold taxes should be

going down or staying level as you have already increase taxes with turning 1

house property in 12 with quads

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:44 PM

I dont agree with rasing taxes every year or cutting services. How about

making do with what you have like we all do, look at where money is wasted

and give us a break. We are taxed too much and there is so much

mismanagement of taxpayer money.

Anonymous I dont see how all the money you already receive is not good enough to keep
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7/12/2019 12:13 AM things cleaner.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 03:37 AM

Maintain the current level of taxation without cutting any services.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 07:21 AM

Reduce some of the events spending, eg: post office light show.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:08 AM

In some areas, services are fine, even exceptional. In some, however,

improvement is needed to a greater or lesser degree. At $1 per household,

an additional $200,000 could be available to improve services. A tax increase

of $10 per year could potentially provide more than $2M to support and

improve services. A zero tax increase is a bad idea. After a couple of years,

when services have declined because of "budget cuts" , a huge increase will

need to be applied and the backlash will be equally huge. A steady small

increase is always a better choice (but you knew that). For my personal

needs, the Recreation programming we offer is woefully inadequate.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:13 AM

As mentioned, more must be done regarding safe injection sites and

homelessness which are, of course connected.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:05 AM

Cut fire department. Get rid of tiered responses or drastically streamline the

number of responses.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 06:46 PM

no cuts - but dont spend unless we have the money. This government does

not know how to budget and continues to over spend. the councilors etc

should take a pay cut..

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:12 PM

I don't think any of those are the best options. I think reallocation of taxes

from less needed programs into more needed ones would be best. Tax levels

are fair as is.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 06:35 AM

We don’t get much now.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 09:11 AM

Spend what you have and don't just add dollars for your wishes. Think

strategically. don't just add a percentage increase over last year budget.

Reduce your wage increase

Anonymous
7/13/2019 01:24 PM

Ideally, I would prefer to see less tax allocation to such glamorous

infrastructures like the new bus stop structures, and cater towards a better

traffic engineering plan, light timing, etc. I believe we have skipped/skrimped

on necessities to boost elective, unnecessary projects.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 01:58 PM

As a single senior trying to stay in my home, I find the taxes are a problem

for me.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 04:20 PM

Cut services to that which is unnecessary for sustainable living (i.e., events)

to better fund actual services (such as water filtration/treatment, road

maintenance, etc.)

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:07 PM

Increase slightly but use the money wisely....dont spend years paying

someone to do a study for a sports complex location! That's ludicrous!

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:17 PM

Put a wage freeze on city employees and hiring. I think the number of city

employees you have and the amount of work there is for them needs to be
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audited. I'm sure you have an excess of employees for the amount of work

there is. is there any ways city could be more cost-effective and responsible

with their money management? I also think you need to revisit how much

you're giving people who are on family allowance. Considering that they are

getting the child tax benefit and the universal child tax benefit they're bringing

home more money than I am if they have three kids under the age of seven.

Why should they be rewarded for not working? My little sister was on welfare

with 3 kids under 7 and between the welfare benefit and her child tax benefit

she was bringing in $2,800 per month.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:55 PM

Reduce costs to provide services, as the private sector has done for years.

Eliminate waste snd unnecessary things.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:37 AM

Try to maintain the current levels of service without increasing taxes...cut the

wages and extra benefits councillors receive

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:40 AM

This survey question is too simplistic to answer. There should be a reason to

increase taxes (a project or new service) or a decrease (a specific cost

savings).

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:57 AM

Putting off projects only cost more in the long run. With a well managed

schedule work is plan and executed.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 10:01 AM

City should take over snow clearing of side walks after storms

Anonymous
7/14/2019 04:29 PM

How about city councillors get a pay cut.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:43 PM

Doug shouldn't have spent money on stupidity. Now we need to make up for

it. Bookless library, bridge, theater just to name a few.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:46 PM

Not that I would want services cut. However services maintained at a proper

level. Surely tax hikes are not the answer. Better spending practices would

allocate for improvements. ( for 1 example the granite sidewalks- WHY???)

Also Please send our tax dollars to the people and not the politicians/

supervisors/CEO/ sitting members. This is where our dollars are going and

nothing in our used to be vibrant city is getting. We either pay more to see

very little or nothing at all.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 11:21 PM

Property taxes are high for the services w3 receive, small business are

struggling,

Anonymous
7/15/2019 09:46 AM

No increase and look for efficiencies in the entire system. Proper bid

processes, freeze wages, penalties for projects not completed on time.

[redacted]
7/15/2019 05:10 PM

if managers managed better a lot of money could be saved

Anonymous
7/15/2019 07:45 PM

Cut wages too.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:21 AM

Manage the money being collected more effectively. Require more oversight

on wasteful spending by the city. I could support a smaller increase in taxes
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after that when necessary.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:54 PM

None of these scenarios are appropriate. I already pay too much tax. How

about cut back on wasteful spending!!

[redacted]
7/16/2019 03:48 PM

If there was a slight tax increase to help pay partially for a new transport

system like the LRT, then fine, but otherwise just keep both taxes and

services where they are right now.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 07:20 PM

Increase takes? No, reduce the salary of the people in office and the mayor

and have that money go into the investing. The tax payers, pay enough.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 09:53 PM

Reduce the number of city workers standing around while supposedly

repairing roads etc. Finish jobs pending ie: Cheese factory from new

overpass down to Myers road, pick up city signs that are left. take care of

grass cutting at corner of Gouda Place and Cheese Factory around pond.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:31 AM

But in saying that proof must be in pudding need to see money spent

properly for a better city not to fund white elephants with no improvements

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:57 AM

I vote no to safe consumption site

Anonymous
7/17/2019 12:12 PM

Can't afford to live in Cambridge much longer.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 04:08 PM

How about you look at becoming more efficient, rather than cutting services

or increasing our tax burden?

Anonymous
7/17/2019 06:47 PM

There is much wasted on city management staff salaries. Such poor service

should never be so well paid. Decrease the number of sunshine club

salaries.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:33 PM

I have heard Cambridge already has the highest property taxes of any

comparable city. To suggest rates go ‘up’ is obsurd. Commercial property

taxes are obscene which is fueling the high cost of rental units and

unaffordable housing. Landlords have no choice between the excessive cost

of real estate here and high cost of utilities. I would also like to state that if

you hire MPAC to assess a property the City should abide by the results of

the assessment of their contractor. To go through legal proceedings against

your own commissioned assessment to “hunt” for even higher tax dollars is

acting in bad faith against the citizens of this city. I would also like to mention

that the reason I rated fire services as ‘poor’ is because the cost to the

taxpayer for ridiculous pension packages, vacation, sick time and benefits

abuse is staggering. Same goes for teachers but that is a Regional issue. No

public servant should be able to retire at 55 with a full pension. Given the

increase in Life expectancy, the government will be paying people longer in

retirement than they actually work. Not a responsible or fair use of taxpayer

money.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:59 PM

This city is run great.. people need to realize it takes money to keep or add

services

Anonymous Not a popular choice I am sure for many but I am happy to pay more to live
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7/17/2019 08:04 PM in this community.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:09 PM

taxes keep going up each year and getting to expensive to pay

Anonymous
7/17/2019 10:38 PM

I may be ok with a tax increase to expand service but it would depend on

what services were proposed to be expanded.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 10:57 PM

Move recycling pick up to every second week. We are doing it with garbage

collection.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 03:04 AM

SHUT DOWN BRIDGES HOMELESS SHELTER

Anonymous
7/18/2019 11:47 AM

In my view it is unrealistic to expect services to keep up with the needs of a

community without increasing taxes.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 01:41 PM

They keep raising taxes. It's getting expensive.The Government needs to

stop messing with our health care

Anonymous
7/18/2019 04:57 PM

Learn from municipalities that do a better job managing money.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 07:41 PM

I think asking certain departments to run a little more efficient weather its a

"manpower" issue or need of technological advancement, I think the city

should be able to figure out something. By needlessly increasing peoples

taxes in which most people do not actually notice a net gain, is unfair, and

eventually we are going to tax our citizens out of the city, which is unfair to

people who have contributed for years or even generations. maybe a tier

system for taxing would be an idea to explore.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:52 AM

No one ever wants to pay more taxes. However, if the city worked on

creating more walkable neighbourhoods rather than suburban areas made to

encourage driving, it may improve quality of life for many. The transit system,

while regional, is underutilized in part because of the suburban lifestyle.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 12:34 PM

Would like to choose first option but can't do so without knowing the scope

and extent of the expanded or enhanced services.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 01:07 PM

Every year that I have owned a home in Cambridge, taxes have gone up

(Have lived here my whole life). When I see results, I do not mind. When I do

not see results, it infuriates me. For the last 5 years, I have not been happy

with our cities progress.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:26 PM

With inflation

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:56 PM

A lot of services can be cut in my opinion. Multiplex project is a waste of

money nor is it a priority.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 07:03 PM

Cut the administration not the programs

Anonymous Taxes are high already and not receiving services as we should.
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7/19/2019 08:07 PM

Anonymous
7/19/2019 09:20 PM

Taxes should not increase more than cost of living

Optional question (155 responses, 355 skipped)
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Q15  Should the City need to increase the amount of revenue it collects from citizens, how

would you most prefer the City to collect this?

269 (60.9%)

269 (60.9%)
100 (22.6%)

100 (22.6%)

73 (16.5%)

73 (16.5%)

By increasing existing user fees (e.g. parking fees, program fees, etc.)

By introducing new types of service fees, where legislated (e.g. stormwater) By increasing property taxes

Question options

Optional question (442 responses, 68 skipped)
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Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:07 PM

I don't think taxpayers should have to pay exorbitant amounts for taking care

of parks/trails/community centres that are being damaged or inhabited by

non-taxpayers. Something needs to be done about the homeless situation.

Why isn't taxing corporations on the list of how to increase revenue?

Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:45 PM

I don't know the answer to this but I can say that you need to keep the costs

down to the community at large. Maybe it should be spread out over all three

to not single out any one taxpayer.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 02:53 PM

Why would the city need to increase revenue??

Anonymous
7/03/2019 03:41 PM

See above

Anonymous
7/03/2019 09:31 PM

It should be the ones who use the services pay the $

Anonymous
7/04/2019 01:55 PM

By handing out traffic violations on Parkwood Drive. There is an average 30-

50 speeding, driving through a stop sign and failing to signal violations per

day!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 02:59 PM

We need to find cuts in order to not have our taxes increase. I pay more then

people in larger cities are paying.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 03:48 PM

No comment

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:14 PM

Stormwater fees. Watering the new sod in front of my house on the

boulevard owned by the city- I am charged for the water i am required to use

And the 'stormwater ' that is not even using city systems.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:04 PM

Again, find savings wherever possible and work only for necessities, put the

wish list to bed for a few years. Fear that all these big projects are going to

put seniors out of their homes as taxes increase.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:44 PM

This is a bogus question

Anonymous
7/04/2019 06:37 PM

why not property taxes? every MPAC assessment we get each 4 years goes

right to the max allowed anyway. has been that way for 20 years straight

Anonymous
7/04/2019 06:48 PM

The method used to collect taxes should broad based.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:47 PM

If the programs you are referring to are to HELP people get off drugs and get

them into SOBRIETY programs instead of putting our community at risk by

feeding their addiction with FREE needles that they carelessly discard

everywhere through a needle EXCHANGE program!! Another questionable

place OUR TAX DOLLARS ARE BEING ABUSED!!!!!!!!! As well as the

money being wasted on SCS meetings!! An absurd notion that will destroy

Q16  Comments
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this community!!!!

Anonymous
7/05/2019 03:18 AM

Increase property taxes for larger homes.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 06:05 AM

There could be a combination of a slight increase in taxes and user fees. But

I don’t mind the increase in user fees then the people specifically using that

service pay versus everyone. But be careful with parking fees. It’s already

frustrating parking in downtown Galt now that street parking is gone. I don’t

go to the local businesses as much now. Paid parking in the downtown core

could affect this more. For example I don’t want to pay to park when I come

to get my take out from Georges or pick up a cupcake from Tiny Cakes.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:48 AM

What road maintenance

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:54 AM

Get rid of the frills, the statutes and art. If we want these things people will

fundraise for it.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:37 AM

It needs to figure out how not to need more money to keep filling the trough

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:41 AM

Seems like the new generation takes things for granted and need help

learning what is need and what is want. People in poverty have different

priorities and usually few options.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:42 AM

The city needs to live within the income of the property taxpayer consuming a

greater portion of fixed income without setting priorities is irresponsible.

Increase existing user fees is a partial solution. Adding fees is for 'legislated'

requirements is

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:36 PM

Option 4: Blend of all three

Anonymous
7/05/2019 01:04 PM

This is the only way to ensure the neediest in our city aren’t pushed into

worse poverty

Anonymous
7/05/2019 02:56 PM

Stop wasting money in the city ....example multiplex ... we have professionals

on the city payroll but it seems most issues require the services of outside

consultants!!!

Anonymous
7/05/2019 04:37 PM

We pay enough taxes,,parking in the core area should be free,too much

waste at city hall,,,,

Anonymous
7/05/2019 06:56 PM

I chose the least offensive option, but again do not agree with any of them

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:53 PM

Easier to plan for

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:50 PM

We are not a money tree. The city needs to live within its means, just like

hard working people and their households are required to do.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:51 PM

At least this is disposable income. People can choose what activities they

participate in in accordance to their budget vs desire for a particular program
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Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:17 AM

Cut the salary of the council and mayor

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:01 AM

Before the city increased any fees, I would like to request that the city

provide its residents details on how they looked internally at reducing costs.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:06 AM

see above.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 12:08 PM

as long as aligned to where the increases are

Anonymous
7/06/2019 06:25 PM

I would prefer both the first and the second choice.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:05 PM

Property tax is always increasing

Anonymous
7/06/2019 08:32 PM

None the city should stop giving everyone significant raises and bonuses and

lower taxes , but hey we have a former liberal mpp as mayor so your going to

raise taxes anyway

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:48 PM

Cut overhead and the plethora of "consultant" fees.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:06 AM

Everyone should not have to pay the increase for services they do not use

regularly.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:26 AM

Make bylaw enforce the street parking bylaws around schools!

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:29 AM

Try cutting the free sevices for those who abuse the system.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:07 AM

I do think a stormwater fee should be imposed. But, I believe the

infrastructure charge on all water meters needs to disappear as it is never

even explained to the public where that actual money ends up.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 12:48 PM

A nominal pay per use charges the correct people as opposed to raising

property tax

Anonymous
7/07/2019 03:18 PM

See above

Anonymous
7/07/2019 05:45 PM

Also increase development charges. A stormwater charge and rebate

program would be beneficial

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:33 PM

City council take a pay cut before raising taxes

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:04 PM

How about taxing businesses and film/tourism industry.

Anonymous None of the above.
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7/08/2019 12:02 AM

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:15 AM

Manage better. Concentrate on core needs and cut the rest..

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:20 AM

So basically you are telling me you are going to increase fees, but not doing

anything with what we have and using it appropriately.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:18 AM

Climate action needs to be a top priority across departments

Anonymous
7/08/2019 01:28 PM

DO NOT INCREASE TAXES

Anonymous
7/08/2019 02:41 PM

We already pax exorbitant taxes compared to similar sized municipalities and

our water bills are already charged for what comes in and what does or

doesn't go down the drain.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:17 PM

stop playing games. these options only dictate one option, yours.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:42 PM

Property taxes are already ridiculous.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:10 PM

Through tourism and recreation.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:27 AM

NONE OF THE ABOVE......if inflation is too High and you can’t make ends

even with the steady increase in population in Cambridge alone.... there is a

problem on a management. Stop giving incentives a the billion dollar

corporations and home builders and give incentive to your hard working tax

paying citizens.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:30 PM

There is no reason they should need to increase the amount of revenue.

Building a $300m arena doesn't provide $6m in revenue... to pay itself off in

25 years...

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:12 PM

By taking a pay cut for city Council. People would get behind that and have

faith that the council has the citizens best interests at heart our pockets are

already picked dry. Your turn

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:28 PM

This is for the next question. If money was not wasted by this counsel to fund

legacy projects (walking bridge over river, theater, new idea exchange in old

post office, city hall building) all in downtown Galt btw, and used that money

to repair infrastructure, we wouldn't need to raise taxes so much to fix things

now. Also stop raising counsels wages above rate of inflation.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:08 PM

Don't know

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:33 PM

Spend more wisely and start prioritizing the tax payers and not the citicenz

who do not contribute to taxes

Anonymous
7/09/2019 10:47 PM

None of the above ! Encourage more businesses and Industries to locate

here .
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Anonymous
7/10/2019 06:36 AM

Enough increases. Start using money wisely. Stop funding criminals and give

money to programs and services that assist the tax payer.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:02 AM

City issued bonds.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:13 AM

None. We are taxed too much.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:40 AM

Tax the rich people

Anonymous
7/10/2019 07:32 PM

Suggest the next Firefighters contract the City signs is with a Contractor and

not with a union. The police are no better and can't believe what they are

costing us. Ten thousand applicants for a few positions? Are you kidding me?

There is a reason a firefighters job is regarded as a gold mine. No

municipality has the balls to deal with out of control expenses. Suggest you

strap on a pair!

Anonymous
7/10/2019 09:41 PM

tax increases depend on the type of service provided.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:08 AM

How about stop raising taxes so welfare ppl abusing the system can live for

free

Anonymous
7/11/2019 09:15 AM

user pay

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:24 AM

Surely there are other ways than listed above?

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:47 AM

Any of these measures are just another form of taxation.On fixed budget,no

need for more user fees.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 04:10 PM

No tax increase, I want to be able to retire one day

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:44 PM

No

Anonymous
7/11/2019 11:11 PM

Increase property tax to people that commute to the high wage jobs. Ext.

Toronto

Anonymous
7/12/2019 03:37 AM

Maintain the current fees and taxes.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 06:51 AM

Wealthy people have bought up all the houses and increased the rent

tramendously so they should pay the tax increase. No one else can afford it

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:08 AM

Each of these has its benefits but the least painful is a small property tax

increase. Better still, a development tax. I don't pretend to understand the

minutiae of taxation and budget maintenance. I do know that the people

building the new houses all over the region are making more than enough
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money on them to support the services that those new residents will need.

Rather than look at ways to increase revenue, perhaps we should be looking

at ways to reduce expenditures.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:05 AM

User fees for public use parks. Those who use should pay.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 06:46 PM

none of the above....balance the budget.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 08:17 AM

We live on fixed incomes. Increased taxes have a large impact on our quality

of life.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 09:11 AM

Don't like the three choices given. I chose new types of service fees like

stormwater because I think the institutions that are previously exempt will

now pay their share.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 01:24 PM

I would recommend instead of parking fees, to enforce parking bylaws.

Parking once for 2.50 at a machine that costs the city 70k to install and

operate vs. Ticketing per infraction.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 01:58 PM

Property taxes are already to high! For single seniors

Anonymous
7/13/2019 04:20 PM

*It shouldn't.* Cut your budget in useless areas and prioritize actual services,

instead of inflated government offices, ballooning budgets, and careless

spending.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:17 PM

As well as the value of a person's home, the city should be taking into

account the person's annual income when deciding how much of an increase

for property taxes.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:35 PM

Stop waving development fees from companies.we need the money.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:55 PM

Should not need to increase

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:40 AM

Again bad question.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 10:53 AM

For the next question the City should be minimizing the amount of

infrastructure it is building since it can't pay for what it has now. I've shouldn't

have built the bridge, or new library or new sports complex.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:25 PM

Higher development charges to builders to offset infrastructure changes

Anonymous
7/14/2019 04:29 PM

Again, don't put the cost on the people who live here. Put the cost on the

politicians who are over paid.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:46 PM

Absolutely not. City does minimum at best. Why are we giving you more

money. No one agrees to such services and improvements it's all back and

forth bickering. The mayor is sitting in a high horse ignoring most of its

citizens regarding SIS sites and other strategies. The police are hopeless the

paramedics and doctors here are overwhelmed. Our city is degrading by the
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minute and the only thing the city wants is more more more so on paper or in

theory. Stop raising taxes and fees pretty soon no one will want or be able to

enjoy our city.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 11:21 PM

What about cutting services, Taxes keep going up soon we will not be able to

afford to live in our town

Anonymous
7/15/2019 07:48 AM

Stop overpaying yourselves by increasing everyone else’s taxes

Anonymous
7/15/2019 08:30 AM

None. Cambridge is one of the only cities not in debt. As a single Mom I

balance my money and save for important things. The city should too. Our

taxes are already increasing based on our higher property values.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 09:46 AM

don't increase. review processes, freeze wages and stop wasting money on

raises and stupid projects, ie. bridge and the Galt library.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:21 AM

Not in favour of the other two options, so have to go with the last one.

Selecting this Dora’s this give you crate Blanche to raise taxes though.

Should be the last option before hitting your residents with more fees, etc.

Strict control on spending...

Anonymous
7/16/2019 10:44 AM

Increasing user fees excludes those with low income from participation

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:50 PM

New service fees and increasing taxes would both be preferable.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:54 PM

Decrease wasteful spending on unnecessary items

Anonymous
7/16/2019 07:20 PM

Do not increase property tax. City officials should have their salaries reduced

to help pay.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 09:53 PM

Get city workers' that stand around job sites assigned to grass cutting,

emptying garbage cans etc etc..

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:31 AM

Need to be transparent increase costs to service but improve services

facilities as result

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:57 AM

I vote no to safe consumption sites

Anonymous
7/17/2019 12:12 PM

It doesn't need more money. People in this town have no sense of

community. They want the city to do everything when lots of things could be

done voluntarily ..I come from Manitoba and nothing in this town makes

sense especially the bus terminal downtown. When I first moved here I

couldn't believe that a city would use half a block for buses to park in for 5

mins every half hour. Someone needs to study bus routes if they want

people to ride the bus. It takes too long to take the bus if it's even available.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 04:08 PM

How about stop increasing wages of councillors and mayor

Anonymous How about not paying managers exorbitant salaries? Your staff don't deserve
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7/17/2019 06:47 PM to live high off the hog while we pay more and more to pad their pensions.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:20 PM

Taxes are already to high

Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:33 PM

Taxpayers shouldn’t have to fund uneccessary services they don’t use.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:04 PM

I would be ok with increasing property taxes but I worry this would impede

developers.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:09 PM

property taxes are too expensive and keep increasing especially for people

on fixed incomes

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:09 PM

Would rather see parking go up than program fees.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 12:13 AM

Stop giving developers and corps breaks on their fees owed.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 01:41 PM

I don't. Living pay to pay cheque as it is.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 04:57 PM

Stop wasting money and find more efficiencies. Create a surtax on single

family homes with multiple families and illegal basement apartments.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 07:41 PM

tax your own employees or sectors more who are subsidized by taxes. this

Im sure would encourage creative thinking and influence employees and

sectors to be more willing to cut waste and run more efficiently. try to

introduce the budget in that if a sector can run on it or less, in stead of

withholding money the next budget for them working lean, give the left over

as small bonuses to all levels of employees to show appreciation for their

efforts to conserve and run efficiently.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 07:33 AM

How does this work for people who live in an apartment?

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:04 AM

Please do not increase program fees. My children's swimming lessons are

already costing us over $500 a year.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:53 AM

Also not against raising property taxes slightly

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:26 PM

It’s ok to pay for parking

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:56 PM

Anonymous
7/19/2019 08:31 PM

Charge more for community centre use. Charge more for riding the bus (I 

know this is region)

[redacted] manage your revenue better

Optional question (123 responses, 387 skipped)
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Q17  As the City's infrastructure (roads, bridges, facilities, etc.) ages and is used, how

important is it to you that funding is put aside to replace infrastructure to ensure existing

levels of service can be provided in future years?

10

10

20

20

175

175

287

287

Unsure Unimportant Somewhat Unimportant Somewhat Important Important

Question options

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

550

Importance

Optional question (503 responses, 7 skipped)
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Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:07 PM

Cambridge has immense potential to develop local businesses and attract

new business, especially in the downtown cores.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:22 PM

To clean up what was once a safe beautiful city

Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:27 PM

In a great position to support larger communities especially when Ion is

expanded to CAMBRIDGE and if Go Transit Rail ever makes it here

Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:45 PM

Growth.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 01:17 PM

I think that council and the mayor need to start listening to the tax payers.

How many people showed up to the council meeting and voiced opposition to

putting a CTS in Cambridge. They just plowed ahead and voted to go

forward anyway. I also think that the outdoor pools are a very important part

of the community for both young people and the Aquafit program for adults. I

think closing the pools would be a shame.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 01:33 PM

Our unique downtowns and river.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 01:43 PM

Affordable housing

Anonymous
7/03/2019 02:53 PM

Keeping the citizenry safe, productive and content.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 05:47 PM

the ability to modernize downtown and bring new small businesses ..

Anonymous
7/03/2019 09:31 PM

Attract and retain tourists and visitors

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:49 AM

Get rid of Bridges and we might lessen the homeless and opioid crisis in this

city! All the other city’s are sending their homeless people here! Get bridges

out of the City! You may see some improvements if you do so!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:50 AM

Relevance

Anonymous
7/04/2019 01:03 PM

Filming locations

Anonymous
7/04/2019 02:59 PM

Our biggest opportunity is to say no to a CTS and use the drug crisis to lobby

the government for the much needed services.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 03:48 PM

LRT

Q18  Opportunity
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Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:08 PM

Proximity to Toronto and surrounding areas

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:14 PM

Raising our positive profile in this province and in this country. We have a

LOT going for us. Go Kathryn! You can do this!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:19 PM

Make progressive decisions and stop with half measures

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:35 PM

A lot of young people from the GTA moving out this way.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:04 PM

Because you know there is going to be provincial downloading, Take the time

to tighten all budgets and stay on a responsible path for only necessitiesfor

the next few years. Tax increases are getting really hard to bear, especially

for seniors and those on fixed or limited incomes. Give us a rest!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:12 PM

Our attention to the arts is a strength. As is our amount of green space.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:44 PM

Finding efficiencies through with Waterloo Region

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:44 PM

Becoming a world class city

Anonymous
7/04/2019 06:33 PM

Relationship of the city to the three former towns (Galt, Preston, Hespeler),

and the role of Cambridge in the Waterloo Region, ignored or eclipsed by

Waterloo and Kitchener.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 06:37 PM

cambridge was once a city not in debt. lets get back to that, we know we can

do it. we're right on the 401 and surrounded by beautiful rivers and parkland.

Go Station in Hespeler would be welcomed.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 07:54 PM

Attracting revenue through film crews ad opportunities to expand and support

arts and culture.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 08:59 PM

- To link to K-W LRT - Giving recent graduates of various ethnic backgrounds

a chance to be hired in their field, regardless of race/religion etc. This can be

done by emphasizing blind hiring and having a committed decide who to hire

as opposed to one person.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:01 PM

We have the opportunity to be leaders in tackling the opioid issues facing us

by not accepting a social model that has done nothing to reduce overall

deaths long term. We can demand better mental health services, more

immediate access to rehabilitation services longer than 3 weeks in duration,

we can push the courts to divert those with addiction into such programs

instead of jails, but we can’t continue to ignore blatant and escalating illegal

behavior, and blame it solely on addiction.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:22 PM

The downtown core in Galt. Galt's history and architecture. Let's keep it as

close to original as possible! Galt is a gem!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:47 PM

To become an active City in the FIGHT AGAINST the drug epidemic this

country is facing. We need to stop aiding illegal drug use and fight it with
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services that will HELP our community/family members

Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:04 PM

The downtown core of Galt has so much potential and it is an absolute eye

sore, an embarrassment. What can you do to entice more shops and

restaurants? Part of Main St. could become pedestrian and that would inspire

more people to shop.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:08 PM

Growth

Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:36 PM

To change the way we handle the mental health and addiction issues. By

providing rehabilitation instead of providing a site to promote illegal drug use

Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:48 PM

The downtown core needs to be better developed, economically viable with

planning for social/addiction program locations placed out of the core.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:30 PM

A great growing population to aid in tax revenue.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:40 PM

Creating more jobs in technology, business, creative sectors. Revitalizing the

downtown core.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:49 PM

Expanding Cambridge autonomy. Down with the regional government.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:04 AM

Filming/tourism

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:11 AM

Train service from and to Toronto

Anonymous
7/05/2019 03:18 AM

Improve building standards and community planning. There are too many

landlords renting properties that are run down.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 06:05 AM

Attract more filming business and any other businesses to maintain

employment.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:03 AM

Building a new Recreational complex

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:10 AM

Reduce presence of drug addicts and homeless.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:38 AM

I think the biggest opportunity is the multiplex. If done right it can bring a lot of

trust back to the city planners and Council and it brings some excitement to

the city as well when completed.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:54 AM

Too get rid of the frills, no more statues, gardens etc.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:57 AM

The Grand River. We need to work on utilizing our greatest asset. Look at

Paris, Elora etc. How they highlight the river... patios, restaurants... river side

parks.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:29 AM

Better personal transportation services and reliable public transit. The bike

rentals are great but electric ones would have been better for people that
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lack the physical ability to ride the current bikes. Our transit system is one of

the worst in the world. It is increasingly unreliable during the winter months. I

have lost two jobs and couldn't accept three others simply because there isn't

reliable/affordable public transit

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:35 AM

Get the big trucks out of the city. Continue to improve trails and waterfront.

Let's get the Rec Complex built.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:41 AM

Keeping kids away from drugs and busy. If you keep our parks and

playgrounds and trails free from hazards and unwanted persons, people will

stay active and we wont lose our community to the opioid crisis.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:28 AM

Tourism, building one of a kind buisness opportunity like Elora etc.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:38 AM

- tourism, filming, more flexibility i.e. tax breaks, etc. for entrepreneurs

interested in downtown core(s) - to fill empty units - expand advertising (in

Cambridge and outside of the City) for Cambridge special events i.e. Mayor's

Art Night, etc. (I live here and have missed events) and for unique attractions

i.e. Post Office Library

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:42 AM

To define the essential responsibilities of property tax and user fees. The

current ratio of property tax to user fee revenue is not responsible. Property

tax is a compelled payment, user fees are a discretionary payment. Below

are 2 examples ‘Sports fields’: Foregoing Property tax levy to allow for a

sports field may be responsive to community preferences, but it is not the

responsibility of property tax payers to pay for the provision of a sports field.

Property tax levy to establish a sports field is converting property ownership

into sports field preference. Property tax levy to carry-on operation of sports

field is misappropriation of private property for the benefit of sports field

users. Establishing full cost recovery of operations from user fees will reduce

the burden on property tax levy. Achieving full cost recovery of operations

will Approaching full cost recovery.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:44 AM

Homelessness and opioid use is a blight that needs to be managed away

from where people live, work, do commerce, and play

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:21 PM

As the city ages the streets, both top and underneath need to monitored to

be repaired. The rebuild of the core of the City needs to accurately reflect the

diverse community and attract new business opportunities. Making parking

free downtown will ensure future shopping and economic growth. Keeping

Heritage sites will ensure filming opportunities and generate income for the

city.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:25 PM

Intensification of the Galt, Preston and Hespeler cores as well as the

Hespeler Road corridor through proper planning and the LRT

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:34 PM

We have the opportunity to create an incredible downtown core. If the city

were to opt to shut down main street say Friday nights until Sunday nights

during the summer and making it a pedestrian street only we could have

street vendors, food trucks and more people using places like 13 main.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:36 PM

Attracting tech industry as it outgrows space in KW.
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Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:53 PM

Putting up rehab facilities

Anonymous
7/05/2019 01:04 PM

To build upon our great heritage and natural resources to have a very livable,

walkable and accessible city.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 02:37 PM

Building city cores and encouraging new businesses.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 02:48 PM

bring more business to cambridge

Anonymous
7/05/2019 04:37 PM

Biggest opportunity is at the next elections

Anonymous
7/05/2019 04:49 PM

Anonymous
7/05/2019 06:36 PM

The City of Cambridge needs to address the opioid crisis by investing in

treatment and rehabilitation. Safe consumption sites are NOT the answer! It

only compounds the problem!

Anonymous
7/05/2019 06:56 PM

We have an opportunity to publicize the city held events more. Until my

maternity leave I did not know about any of them.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:50 PM

I travel alot and cambridge has really nothing to offer to bring in tourists.

What we can do is try to host big sporting events to fill hotels and restraunts.

Unfortunately city council has screwed that up by not making a great

multiplex. So I got nothing to say as an opportunity. Unless you will actually

show some leadership and reopen the sportsplex and make it the current

governments legacy.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:53 PM

Traffic,round abouts,need to slow down

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:04 PM

Drug & homeless problem

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:33 PM

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:44 PM

We have a lovely river area that can be more advertised for tourism.

Downtown galt needs to attract more small stores and area to walk around

in.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:14 PM

Land use and connectivity to 401 and 403 to be optomised

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:34 PM

One of the most beautiful and under valued downtown's in Ontario.

Development will come if archaic planning principals are replaced with

modern and aggressive new ideas. To preserve the old we must make it

functional and part of a modern city. Heritage people need to understand the

only way to preserve is to allow integration and some modernization.

Anonymous the chance to clean up the city, while I understand and support the need for
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7/05/2019 11:44 PM the homeless shelter. those who use this service should be held accountable

for there actions. As well there is a great need to support those from this

community with our funding, however please prevent other communities from

sending there people in need without helping financially why should I pay for

other communities needy

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:51 PM

Creating a recreational centre that can serve many instead of having so

many stand alone facilities. Have one large facility and shut down Homuth

and other smaller ones. Duplication is what costs needless spending

Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:06 AM

To get a rehab facility

Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:17 AM

The salary of the council and mayor

Anonymous
7/06/2019 08:31 AM

To provide substance abuse programs to help people get off drugs. Safe

injection sites is not the answer. We need proactive ideas and help for these

people. The drugs used for treatment need to be more affordable than street

drugs.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 09:22 AM

You have the opportunity to improve the city by removing Bridges

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:11 AM

Revenue from marijuana infractions

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:01 AM

We are a beautiful, charming river city with loads of character. Let's build on

that while we bring in more industrial parks. Super centre is not busy, nor is it

an enjoyable place to shop. So many empty and unaffordable store fronts in

our core. We should be inviting book stores, etc to these areas.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:06 AM

Biggest opportunity we have is our beautiful city draws many attractions such

as the movie and TV companies, money made from these should be helpful

with city budgets.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:20 AM

Keeping the pools open and maintained well, most people in this city have

grew up swimming in the summer at our outdoor pools, lets work on keeping

the open and maintain them in good condition. They give students a great

work experience to become productive community members, gives the

children and life time of memories of fun times at the pool with friends and

family, gives parents especially working ones a place where their children

can be active having fun and a safe guard.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 12:08 PM

to cut red tape and 'get on with it' - don't get in our own way

Anonymous
7/06/2019 12:37 PM

Squash the Lrt in this city.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 01:16 PM

You need to clean up our city. It disgusts me how you allow a facility like the

bridges and that new mental health facility be put up in our downtown core

and near elementary schools where young children attend. I have been put in

a threatening situation not once but twice trying to do my grocery shopping at

food basics. Why not relocate theses facilities to an area where we the
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taxpayers do not feel threaten by these people. I cannot enjoy our downtown

because my family feels afraid so I shop in other cities where we are not

exposed to issues and never mind the damage it causes to the businesses

already struggling to survive AND then you add insult to injury by adding safe

injection sites. COME ON GET A GRIP, STOP ENABLING THESE PEOPLE

Anonymous
7/06/2019 01:37 PM

Large scale investment from the private sector in the gaslight district is

promising and I’m hopeful other investment follows.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 02:52 PM

Safe injection sites would make a huge positive impact in cambridge. Needs

to be easily accessible and provide multiple services to those that need it.

Mental health, counseling, housing, etc.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 06:25 PM

Beautify what Cambridge already is and has been for years. I’m a “lifer” in

this City, born and raised here. I’ve watched our beautiful neighbourhoods

trashed by out of town “Landlords” who are purchasing property for profit.

The city bares responsibility to ALL taxpayers to ensure our neighbourhoods

are kept clean, well maintained and comfortable to live in. This comes down

to review and enforcement of our city's BYLAWS. I wouldn’t have any

problem with increased taxes if I could go out of my home and walk around

my neighbourhood and take pride with saying “I live in the City of

Cambridge”. The City is spending so much money the the reurbanization and

beautification of core areas of Cambridge and yet are not spending any time

or money on what we already have.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:05 PM

Cambridge has a natural beauty, and it needs to be kept this way. More tv

and films can and will be produced here if we can keep it beautiful

Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:13 PM

building a non self-serving sense of community

Anonymous
7/06/2019 08:32 PM

Available land

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:26 PM

To make the downtowns the way they use to be, to offer activities not only to

low income families.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:55 PM

Make Cambridge look better. (i.e Stay on top of grass cutting). Development

and growth... Good city planning.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:48 PM

Expanding on the OPO Idea Exchange/pedestrian bridge with downtown

events which will include The Gaslight District when completed.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 07:25 AM

Downtown improvement

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:06 AM

the Development of new condos will bring people to the downtown core,

great opportunity to revitalize this area

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:26 AM

Growing the downtown core areas.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:44 AM

Maintaining an overused, aging infrastructure. We are rapidly losing our

green space to ugly apartments. The condos on the Grand have ruined the
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view.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:29 AM

The opportunity to clean up this city and return to the city it use to be before

these homeless people and drug addicts took it away from the rest of us!

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:57 AM

Cambridge has lots of character and lots to offer. Lots of spaces available to

lease for businesses and grow the community. Lots of space for income

generating revenue for the city to expand itself.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:07 AM

The opportunity to utilize the river for continuous development. Also, I believe

more condo type buildings are necessary. Not low-rise sprawl. See kitchener

and waterloo.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 12:41 PM

Homeless and crime increase.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 12:48 PM

Growth of small businesses is a huge opportunity

Anonymous
7/07/2019 03:18 PM

Dynamic city with exception growth in areas. Able to develop a multicultural

city and develop a inclusion atmosphere. Festivals and community events do

this.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 03:37 PM

- we have one of the most historical & beautiful cities. Take advantage of the

tourism we "could have". Overcharging for rent & leases doesnt allow for the

local entrepreneurs to fly

Anonymous
7/07/2019 05:45 PM

Economic development

Anonymous
7/07/2019 06:01 PM

Anonymous
7/07/2019 07:09 PM

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:33 PM

The City of Cambridge largest challenge is for the city to "NOT" give 

taxpayers money to the Cambridge Memorial Hospital for its equipment fund. 

The City of Galt needs major investment in attracting new business into the 

Downtown Core. Secondly, crime in the city is too high for this city, hence 

more policing is required. The last challenge in the amount of Homelessness 

roaming the Downtown Core. This is "NOT" acceptable at all and "MUST" be 

dealt with immediately. Please stop pissing away our property taxes and then 

raising them to make up for the City Council poor decisions.
The gaslight district and the lrt will bring amazing things to the city, only to be 

scared away by the people of the Bridges, and the lawlessness you let them 

live by.
No to council pay raise and kick out the [redacted] at bridges force them outta 

town

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:48 PM

Influx of tax dollars from new residents from Toronto, Brampton ect looking

for new housing but In gaining those extra tax dollars the City needs to be

more sensitive to residents already living and being fenced in/walled in by

these new subdivisions..

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:53 PM

Supportbhomes for people recovering frim addiction. Support our aging

population with more services. Keep up the great work.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:02 PM

With the "maybe" introduction of LRT thru Cambridge, council has an

opportunity to address some major traffic issues in the area. Get the trucks

off of Hespeler Rd and build a by-pass around the city. Big trucks going
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south on Hwy 24 and LRT will not co-exist in a safe manner. Today hwy 24

south is not safe because of the truck traffic. DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS

SITUATION.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:24 PM

Not sure

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:03 PM

A unique method to deal with the opioid crisis

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:04 PM

Growing population and proximity to the GTA and KW. Natural resources

such as rivers. History. Beautiful galt downtown and filming opportunities. The

city has the appearance of charm but it hasn’t been developed to its full

potential. It lacks vision and innovation.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:15 PM

What does it matter if our roads are. Little bumpy. Put ahold on fixing roads.

And fix the people that need help in Cambridge. Build a big city owned

building for homeless and get them help.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:20 PM

Renewable energy

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:22 PM

We want a great experience in our downtown cores, they are all unique help

them to bring in tourism and more businesses.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:02 AM

The opioid crisis is increasing and the number of addicts and needles in our

neighbourhoods is also increasing. It is time to look for more long term

solutions. We do not patronize our downtown area for this reason. You have

an opportunity to lead the way in rehab solutions and not reactive pick up the

needles each day solution.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:15 AM

Join the region, maybe that will lead to a council made up of deadhead

teachers and ex cops.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:20 AM

Drugs and poor management of money. Government increased their

sslaries, but you want us to pay for it and then ask for more to fund what

needs to be done.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:51 AM

The efforts and community of hard-working, law-abiding citizens joining to

make this a great city

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:18 AM

To reduce our carbon emissions locally to net 0 by 2025. Building local food

resiliency

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:46 AM

Rivers, industrial lands, access to 401, colleges

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:07 AM

We have a thriving film industry and great downtown cores.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:22 AM

Revitalize downtown neighbourhoods as desirable places to live (well

serviced by public transportation, safe, close to food, entertainment, attractive

architecture, energy efficient, etc.) Stop urban sprawl. Divert heavy trucks

and drive through traffic from the downtown cores. Provide alternative

transportation to neighbouring towns, including GTA (i.e. alternative to
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personal car).

Anonymous
7/08/2019 11:30 AM

Provide councillors with suitable Financial education so they can make

informed decisions and responsible direction to staff.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 11:55 AM

Set a new path to prosperity. Look at successful communities like Niagara on

the Lake.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:46 PM

New business, that could have been brought into Cambridge through a large

Arena, Facility.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 01:28 PM

We must get rid of the SIS and drugs as a whole

Anonymous
7/08/2019 02:41 PM

Fiscal responsibility

Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:17 PM

being honest with the public and withdrawing from the non legally binding

carbon tax. the u.n. database disguised as a library. ideas unlimited is an

understatement. stop geoengineering. we are filled with aluminum.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:42 PM

To cleanup the downtown cores to invite revenue through tourism, movies,

etc...

Anonymous
7/08/2019 04:12 PM

New Rec Centre

Anonymous
7/08/2019 04:20 PM

Get rid of the druggies and the Bridges shelter. It has done nothing but attract

junkies to Cambridge. This has increased theft, crime and made people fear

to be out at night. This is not the Cambridge the citizens want.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 05:46 PM

We have a large city with a small town culture and a beautiful river running

through it. Adding new attractions like a theatre was great for bringing people

to our city.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:13 PM

Drug problems, homeless, old roads and storm water problems

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:34 PM

Very little development on the river, i.e. restaurants, pubs, cafes. Way under

utilized.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:19 PM

To preserve wildlife and nature by not allowing large apartment developments

in already congested neighbourhoods like Hespeler. People have moved to

the area for what it offers. It will greatly take away from everyone’s quality of

life while only providing money to developers pockets.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:10 PM

Smart management and sustainable practises.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:14 PM

Proper development of Hespeler road and Galt core

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:22 PM

Our downtowns

Anonymous Urban planning for proper use of so much land available and the number of
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7/08/2019 08:34 PM rivers and landscapes that make this city so appealing. The heritage

buildings are special and create neighbourhoods, but they are being

destroyed quickly in favour of too tall buildings by developers that only care

about making money, not about the neighbourhoods they changing. Why isn't

there Artscape here like in Toronto - you have the Fashion History Museum,

so why did they come here? We thought this area was cleaner and better

than Hamilton for us to move to from Toronto.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:40 PM

New population coming to city, can open more development lands for

housing. But importance must be given to beautfication so more people can

be attracted

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:04 AM

Riverside and character of city attracting film tv people and younger families

Also closeness to highway. We need faster affordable access to Toronto!!

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:27 AM

ease and flow, balance. Better streets, cleaner streets,

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:08 AM

Youth engagement into workings of the community. Vital to get youth actively

engaged.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:28 AM

Keep people in the city to generate more revenue, create a family friendly

city, variety of kids activities for afterschool/summer/ just plain weekends.

Evaluate why people leave the city for fun, work, etc.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:36 AM

Attract businesses and people to our city as it is still affordable.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 08:50 AM

It is the city's first responsibility to serve the people who live here. They are

the ones who pay property taxes. It is not the city's job to worry about

tourists... that is the tourism industry's responsibility. The opportunity is to

spend money wisely that benefits all of the residents / business in the city -

not to spend money building up a tourism infrastructure in hopes of benefiting

a few businesses (mainly hotels, businesses, and boutiques). Often, those

recipient businesses do not recover what is invested in tourism, so the city

ends up spending more than the businesses receive in revenue. Lower taxes

would be a better business stimulus.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 11:49 AM

* using city-owned land to develop sport's multiplex with someone diligently

overseeing any cost-overrides for the project * with location decided - follow

thru with other compatible supports for the multi-plex, re - new hotels,

restaurants, stores, etc. nearby

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:02 PM

Piggy backing onto the Kitchener/Waterloo tech frenzy.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:36 PM

It's nice to see Cambridge expanding but the roads need to catch up with all

the additional vehicles on them.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:43 PM

Spend money where it needed

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:30 PM

Cambridge has the opportunity to not make the same mistakes that Waterloo

and Kitchener did with the ION. Already businesses are suffering on King

Street, and will only get worse, as one service blames the other for delays.
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Nothing is in the ground yet. Change the ION to a model like they have in the

Greater Vancouver area... Above the road..

Anonymous
7/09/2019 02:23 PM

for the city to live within its means and stop with its needs and not its wants

in this day and financial climate you should be more responsible how you

spend our tax dollars

Anonymous
7/09/2019 03:30 PM

Real estate prices in GTA are still high, so Cambridge could benefit from the

commuters buying houses here, but in order to attract more residents like

that, a transportation infrastructure should be here (e.g., a GO Train).

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:12 PM

Remove Bridges and safe injection sites, increase law enforcement towards

these areas. More businesses and tax paying citizens will move into the city.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:12 PM

Fix the drug and mental health issues in this city. Instead of raising taxes cap

rental properties so you reduce homelessness then they get work pay taxes.

Win win

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:28 PM

Stop wasting money.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:53 PM

Improving Downtown cores

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:35 PM

Use of taxpayers money wisely

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:48 PM

We are part of a great region that puts children and youth first and the health

and wellbeing of its community members at the forefront of the choices we

make. With the amazing tech companies that make their home in the region,

we have opportunities to collaborate with them to make our community even

better.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 08:49 PM

Love the trail system with there was more fenced in places to take my dogs.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:04 PM

GET RID OF THE DRUGS, HOMELESS, BRIDGES...clean this joke of a

town up.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:11 PM

Create more affordable housing, more condos/ apartments

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:33 PM

Our core areas are beautiful and we have great residential areas

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:39 PM

There's so many Empty buildings in Galt. Find ways to subsidize stores or

people to get businesses back into Galt.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 10:17 PM

Development/location/history of downtown Galt

Anonymous
7/09/2019 10:28 PM

Open a recreational cannabis shop in Cambridge. Tremendous tax

opportunity.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 11:03 PM

Manufacturing
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Anonymous
7/09/2019 11:11 PM

We can budget for things now to make the City a better place. Not spend

resources (money and people) are things that are not important (ie Riverside

Dam). Improve community places including maintaining the outdoor pools.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 06:36 AM

Seniors need our help, not drug addicts. More LTC facilities would be nice,

after all, seniors built and fought for this country. 350000 seniors sit on a LTC

wait list and you think affordable housing is an issue!

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:02 AM

Location. For tourism and development.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:40 AM

Our city is becoming more beautiful, in my opinion. There are plenty of new

services and infrastructure popping up which makes Cambridge more

exciting. Although it is marred by the fact that homeless are being displaced

everywhere. Why aren’t we using any of this funding for those purposes?

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:45 AM

It would ideal to have a rehab for the people that need the help

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:50 AM

To attracted new home buyers to Cambridge

Anonymous
7/10/2019 11:22 AM

The art scene in Cambridge has such potential, especially in the Galt City

core. I find, however, the core needs to be more pedestrian friendly.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 01:00 PM

I am excited to see better active transportation connections to Kitchener and

beyond as we should all be able to rely less on travel by car. I'm super

excited to see the next phase of the ION completed soon, and look forward

to greater connectivity with GO travel. We need to do more, and do it more

quickly, to proactively address our impact on the environment.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 02:12 PM

Bring passenger rail service to Cambridge. We had it once before we can

have it again and taking the train would cut down on congestion possibly less

work needed on the roads and would climate change.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 02:37 PM

The opiod crisis and delayed hosital,opening..

Anonymous
7/10/2019 04:25 PM

Expanding our transportation access.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 07:32 PM

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:18 PM

Seems to me that having a GO service would allow all sorts of opportunities 

for many people. From new industries and services along the corridor which 

should naturally follow the 401 expressway to upgrading the quality of life 

due to better access to the Arts and Sports in Toronto. Politics is a [redacted] 

of an obstacle that is constantly behind poor governing of the people on the 

whole in Cambridge.

Revitalization of downtown Galt.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:49 PM

Growth from urban sprawl. We need the GO train connection to Toronto. It

will be massive for growth and property values

Anonymous economic growt
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7/10/2019 09:41 PM

Anonymous
7/10/2019 10:09 PM

To create stronger zoning to protect heritage building, heritage preservation

standards, more heritage building designations, more heritage conservation

districts, etc. ... all with the goal of marketing the City as a place where the

past is appreciated and celebrated. Place making around the historic

architecture, which is already here, will set Cambridge apart from any other

municipality in the Region. It will improve the City's ability to attract new

businesses and residents.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 10:34 PM

Cambridge is such a wonderful city that has amazing potential. Unfortunately

all the social works/events are lacklustre. Such as the Christmas lights candy

land. Cambridge has a lot of great ideas but the follow through is lacking.

Families are left wanting more and going to Kitchener/Waterloo for more.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:08 AM

Sports complex

Anonymous
7/11/2019 09:03 AM

Growing City

Anonymous
7/11/2019 09:15 AM

Senior's housing,

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:24 AM

GO Train - You have a big source of revenue here that will take some initial

costs, but would be an investment in the future of Cambridge. maybe instead

of building foot bridges across the river or repaving roads that don't need

repaving, (you already ignore the ones that do need it anyway) that money

could be used more wisely.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:47 AM

Do to the throw away culture,the city has become very unkept.Perhaps

property owners should be challenged ,forced to clean garbage from their

property.Store owners,parking lots also should be forced to clean up their

properties daily.Have seen this in Europe.Downtown Cambridge Galt section

is an eyesore and an embarrassment.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 01:34 PM

Overtaxing to build a transit line is not a priority neither is giving people a

place to do drugs in the downtown core

Anonymous
7/11/2019 02:19 PM

Taking out city a few steps closer to be more environmentally sustainable

tree canopy helps cool temperatures and decrease use of A/C

Anonymous
7/11/2019 02:54 PM

Opportunity to attract more business and create jobs

Anonymous
7/11/2019 03:54 PM

Prioritizing safety in our downtowns by adding vigilant volunteers to be the

eyes and ears of the Police service. Look to Police Foundation students, Air

Cadets, other volunteer chapters and groups.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 03:57 PM

Establishing one downtown for all 3 areas so all 3 don't suck. Also add more

roundabouts.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 04:35 PM

Making Cambridge safer and more family friendly.
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Anonymous
7/11/2019 04:45 PM

Drug addicts and homeless people

Anonymous
7/11/2019 05:44 PM

Ensure Cambridge is as well respected as K-W. We are treated as the 'ugly

sister' in too many ways and one thing I liked about Doug Craig was that he

consistently stood for Cambridge, Hopefully our current mayor and team will

continue that.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 06:03 PM

Securing the ION

Anonymous
7/11/2019 07:22 PM

Biggest opportunity, I feel the city could make use of areas such as parks

and various areas to plant and grow fruit trees and vegetable gardens using

parks and various locations to grow food for needy people! Schools could get

the students involved in doing this in school yards teaching them valuable

lessons while helping the needy as well! Hospitals could also have such an

area which would also be beneficial and therapeutic to many patients! With

the cost of food rising as it is, the Farmers Market could be expanded to

benefit everyone. Continuing and taking every opportunity in the Film Industry

and spreading the word is also wonderful! There are many more opportunities

if we just take the time to look around!

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:32 PM

More flowers the middle of Franklin blvd instead of dead grass by july plant

flowers and let it go wild.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:44 PM

Not raising taxes

Anonymous
7/11/2019 09:13 PM

Need a better shopping mall, restaurants

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:15 PM

To prove that we are City that can stand alone and grow our economic

situation

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:17 PM

population growth, community involvement

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:55 PM

Attracting more tech based businesses

Anonymous
7/11/2019 11:11 PM

Group homes. Some how here, and across the nation, society has to

seriously fight addiction

Anonymous
7/12/2019 03:37 AM

Increased employment rate and infrastructure development.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 06:51 AM

To capitalize on its location to the 401 and maintain the strong community it

has.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 06:56 AM

Keep forested land just that, stop developing the land with more houses,

animals still need somewhere to live.

Anonymous Economic growth in the core areas - prime for gentrification
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7/12/2019 07:21 AM

Anonymous
7/12/2019 07:58 AM

Clean up the downtown cores

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:08 AM

With all of the new development and the influx of new residents, we have

been presented with an opportunity to create/increase/encourage a feeling of

Community. Maybe it's time to bring back the Neighbourhood Association.

However large or small we define our "communities" Community Service

programming is the best way to accomplish this.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:52 AM

More exposure to film industry bring more potential clients for further filming.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:03 AM

The city is growing so fast and we have the opportunity to develop eco-

friendly communities and be a leader in zero emissions communities.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:05 AM

Opioid crisis Urban sprawl and schools to keep up with enrolment Traffic

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:30 AM

Get the city cleaned up. Make panhandling illegal and make the homeless

responsible for their own actions. Make Cambridge safe for home owners.

Even their own property isnt safe anymore. Make is a city where people feel

dafe and want to start their oen buisness and want to live in.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 10:05 AM

Closeness to 401 for attracting investment

Anonymous
7/12/2019 10:21 AM

To develop the area along the river to promote tourism i.e. outdoor cafes/live

music. Advertise the 1st Fridays.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 11:25 AM

Get the "GO" train or VIA rail to come thru Cambridge

Anonymous
7/12/2019 01:46 PM

Community development Local foods and community gardens Expanding

social services

Anonymous
7/12/2019 04:01 PM

Build a proper multiplex to meet the needs of the community - currently that

is not going to be done.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 04:16 PM

Drug users and homeless destroying the beauty and friendliness of

downtown Galt. NO SAFE INJECTION SITES or HOMELESS SHELTERS in

the downtown core.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 05:27 PM

Riverfront devolopment

Anonymous
7/12/2019 05:32 PM

Zoning and urban infill. Preston is ugly; heritage homes beside derelict

buildings. Abandoned hotel at king and fountain is an eyesore.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 06:46 PM

opportunity = to listen to the population living here - human resources are

their biggest asset and needs to be used for the betterment of the

community.

Anonymous Downtown Preston could be amazing with some more funding.
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7/12/2019 08:30 PM

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:12 PM

Cambrige's biggest advantage is it's location. We are situated off the 401 and

within 45 mins of the GTA. We are positioned for great investment into the

city but are not doing enough to encourage investors.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 11:05 PM

Population growth

Anonymous
7/12/2019 11:13 PM

Ability to attract professionals as a quality and economic place to reside

compared to Kitchener or Waterloo.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 03:46 AM

Spending too much money on useless projects. Beautification doesnt help

pay the bills

Anonymous
7/13/2019 08:10 AM

Stop giving Developers breaks in downtown construction.they make millions

and ordinary citizens are subsidizing them.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 08:17 AM

Continue to maintain cambridge's unique historical attraction

Anonymous
7/13/2019 08:17 AM

People from the GTA buying houses here.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 08:27 AM

to grow

Anonymous
7/13/2019 09:11 AM

You can find efficiency in every department, just do it

Anonymous
7/13/2019 11:33 AM

The opportunity to start investing now than having to wait later

Anonymous
7/13/2019 01:24 PM

Cambridge has a rich history which I find intriguing and fascinating. I

understand change affects this history, but I feel we have beautiful structures,

and land which we fail to support for the future generations. I would like to

see some of the more grand history brought back, and show those what we

have available to enjoy

Anonymous
7/13/2019 01:58 PM

Unregulated growth, traffic congestion, lose of green space. I have lived here

all my life and the quality of life here has changed, and not for the better.

There is a lack of police presence in Preston, and with the increase of drug

use and homelessness, there is no sense of security in the downtown areas.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 04:20 PM

The Downtown core is a mix of vibrant shops and dying businesses. It needs

to undergo gentrification and become a place people want to come, not

avoid. I think there is tons of opportunity for affordable housing, but it is not a

current reality.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:07 PM

A growing city with more diverse culture.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:31 PM

Transportation to the GTA.
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Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:36 PM

Leverage low lease and rent in downtown Cambridge to attract major

retailers and restaurants

Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:09 PM

Opioid crisis and a lack of information and willpower to create safe Injection

sites and public health supports.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:35 PM

Location and architecture. Book more movies and charge more!

Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:55 PM

We potentially have 3 very unique and interesting core areas that need to

developed for business and tourism. We also have the opportunity to take

care of the homeless/ addicts in a proper way

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:37 AM

Make the city more attractive to businesses to allow more jobs to be created

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:40 AM

Downtown Galt seems so vibrant these days. City should encourage it!

Anonymous
7/14/2019 08:24 AM

reclaim downtown core areas, film industry expansion, open space greenary

opportunities good for reputation and desire to live here.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 09:16 AM

Anonymous
7/14/2019 09:54 AM

Transportation, being able to get around the city.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 10:53 AM

Remove services for drug users and homeless. Waterloo has none and for a

city the same size has a super small homeless problem

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:25 PM

Would have been the multiplex. City should maintain control of the arena

development. And facilities instead of making a deal with Buckingham arena

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:51 PM

Accountability

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:58 PM

Drugs. Safety. Crime.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 04:29 PM

You need more funding that is specific to each art form. Set aside funding for

visual artists. For musicians. For filmmakers.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 05:46 PM

We have the prime location for industry, and have utilized it. Lets get our

hospital parking problem sorted out and continue to attract industry and

doctors to the area

Anonymous
7/14/2019 06:12 PM

River development can be protected to keep the trails and outdoor spaces

lively.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:46 PM

To bring back the vibrancy of the city. Actually taking care of the city to make

it safe and enjoyable for your citizens

Anonymous Homelessness. Cannot get affordable housing because housing prices are
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7/14/2019 11:21 PM high along with the taxes and utitlitites

Anonymous
7/14/2019 11:28 PM

Law and order

Anonymous
7/15/2019 01:11 AM

Remove all SIS in Cambridge.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 08:30 AM

It has much potential and lots of Toronto people coming this way.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 09:34 AM

Reshaping the perception some business people have that Cambridge is

anti-business or anti-development. That's not true, but the perception lingers.

Perhaps an investment in more outreach to existing businesses and deeper

co-operation with the Chamber of Commerce would help.

[redacted]
7/15/2019 01:45 PM

Better connection to KW and Toronto. We're right on the 401, it should be a

no-brainer to allow for better connections to Toronto, without having to take a

GO bus to Mississauga, to then transfer to a Mississauga bus, to then

transfer to the TTC Subway.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 03:23 PM

The building of the new recreational complex

[redacted]
7/15/2019 05:10 PM

council had an opportunity to be visionary with the sports complex instead

they chose to be re-elected and pander to all the cry babies

Anonymous
7/15/2019 07:45 PM

Central location enables growth in the supply/service sectors. Passenger rail

service through Waterloo - Kitchener -Cambridge - Toronto route should be

high priority.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 07:55 PM

Regional review and staying the City of Cambridge.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 08:53 PM

Transit infrastructure funding that can be used to boost business access

Anonymous
7/15/2019 10:05 PM

Revitalize the downtown cores... increase foot traffic in the city centres.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 10:18 PM

Higher education in our region

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:21 AM

Showcasing our city-diversity of Galt, Preston and Hespeler while being

Cambridge.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 08:56 AM

More business needed we lost to many

Anonymous
7/16/2019 09:19 AM

Alternative revenue sources

Anonymous
7/16/2019 10:31 AM

Transportation you can’t even get to Guelph university from Cambridge yet

it’s 20 mins away and 2hours and 4 buses Go train needs expanded from

Milton and direct go bus to Hamilton or aldershot Kitchener is not on the 401
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corridor yet gets all the money

Anonymous
7/16/2019 10:44 AM

Engaging with and finding opportunities for youth 14-30. The forgotten

population that could contribute so much to our community if we find ways to

engage

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:50 PM

Opportunity to turn Cambridge into a transportation hub within Southwest

Ontario. I hope in the future, existing heavy rail infrastructure can be

redeveloped into a viable passenger rail system. Increasing density and

better, less strict zoning would be key.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 01:58 PM

Leading the way in helping our homeless, poor, drug users, and other

vulnerable people.

[redacted]
7/16/2019 03:48 PM

GO train line. Have two or three stations through the city. One in the south

end, one towards the centre (kind of between Dunbar Rd., and Coronation

Blvd. would be the ideal location), and one in the north end (open space near

HWY 24 @ Queen St. would also be an ideal spot, though likely protected,

unfortunately). Three may seem like a lot but cities of similar population sizes,

such as Burlington and Oakville, and it's not like the population in Cambridge

is shrinking by any means!

Anonymous
7/16/2019 07:20 PM

Growth

Anonymous
7/16/2019 08:58 PM

Rebuild and get people back into Galt’s downtown. There are so many empty

buildings and it’s a beautiful place.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 09:53 PM

Assign city workers to other jobs rather than the workers standing around

smoking, drinking coffee and supervising... ridiculous. One person is usually

working and about 3 others are doing nothing. For what we are paying in tax

s...city employees out of our already high tax dollars . These workers should

be far more productive!!

Anonymous
7/17/2019 06:16 AM

beautification of downtown galt. revamping the downtown to provide more

tourism

Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:21 AM

Growth, gaslight district

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:31 AM

Over development without infrastructure to support it Need plan water

sewage roads rec facilities shopping Etc

Anonymous
7/17/2019 09:19 AM

Develop a safe set of walking trails around the Grand River in the downtown

area.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 10:32 AM

opportunity... industry attraction

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:02 AM

Revitalize the downtown core where we attract business and outsiders to our

community and make it a destination like Niagara-on-the-lake

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:12 AM

Strategically optimizing operational dollars to maintain and enhance buildings

and infrastructure
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Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:34 AM

The homeless shelter in our downtown core is affecting our city in a negative

way. I dont feel safe going downtown. Our emergency services are being

used regularly from the addicts. We shouldn't encourage the drug use by

providing safe injection sites. Fed up, hard working single mom. Maybe I

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:57 AM

should go on welfare and be taken care of by the government, receive a tax 

return instead of having to pay in even though I'm contributing through work. 

The whole system is [redacted] help us if this is the future of our city. I lived 

here all my life and as a teenager would go downtown with friends, go into 

Woolco etc. and no real concerns. There is no way I want my children going 

downtown...it's very sad.

Opioid crisis

Anonymous
7/17/2019 12:12 PM

waste of capital. The people who the city contracts take too long, underbid

then ask for more money to complete and then take extra time. I think there

are some kickbacks here.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 01:41 PM

Safety with all the drug activity, and mental health

Anonymous
7/17/2019 04:08 PM

Cambridge has the opportunity to take successful pilot projects from

Scandinavia and elsewhere to provide housing support first to homeless and

addicts and from there, get them plugged into mental health & addictions

treatment and eventually re-integrated into the work force. Consumption

centres are not the answer.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 06:00 PM

Stepping up fora complete complex.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 06:43 PM

the opioid crisis and the city not dealing with treatment in a meaningful way,

the conditions of homelessness. People of all ages are being impacted either

being robbed of personal property or frightened

Anonymous
7/17/2019 06:47 PM

Fix your management over payment issues.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:59 PM

The city has the perfect area called riverside park... they have an opportunity

to have a really nice splash pad and better park area for kids which could

make money like waterloo park

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:04 PM

Getting the drug users into safe areas. Getting the people who stand at major

intersections begging for money banned. It is a safety hazard. Getting

squatters away from trails and parks. We need a safe usage site. The

opportunity here is that Cambridge could lead the way by finding viable and

innovative solutions for dealing with these problems which are province wide.

I suggest out of the box thinking. We need collaboration from the community

partners.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:09 PM

It's a beautiful city located in the middle of some tech titans

Anonymous
7/17/2019 10:38 PM

Preserve the natural spaces we have, remove unnecessary outdated dams

and weirs that degrade our heritage river. Utilize native plants in new

plantings including ornamental plantings, especially woodies). Preserve the
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beauty of our trails and river by maintaining natural vegetation cover.

Preserve natural cover over our aquifer regeneration areas through planning

regulation (I love the city water, clean well water is the best). Use

redevelopment as an opportunity to implement more LID and other strategies

to allow water infiltration rather than run off that contributes to flooding.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:59 PM

Roads Parking

Anonymous
7/18/2019 12:13 AM

A state of art, world class rec centre at 401/Franklin would put us on the map

and make us a destination to be desired.The currant plan says we talk big

and then get afraid and fizzle out. Getting out of the Region and expanding

south to hwy 5.Bringing Hamilton to our doorstep was wrong and giving most

of the decisions in our community to K/W is even more wrong.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 01:11 AM

Not enough affordable housing or rents

Anonymous
7/18/2019 01:22 AM

New growth. Exciting downtown development

Anonymous
7/18/2019 02:14 AM

Attracting spin off businesses coming to Waterloo Region

Anonymous
7/18/2019 03:04 AM

Give the opportunity for prevention and to help homeless back to the local

churches

Anonymous
7/18/2019 07:05 AM

Growth to expand with limited available land.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 11:47 AM

We have an opportunity to build a more diverse and inclusive community by

welcoming those who struggle with mental health and addictions to become

involved in the process.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 01:41 PM

Need to find something better to fix our roads. As they end up being redone

by next year again.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 07:41 PM

using vacant and abandoned properties to create a more intense urban

density and helping solve the tri cities and Guelph housing shortage

Anonymous
7/18/2019 08:20 PM

keeping fiscal responsibility in an downturn in economic period. Pay wages

for normal people do not go up, so why are councillors allowed to vote

themselves a pay raise? Should be part of electoral process and like a tone

with a job, it you dont feel you are getting paid enough, go find a new job.

Also, spending tax dollars wisely. Too many ridiculous projects over the last

number of years that do not provide a return on investment. Focus on those

projects that enable revenue growth and economic growth.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 10:51 PM

Drug crisis we need detox centres and rehabs not an injection site we have

to pay for! Gladly pay for the detox / rehab centres

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:41 AM

Better policing of back streets. Too many people parking on many narrow

side streets, too many people speeding on side streets were there are a lot of

children and elderly people.
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Anonymous
7/19/2019 06:36 AM

Lack of big business in galt core. Need more professional people in the core.

This brings more service industry(shops, restaurants)

Anonymous
7/19/2019 07:21 AM

Build 50m pool

Anonymous
7/19/2019 07:33 AM

Taking advantage of filming.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 08:31 AM

Growth! Young people and families moving this way as it is a bit more

affordable than other regions in this area.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 08:39 AM

Having a new recreation facility ie: pool, fitness, outdoor and indoor activities

similar to a place like rim park would be huge for the city of cambridge.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:04 AM

Our stunning downtown cores. The empty shops provide SO much

development and economic opportunity.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:35 AM

Homelessness / drug addiction

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:52 AM

Creating more walkable, community-oriented neighbourhoods with better

transportation options (bike lanes, better busing) - rather than approving

cookie cutter garage-front houses that detract from community-building.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:53 AM

cambridge is a beautiful city, we have a lot of potential to attract tourist

dollars

Anonymous
7/19/2019 12:33 PM

Growth

Anonymous
7/19/2019 12:34 PM

Cambridge could be more electric car friendly. Environmently friendly/jobs

city! Ontario leader!

Anonymous
7/19/2019 01:02 PM

We are well-situated to tap into the expanding tech sectors in Waterloo and

GTA.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 01:07 PM

Satisfy tax payers to ensure bang for the dollar. Utilize dollars collected for

services more than half the residents will use not just 5% -10%. Oversee

current services and be accountable for services. If we are paying bylaw

officers, where can we find how many tickets were issued and infractions

identified.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 04:30 PM

Keeping Cambridge clean and safe

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:26 PM

Integrate with KW for the ION

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:50 PM

The city has had the opportunity to set a standard in the region to help those

with addiction and mental health issues and have missed it.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:56 PM

Beautifying the city. Not the city scape but the parks, trails and forests.

Cambridge does not have near enough trails or parks with good play
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grounds, only 2 good splash pads in city. It would also be nice to have

lookout over Mill pond and also better trails around Mill pond. Google maps

shows a trail that's no longer accessible but it shows that it hugged the pond.

I would love this!!

Anonymous
7/19/2019 07:03 PM

Opioid crisis and homelessness... That should be the main focus of our

government right now. Not a sportplex :( harm reduction is absolutely critical

right now

Anonymous
7/19/2019 08:31 PM

Traffic and drugs

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:28 PM

To make the downtown cores a safe, fun, thriving community space

Optional question (337 responses, 173 skipped)
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Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:07 PM

You aren't going to get Cambridge citizens to frequent these businesses until

you clean up the cores, and that doesn't mean sending homeless people

outside of them into the suburbs. There needs to be a solution to get these

people back on their feet to be contributing members of our society. Are we

talking to them to see how that can be done?

Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:22 PM

Our drug homeless issues I’m afraid to use our trails and don’t feel safe in

my home

Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:27 PM

Ageing infrastructure as well as coordination of programs

Anonymous
7/03/2019 12:45 PM

Growth.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 01:17 PM

We have a huge problem in the downtown core of Galt and I think the only

solution is to move Bridges. Putting a CTS is only going to increase the

problem. It is destroying the downtown core and there is already too many

stores closing or moving. Move Bridges to an area that is not close to

downtown retail stores etc. I think more money should be spent on rehab and

counselling services not an injection site.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 01:33 PM

Opioid crisis which is affecting all citizens and businesses in Cambridge. I

use to feel there were safer area's of Cambridge than others but it is

spreading city-wide.

Anonymous
7/03/2019 01:43 PM

Property that is being purchased by Toronto management company’s and

raising rents

Anonymous
7/03/2019 05:47 PM

fixing the opioid problem, rehab for drug users, relocating Bridges from

downtown area ....

Anonymous
7/03/2019 09:31 PM

Transportation, gridlock, too many cars and not enough roads

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:43 AM

The drug problem, junkies, and crackheads

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:50 AM

Attracting people to the city of Cambridge

Anonymous
7/04/2019 01:03 PM

Homelessness and the amount of drugs being produced, sold, and openly

used in Cambridge, especially near schools and family friendly areas.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 01:25 PM

Getting residents to look to the future of Cambridge re Ion expenses and

realize the vity is growing and needs to accept change.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 02:28 PM

ROAD REPAIRS

Q19  Challenge
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Anonymous
7/04/2019 02:59 PM

Keeping our city clean. We are letting a certain group of people do whatever

they want, from camping in public areas, letting them overrun the bridges so

quite a few homeless people are scared to go there. Our trails and parks are

a mess of garbage, feces, needles etc. We need Cambridge to be safe for

families to walk on our trails or let our kids play in a park.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 03:48 PM

Infrastructure and the poor

Anonymous
7/04/2019 03:56 PM

affordable housing

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:08 PM

Homelessness in downtown cores

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:14 PM

'Camping' in undesignated areas. Panhandling in high profile places. The

public needs more education on the wonderful services provided and can be

encouraged to support the community organizations rather than the

individuals. Need to gain the confidence of the taxpayers of Cambridge that

there is an organized task group working together to address these

challenges and present a positive vision towards the future once some pieces

are put into place. But- be very pro-active to maintain the wellbeing of the

majority of our residents.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:19 PM

There are 3 major issues; the hospital with a limited parking area, the core of

old Galt and Bridges and a proper sports complex.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:35 PM

Affordable housing

Anonymous
7/04/2019 04:50 PM

The roads are horrible!! Main roads and side roads!!!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:04 PM

Infrastructure aging and the costs associated. Also, the provincial

government downloading.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:12 PM

Downtown cores are not doing enough to stay afloat. We could be hip, but

instead Galt especially is trying to be super fancy in the businesses we do

have. That's not what makes a cool, profitable downtown. It's too

inaccessible. If places like Kingston and Hamilton can have successful

downtown spaces so can we. We just need to embrace the idea that we can't

be a hoity tough fancy destination. Cambridge is artsy, a little gritty.....we

would thrive if we embraced that.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:40 PM

Homeless and drug users crime

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:44 PM

Getting back to providing essential Services only

Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:44 PM

Dealing with the homeless and opioid crisis.
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Anonymous
7/04/2019 05:47 PM

housing for seniors at affordable cost....way too expensive now...

Anonymous
7/04/2019 06:37 PM

Homelessness & opiod. Downtown Galt is a ghost town. three active stores

on main street, the rest are all gone... store owners up and left because they

couldn't get the support they needed from city and police services to keep

homeless from accosting customers. think that's an exaggeration? try

speaking, and asking for honest feedback, from active AND former business

owners that were on main street. the park in my friends backyard, regularly

has homeless people sleeping on the kids play structure at night. Blankets

across the structure to make a sort of shelter. I was driving down town

looking for street parking, went to my usual spot. Homeless guy shooting up

right there in the entry way to a store! is he going to break into my car while

i'm out? i don't know, people on drugs are unpredictable.. so i turn around

and left the city to shop somewhere else. haven't been back in a long time as

nothing has changed here.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 07:54 PM

Empty Main Street businesses and decline of downtown Galt core. Lack of

downtown hotel space.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 08:59 PM

- Linking to other large metropolitan distant cities by train. - Promoting and

embracing diversity, equality and respect in the city with the vastly changed

ethnic backgrounds of new people to the city.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:01 PM

time to seek solutions to the opioid problem instead of wasting time and

money on bandaid solutions that will cause harm to the greater community.

We need more policing in this community now, and that isn’t in the budget.

We can provide more affordable housing but it must also come with the

necessary social supports so it doesn’t become a lifetime necessity. We need

to engage our youth in activities to keep them out of trouble and feeling like a

part of our community. The same goes for seniors who can serve in a

mentoring capacity.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:08 PM

Providing affordable housing..or encouraging the private sector to build more

affordable housing

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:22 PM

Galt's downtown in means of affordable leasing. It is a small community and

though it is celebrated, the rent prices need to reflect the size of the city, not

a larger city. Fairness!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 09:47 PM

To get our Mayor off IT'S high horse and get IT & IT'S Constituents tO

LISTEN & DO what their tax paying, law abiding, VICTIMIZED citizens are

asking of them!!!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:04 PM

Homelessness and drug addiction! Move the shelter to a safer location for

everyone. Not near schools!

Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:08 PM

Planning growth

Anonymous
7/04/2019 10:16 PM

3 distinct areas competing for their own agenda instead of operating as one

community

Anonymous Downtown Galt parking for employees in the area has been cut to two 12
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7/04/2019 11:18 PM hour parking lots which fill up before 8:30 most days

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:30 PM

Road construction. Too many delays.

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:40 PM

Increase in crime Increase in drug use Cost of living and rent, is getting too

high

Anonymous
7/04/2019 11:49 PM

Getting rid of sturdy beggars.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:04 AM

Overdevelopment and the increased traffic that comes with it

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:11 AM

Same as above

Anonymous
7/05/2019 03:18 AM

Good developments, hat are sustainable, maintaining infrustructure, and

good business development.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 06:05 AM

Balancing budget and services. Especially continuing with free services.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 07:43 AM

Drug use and the garbage on our streets

Anonymous
7/05/2019 07:47 AM

Cleaning up the streets of all the drug addicts. Galt is becoming unsafe.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:03 AM

Keep taxes down

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:10 AM

Poorly located (residential areas), and small or insufficient facilities for addicts

and homeless.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:19 AM

Homelessness and opioid misuse.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:38 AM

The two biggest challenges in my mind right now is the safe injection site and

the multiplex. I will go with the multiplex because a lot of time has been spent

on it so far and it is costing a lot of money and looking at the plans I think it

could lose one ice pad of the 4 in the design to add a soccer field. Then it

can truly be a full multiplex which can help so much with recreational

activities and planning. Finding space for this project has also been a

challenge.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:54 AM

Lower taxes.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:57 AM

Traffic on hespeler road and through downtown Galt. We need that by-pass

for the trucks.

Anonymous More stops, more buses. Switch the bike rentals to pedal assist bikes
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7/05/2019 09:29 AM

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:35 AM

Work to ensure that Cambridge does not lose it's identity to the region of

Waterloo. Provide a safe injection site so our residents are not dying

needlessly.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:37 AM

Don't spend more than you take in and don't raise taxes above the level of

inflation

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:41 AM

Keeping a CTS out of Cambridge is a start. Thank you for trying to protect

our downtown in Galt. The challenge is to move Bridges or change it to

women and families only. It is my experience that putting too many with the

same issues all together is a disaster and provides safety in numbers

whether for good or bad.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:28 AM

Crime and wasting money on non return items

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:38 AM

- some how in partnership with Region (WRP) clean up / gain control of

opioid crisis and theft in Cambridge. - again in partnership with Region focus

on re-hab and homeless - stop panhandling / enabling (current SIS

discussions) / pop up tent 'homes'

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:42 AM

The new council elected in October 2018 has continued the priorities of the

previous council. Establishing priorities of the City that attract and retain

permanent citizens who daily participate in the City where they live, work,

play and learn is the challenge.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:44 AM

Crime, garbage, and blight from transients

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:21 PM

Generating future business opportunities by creating space within the core of

the city. Perhaps attending additional City conferences between larger cities

to generate potential businesses to invest in our growing city. Also attending

the Colleges/Universities in the area with business partners or chamber to

facilitate graduates in becoming young entrepreneurs. Retaining current

businesses also needs to be continued.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:25 PM

As part of the Waterloo regional structure Cambridge seems to be taking a

higher proportion (relative to our population) than the City of Waterloo of

facilities that are supporting disadvantaged in our region. We have

concentrated social supports in one area in our City and this is having a

negative effect and costing the City money to help with the fall out with

programs such as the Ambassador Program and tentative Cambridge

Kitchen concept. The unfair distribution of social supports throughout the

region is placing an economic burden on Cambridge through direct costs and

indirect costs such as reputation and negative effect on new investment in

the community.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:34 PM

The biggest challenge we're facing as a city is the fact that we're getting all

the trash put here. We have more and more crime and homeless and petty

issues as the low income housing numbers grow as well as the out of the

cold down town. If you were to remove that I think people would feel better

about using the downtown core thus growing the market space etc.
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Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:36 PM

Balancing need to support those being sidelined by our growth (and our

current provincial government) — poor, addicted, mental health challenges —

with our need to continue building a city we all want to live in eg libraries,

heritage development (love the pedestrian bridge in Galt), culture (integrated

but distinct as part of region), and vibrant economy.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 12:53 PM

Say no to SIS.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 01:04 PM

Maintaining a balance between growth and keeping our city livable. I feel that

often growth wins out over sustainability.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 02:37 PM

Addressing needs of marginalized, unhorsed, addicted and mentally ill.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 02:48 PM

homeless ppl drugs use

Anonymous
7/05/2019 04:37 PM

Opioid crisis Wastefully projects

Anonymous
7/05/2019 04:49 PM

Homelessness Drug addiction Services to Seniors

Anonymous
7/05/2019 05:46 PM

Keeping greedy developers from ruining neighbourhoods by overbuilding and

increasing density.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 06:36 PM

Very disappointed in our council members! They appear to be ill informed

and unable to fight for what their constituents are demanding! We do not

want Safe Consumption Sites!!

Anonymous
7/05/2019 06:56 PM

The homeless community downtown that is increasingly destructive

Anonymous
7/05/2019 08:48 PM

Highway traffic

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:50 PM

To actually take charge and govern with integrity and stop bowing to every

special interest group that comes calling for fear of hurting someone's

feelings.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 09:53 PM

Traffic,speeding

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:04 PM

To clean up & populate the 3 downtown areas of Cambridge

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:22 PM

Homeless people everywhere, needles being found in parks, playgrounds,

parking lots, walkways, items being stolen from backyards or driveways.

They seem to be at most intersections begging. The homeless problem is a

problem that needs to be addressed

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:26 PM

Staying out of the clutches of Kitchener and Waterloo Also we need to

address the growing drug problems and homeless issues. They are ruining

this city!!
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Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:33 PM

Opioids, homeless addicts, panhandling & Thefts/property damage to support

drug addiction.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 10:44 PM

Homeless shelter needs to move from downtown or the city needs to allocate

more $ to clean up their mess.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:14 PM

Transport and commute is biggest challenge introduce Go train routed to

Toronto

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:34 PM

Heritage groups are loud and unreasonable to deal with.

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:44 PM

NO to SIS I will not pay tax dollars to enable people with there addictions

help them with rehab ASAP if they don't want the help then they have made

there choice

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:51 PM

Definitely having the Bridges in the firm town core. It is hard to attract people

to want to spend time down there with such a large homeless shelter which

attracts drug users and needles. It needs to be moved away from the centre

core if Cambridge truly wants to have true prosperity in the Galt core

Anonymous
7/05/2019 11:53 PM

Too much leniency toward offenders, not enough help for the law abiders,

start cracking down!!

Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:06 AM

CTS that do not work

Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:17 AM

Cutting the salary and mayor

Anonymous
7/06/2019 08:31 AM

Drugs/ homeless

Anonymous
7/06/2019 09:22 AM

The Bridges. Get it out of Cambridge

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:11 AM

Convincing wrps to enforce marijuana laws

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:58 AM

Continual roadworks making access difficult and increasing congestion

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:01 AM

Managing the impact that the meth addiction is having on our city. We need

more feet on the street in order to ensure that our parks, streets, trails etc

are safe for everyone.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:06 AM

Looking at ways to expand on what we have ie: Movie and TV attractions to

draw more into our city to help with our costs to maintain our services not

taxes which never seems to help, puts more strain on home owners, etc

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:20 AM

To keep open the outdoor pools and keep them maintain,hire responsible

young people - win - win

Anonymous
7/06/2019 12:08 PM

taking down barriers (and what appears to be duplicating services) in the

three old areas (hespeler, preston, galt)
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Anonymous
7/06/2019 12:37 PM

Congestion. The infastructure cant handle the influx of people weve seen the

last 8 years.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 01:37 PM

The division, primarily in Galt, amongst neighbours. There is a very harmful

lack of conversation happening that is dividing our community. People are so

divided that I regularly hear folks say they feel unsafe to share their opinions,

even at public meetings. The influence of some of the threatening voices on

one or both side of the social issues facing our community worry me.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 04:10 PM

SIS are a waste of tax dollars. I realize its an addiction but they can choose

to get help instead of us enabling them. Families have children and other

family members with health problems every day and the city helps the

addicted with needles but health care does not provide needles for diabetic

patients...make no sense to me!!!!

Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:05 PM

The homeless, the drugs and the raise in crime. Cambridge wasn't like this 5

years ago or even 3 years ago. Nothing is save, can't even go for a walk

without looking down at your surroundings to check for needles. If Cambridge

continues going down this route, film and TV will no longer come here.

People are leaving this city , it's completely out of control

Anonymous
7/06/2019 07:13 PM

housing and growth so near Toronto

Anonymous
7/06/2019 08:32 PM

Low income families, drug use and homelessness

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:26 PM

to nip this homelessness in the butt and let there be consequences for the

irresponsible people that make Cambridge unsafe

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:55 PM

Homelessness. Drug use.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 10:59 PM

City officials need to listen to the concerns of citizens. The downtown core

areas should not be zoned for shelters.

Anonymous
7/06/2019 11:48 PM

Homeless and homeless addicts. Detox and rehab to help addicts at rock

bottom not enabling their poor choices ensuring a premature death.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:05 AM

As previously stated quit supporting those that do not contribute. Support

those that have jobs and pay taxes, this includes veterans and the elderly,

that have paid their price! Do not support those that are just a burden on

society.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:06 AM

Aging recreation facilities (arenas, pools, baseball diamonds) new multiplex

could be the chance for the city to do something right, but is just going to be

split up and not have everything at one location (isn’t truly a multiplex any

more)

Anonymous
7/07/2019 08:26 AM

Getting rid of the homeless drug problem

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:29 AM

Clean up the major drug and stealing problems that have increased rapidly

because of these people who have destroyed our city!
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Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:57 AM

Keeping local businesses open, growth within its commumities by

encouraging assistance and change (I.e., free programs) to those who need

it most.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:07 AM

The challenge will be our roadways. We need to consider utilizing a

municipalities right to take property frontage and widen roadways for more

lanes. Ainslie, Water, Grand, George etc., face too much gridlock and that will

only worsen as developments occur in the downtown core.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 12:41 PM

Don’t let homeless people sleep in our parks.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 12:48 PM

Homeless vagrancy is ruining the parks and trails. Can no longer be used

because of tents and garbage

Anonymous
7/07/2019 03:18 PM

Stop cronyism. Kill the friends and family program. Make city officials

accountable for decisions they make. Work with community organizations

that foster good community spirit. Develop openness and honesty.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 03:37 PM

-homeless/drug addicted taking over our parks, trails & even our city

sidewalks -supporting locals -parking lots/city streets -poor designs of main

roadways -getting someone in office that will do something not just talk about

it

Anonymous
7/07/2019 05:45 PM

Climate change

Anonymous
7/07/2019 06:30 PM

The roads have not kept up with the population growth. We need an

expressway.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 07:09 PM

Cambridge has become the zombie capitol and that needs to change, we

don't feel safe in our own homes anymore. I gave the police video tape

clearly showing a neighbor selling powders, pills and whatever else he had

for sale, and they did nothing.. They didn't even call to confirm or to return

my flash drive I loaned them with the video on it, how do I get that back when

no one cares if the drug dealers are turned in or not. my property and car

were damaged by them, they intimated my 80 year old neighbors on the

video, threatened them, and the police still did nothing to help us, this has to

change.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:33 PM

Say no to LRT we should not be forced to pay if we don't use it and don't

expect tax payers to flip bill for recreational centre, if you do all residents

should get free access

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:48 PM

Drugs and crime

Anonymous
7/07/2019 09:53 PM

Accepting all if our citizens...we have become known as a city of haters

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:02 PM

Council needs to prepare Cambridge for the future. There seems to be a lack

of fortitude to make proper decisions on how to grow the area. Council is too

mired in the past and seems unable to move forward. eg. new bridges over

the Grand, a truck by-pass around the core of the city. These have been

needed for over 40 years yet nothing is done. With the future LRT, hwy 24
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will become a major disaster unless something proper is proposed. Basically,

get the heavy truck traffic out of the city and especially out of down town

Galt. This transportation route for truck traffic is bad for the city and will

hinder growth in down town Galt because the area is UNSAFE. FIX IT!!!!!!!

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:24 PM

The drug problem and homeless is the biggest challenge. I don't agree with

having a SIS. We need to look at helping to rehabilitate the addicts and help

them become productive members of society. We also need more affordable

housing and have help in place to give the homeless a chance to live on their

own in housing and not on the streets.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 10:28 PM

Road maintenance

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:03 PM

Dealing with the opioid crisis

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:04 PM

We’re not looking at the future. Our roads are a nightmare to drive. The city

is growing but it’s still operating like a small town. We have a serious drug

and homeless problem. I have serious concerns about raising my family here.

I find myself going to waterloo and Guelph for services and facilities. Our

parks aren’t very inviting. Our pools are old. Our walking trails are uninviting.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:20 PM

Using reforestation of streets and back yards too reduce Ac ( more shade)

and provide cleaner air.

Anonymous
7/07/2019 11:22 PM

Homeless, drugs paraphernalia in our parks and on the streets, keeping our

children and community safe. Take back our community. Its unrecognizable.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:02 AM

When we build bridges that are not needed and our roadways are obstructed

for years - we need far better planning.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:15 AM

council, stupidity of councillors, and inept senior management

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:20 AM

Sprnding money properly and saving for big projects. ( It will not be done

since spending money is what people want to do and not saving which is

what should be done) Plus you need to spend to stay in power which is

whats wrong with our system.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:51 AM

Criminal behaviour, drug use,

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:18 AM

The increased frequency of heat events and natural disasters. Crop failure.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:46 AM

city administration both council (ineffective) and staff (running the show at

city hall)

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:32 AM

To control or stop the use of meth and fentonal especially in the downtown

cores, and we are opposed of safe injection sites anywhere in Cambridge ,

rehab is the answer. Sorry about the spelling.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 09:49 AM

Not sure. There's a lot
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Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:07 AM

You have allowed the complete loss of business in the downtown cores, have

not capitalized on the film industry, and are left pandering to the region and

paying for services citizens of Cambridge neither use, want or need.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:22 AM

Private developers have too much power. Other levels of government are in

the dark ages (e.g. Provincial government.) Lack of vision and drive within

region and city governments.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 11:30 AM

Keeping property taxes at an affordable level.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 11:55 AM

We have become an unsafe community with dying core areas. We need to

make it clear that we will not be a dumping ground for the homeless and

drug problems of other communities. We must stop any attempt to bring SIS

to Cambridge. But the biggest problem is this council and mayor. The most

dysfunctional mislead bunch in many many years.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:16 PM

Regional demands.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 12:46 PM

Homeless people, hanging out on street corners begging when they should

be at the services offered to gain help. Homeless people in our trails

Anonymous
7/08/2019 01:28 PM

Convincing politicians not to increase taxes in favor of drug addiction

Anonymous
7/08/2019 01:57 PM

Population growth exceeding the infrastructure. Example, new apartments

and condos in Hespeler being followed by Forbes development. Where the

heck are all the cars going to go. There is minimal parking in Hespeler. The

Main Street is narrow with no where to widen.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 02:41 PM

Intestinal fortitude to cut spending where required. This council just doesn't

have it.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:17 PM

same as above

Anonymous
7/08/2019 03:42 PM

The number of homeless in our city. The larger number of residents= more

cars on the roads.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 04:12 PM

Suitable place that’s accessible but also figure out what to do with Cambridge

Centre Mall

Anonymous
7/08/2019 04:20 PM

Do not encourage illegal drug use with safe injection sites. It's criminal to

give needles to junkies when seniors living in poverty must pay for syringes

for insulin. Let them go to Kitchener. They mostly came from there to our

shelter. Let them go back.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 05:46 PM

Drugs and violent crime which are on the rise. We are attracting bad people

from all over the province to our 3 downtown cores. People are genuinely

scared to enter the cores of this city.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 06:13 PM

Cleaning up the drug problem around grand river and the bridges. Deporting

those coming in from kitchener to stress out the already maxed capacity of

bridges. Cambridge hospital ridiculous wait times.

Anonymous Traffic congestion.
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7/08/2019 06:34 PM

Anonymous
7/08/2019 07:19 PM

Issues with drugs and homelessness. I’ve personally found needles by my

car when I worked downtown. Tent cities are all over the trails making it

dangerous for everyone who uses them. Im opposed the needle exchange

program. I’d rather the money is spent on seniors, education and people with

other illnesses than in those who choose a life of drugs and will very unlikely

become contributing members of society.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:14 PM

distractions due to Opiods, Sports complex ets. and vanity projects like digital

library light show and bridge to nowhere... let's build economic development

through smart urban planning, tourism - nobody wants to come to Cambridge

because there is nothing to do.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:22 PM

Underprivileged services need to be out of downtown core

Anonymous
7/08/2019 08:34 PM

Convincing developers to keep low rise in the core areas to retain the

heritage neighbourhoods and keep lots of trees and greenery in the area,

and instead use Hespeler Road as the urban area to develop freely with high

rises and bring in more and better transit. GO Transit to commute with

Toronto would make a big difference, the road congestion is getting too much

to handle.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:01 PM

Our Council since 1973 has been more concerned about not favouring one

part of Cambridge over the other. The "central" location argument for the

multiplex is so shortsighted. If we had gone forward with the Conestoga

college location it would have been completed by now - and at a fraction of

the cost.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:02 PM

Homeless crimes and addicts doing as they please. And stealing from

residents.

Anonymous
7/08/2019 10:40 PM

Community involvement is rarely seen

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:04 AM

street drug crisis

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:27 AM

Poor budgeting, [redacted] triage system, mismanagement of funds..... time

management as well as poor planning and poor Execution

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:08 AM

Homeless and drug addiction and mental health.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:28 AM

Managing the population/transportation growth in the city.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:36 AM

Opiate crisis, community appears to resist a lot of change sometimes

Anonymous
7/09/2019 08:50 AM

Regarding the LRT All of the metrics / studies indicated that the LRT would

not be a good fit for Waterloo region. Before it is expanded into Cambridge,

we should watch and carefully how it is being used in KW. If, after the
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novelty has worn off, it is being used more effectively than the iExpress bus,

the city should agree to it's expansion. If it is not, we should continue with the

less expensive bus service. Although the LRT is a regional service, the city

does have input. Carefully watch how the LRT works out for the cities of

Kitchener and Waterloo. If it is being used

Anonymous
7/09/2019 10:37 AM

homeless people

Anonymous
7/09/2019 11:14 AM

Street/homeless people

Anonymous
7/09/2019 11:49 AM

* pressuring every resource possible to finish the never-ending construction

of Cambridge Memorial Hospital...healthcare is the core of our community

well-being & we all deserve better than the eye-rolls & embarrassment every

time your hear CMH! * opioid crisis: NO to Safe Injection Sites - these only

'enable' the user, offer a means of getting clean

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:02 PM

Close the Bridges down and decentralize social services out of the Galt core.

Increased drug usage and the criminal element that goes along with it. More

arrests and longer prison stays for dealers.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:28 PM

Opioid crisis. Affordable housing Environment, forestry and development

planning

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:36 PM

Better access to roads especially when there is construction or an accident

on major roads including the 401. When there are several collisions, traffic

comes to a standstill in northern Cambridge.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 12:43 PM

Government

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:15 PM

Homeless problem, drug problem, theft in neighbourhoods

Anonymous
7/09/2019 01:30 PM

People are afraid to go against the norm. People are afraid to ask who is

profiting off these decisions.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 03:13 PM

Too many homeless and druggies coming into our city! Relocate Bridges on

the outskirts of town or get rid of it all together as it has lost its purpose! Too

much crime and theft going on in our city right now and must be addressed

soon before it is totally out of hand! Pull up some buses downtown and ship

them back where they came from!

Anonymous
7/09/2019 03:30 PM

Homelessness Drug addiction

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:03 PM

Drug addiction and theft of property.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:12 PM

Drug users and homeless. Core areas are no longer safe for tax paying

citizens.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:12 PM

Drugs and homelessness
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Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:28 PM

See above

Anonymous
7/09/2019 06:53 PM

Roads

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:35 PM

To actually use taxpayers money wisely

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:45 PM

Prepare city and citizens for climate crisis

Anonymous
7/09/2019 07:48 PM

Our biggest challenge is moving forward and dealing with the short sighted

provincial government. Please don’t forget to prioritize the needs of our

citizens and most vulnerable despite the lack of support from the Province.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 08:49 PM

Selling land to developer's and putting up building that do not fit with the

community. Not enough parking in those developments.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:04 PM

The mayor doing what she said she would do before getting elected

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:11 PM

Homelessness

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:33 PM

Homeless and opioid crisis makes people feel unsafe and the city councillors

thinking adding a SIS will help ... it wont ... the tax payers do not want this

Stop spending so much on by law nonsense for minor issues and start

patrolling the core areas and the real criminals

Anonymous
7/09/2019 09:39 PM

Most of the unsavory people on bikes are dealing drugs. I constantly see

them buying and selling all over the city

Anonymous
7/09/2019 10:17 PM

traffic

Anonymous
7/09/2019 10:28 PM

Keeping the roads maintained.

Anonymous
7/09/2019 10:47 PM

Not wasting tax dollars !

Anonymous
7/09/2019 11:03 PM

Drug use and homelessness

Anonymous
7/09/2019 11:11 PM

Balance the need to improve infrastructure that costs a lot of money and

providing services.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 06:36 AM

Drugs and crime. Stop assisting criminals to use and bring drugs and crime

to our city. NO CONSUMPTION SITE! We need to take a hard stand on

criminal behavior.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:02 AM

Keep our spending under control. Do we need to spend on art as much? Do

we need to enclose public buildings in glass? A pedestrian foot bridge which

is within walking distance of 2 other bridges. Spend money on items that
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benefit the majority and avoid spending on items for special interest groups.

No safe injection sites. Instead of raising taxes claw back some of our money

from the region, the province and from the federal government's. We are

taxed enough.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:40 AM

Homeless and opioid addiction are the biggest challenges in Cambridge. In

the last mayoral election not one candidate had a tangible solution to deal

with these issues, and there is talk in the news about shutting down more

services for these people. This town listens to its “upper class” citizens who

are upset by seeing homeless people instead of compassion. We need to do

what is right to help our most vulnerable citizens.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:45 AM

Too many people and the City of Cambridge Ontario would rather have a

CTS site

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:50 AM

Cleaning up the city and making by law a service that isn't a joke. Biggest

waste of money the city currently has as they don't do anything.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 10:43 AM

Downtown core - get rid of the shelter and let businesses downtown grow....

tourists are worried about the homeless aimlessly wandering around. Get rid

of the shelter and the local businesses will more likely flourish due to better

foot traffic... clean up the downtown core, get rid of all the eye sores that are

a huge embarrassment to our great city

Anonymous
7/10/2019 11:22 AM

The opioid crisis. A safe consumption site is surely needed, despite

opposition. Our homeless are humans and deserve a chance.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 12:13 PM

Not enough affordable housing

Anonymous
7/10/2019 01:00 PM

Adapting to climate crisis quickly.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 02:12 PM

Opiod crises

Anonymous
7/10/2019 04:25 PM

Supporting street people, low income and affordable housing.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 07:32 PM

Out of control expenses for Fire Fighters and Police. An Arbitrator should be

required to consider ALL municipalities contracts just not the ones that pay

the most. A municipality should consider taking a case to the Supreme Court.

That would indeed be a challenge instead of increasing taxes just because

you can.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:18 PM

It feels unsafe to walk around in the downtown Galt core after dark.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:37 PM

We need to get homeless and beggars off the streets. We need to STOP

subsidizing and babysitting drug addicts.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 08:49 PM

Ongoing issues with homelessness. I would support increased taxes to

provide 100% housing for homeless - similar to what was done in Medicine

Hat Alberta
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Anonymous
7/10/2019 09:05 PM

Drug users

Anonymous
7/10/2019 09:41 PM

traffic congestion and the uncoordinated approach to road closures and

construction.

Anonymous
7/10/2019 10:09 PM

Clearly the biggest challenge will be the outcome of the Provincial review of

Regional government.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:08 AM

Drugs / homeless Not sure why this isn’t even being tackled and helping

them do drugs isn’t an answer

Anonymous
7/11/2019 09:03 AM

Transportation

Anonymous
7/11/2019 09:15 AM

Senior's housing, road maintenance, effective public transportation.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:24 AM

Population growth and homelessness. BIG issue here. Need more affordable

housing. Rent prices are INSANE. You cant live alone if you dont make

upwards of $18-$20 per hour, and good luck finding work in this city that

pays that wage. (your job doesn't count.) Traffic congestion is horrible.

Cambridge roads were never build to see this kind of volume. I'm not going

to pretend to know how to fix it, but it needs to be fixed. Also public opinion

of the City could be seen as a challenge if you couldn't tell by my wording.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:47 AM

Offering better bus service to get cars off the roads.The traffic in Cambridge

is a challenge to say the least.Not nice to hoof it down Hespeler Rd.Cars are

impatient as one crosses at the lights.We are just too car dependent! In the

winter have been splashed often do to shelters being too close to the

road.Example,at Pinebush and Hespeler Rd.There is not enough oversight

on Saginaw and Glenvally drive.I see many cars go through the stop

signs,constant speeding in school zones(5 schools on Saginaw and nary a

police car in sight.) A aside about bus service.Some cities have after peak

hours and days when Seniors can ride for free.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 12:39 PM

Saving the downtown area.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 02:19 PM

Providing aid for homeless, elderly and the poor while keeping safety in

downtown core

Anonymous
7/11/2019 03:54 PM

Whether the need an LRT system at all.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 03:57 PM

Traffic. And kitchener getting all the resources and infrastructure where we

get nothing. Where's our Go train to Toronto? Where's our cool rail line?

Anonymous
7/11/2019 04:10 PM

Keeping taxed down

Anonymous
7/11/2019 04:35 PM

Proper management of resources. And implementation, execution of tasks
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Anonymous
7/11/2019 04:45 PM

Fix it properly with help to get them off it and affordable housing.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 05:44 PM

Growth and all the challenges that brings moving people around and through

the city. Every time a new subdivision is dropped into an established part of

our city, it raises multiple issues for existing residents. There are way too

many of them going on right now and the parks, transportation issues, trails,

bike lanes etc are not keeping up. I feel current resident concerns are not

heard enough in each area of the new developments.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 06:03 PM

Homelessness and drug use

Anonymous
7/11/2019 07:22 PM

Controlling the drug problem in Cambridge and offering these people a safe

place by maybe giving up one of the city properties eg. an arena or old

church or maybe a school that is no longer in use, preferably not too close to

core areas or residential areas and staffed by some medical staff as well as

volunteers providing also meals and a place to sleep as well as shower!

Creating a program where trained people would drive around and transport

these people to this/these places. Make all this information well known,

advertised and widely spread all over the city along with name of place,

address, phone number and services offered!!!!

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:32 PM

Maple grove rd NEEDS to be 4 lanes all the way down you keep adding

subdivisions meaning more traffic there is no room for the new cars.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:44 PM

Not raising taxes

Anonymous
7/11/2019 08:50 PM

traffic congestion.

Anonymous
7/11/2019 09:13 PM

Our mall, I personally go to kitchener malls

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:15 PM

Homelessness

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:17 PM

traffic, crime, aging population, transportation

Anonymous
7/11/2019 10:55 PM

Traffic and over-population

Anonymous
7/12/2019 12:13 AM

This city is so concerned with bringing new people in that its forgetting the

people that live here already who dont want to see forest destroyed for

houses and who hate to see litter all over town and in our wild spaces that

are actually still there and are really nice. The people that are coming here

are the ones littering and breaking our speed limit laws. They are also the

ones increasing crime. We should build on what we have and stop destroying

our beautiful river and forests that we have to enjoy.

Anonymous Lack of initiative implementation.
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7/12/2019 03:37 AM

Anonymous
7/12/2019 06:51 AM

To expand roadways and traffic flow while maintaining access.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 06:56 AM

The homelessness issue downtown and drug use.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 07:21 AM

GTA commuters turning the region highly suburban and without character;

another Milton

Anonymous
7/12/2019 07:58 AM

Get rid of the drug problem

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:08 AM

To find the means and the resources to provide better mental-health services,

particularly for children. Mental health MUST become a priority.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:13 AM

Homelessness affordable supportive housing, and services for drug users.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:52 AM

The drug issue is 100% the issue here. Clean it up or punish those that dont

follow laws. The rest of us tax paying citizens have to or we get sent away.

More undercover services need to be present to catch those that are killing

our city. It is not safe to be in the 3 cores anymore at any time. I've lived in

the city for 36 years and have seen its ups and downs but the last 5 years I

am disgusted. And noone does a thing about it. Either give them help to

clean themselves up or lock em up. I pay taxes for a reason and will be glad

to see it go up to do either or clean up or lock up. Not a stupid sis or scs your

gonna bring more issues this way. Secondly traffic is ridiculous in this city. If

Franklin is under construction you are now almost 30-45 mins to cross town.

When will this bypass be done and running? Why not build some sort of

bridge midway down Blair road?. Thirdly there needs to be better

maintenance in this city.. from road works to garbage clean ups in the core to

removing tents and structures that make this city look like a dump... we are

starting to look like Hamilton. Ugly dirty and broken roads or some sort of

road repair.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:03 AM

Climate change

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:05 AM

To keep traffic moving with more roundabouts. Lobby province for increased

schools and classrooms

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:30 AM

The drug crisis. I am embarrassed to tell anyone I live in Cambridge. This

city was once a beautiful place that I was proud to call home. Now im

disgusted to go anywhere here. I don't mind paying more taxes if my money

was put to good use but seeing city works cleaning up the disater that the

homeless leave behind makes me sick.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 10:05 AM

Traffic
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Anonymous
7/12/2019 10:21 AM

Affordable housing.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 11:25 AM

Spending less of our tax dollars on Kitchener and Waterloo!

Anonymous
7/12/2019 01:11 PM

Too many downtown areas, spreading businesses out and losing a

designated “shopping district” Soooo many drug users and needles, this has

to be addressed!!!

Anonymous
7/12/2019 04:01 PM

Clean up downtown cores and crime, deal with homeless and drug issues. I

do not support SIS or shelters. It attracts problems. Not sure the solution

though ...

Anonymous
7/12/2019 05:27 PM

Putting the multi use rev Center where people actually want it

Anonymous
7/12/2019 06:46 PM

challenge = bringing the community together . Cambridge is becoming more

diversified and there is too much segregation.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 07:57 PM

Drug issues... finding used needles is totally unacceptable to me!

Anonymous
7/12/2019 08:30 PM

Traffic

Anonymous
7/12/2019 09:12 PM

City clean up. Cambridge is a beautiful city with it's architecture downtown

and the grand river however we suffer from a drug addiction and homeless

issue. The Bridges needs to be moved out of the city or at the minimum

away from the downtown core. Within 1 km of The Bridges yiu have a high

school and elementary school. The image a visitor coming into the city is very

negative due to the people who hangout at The Bridges and downtown.

Anonymous
7/12/2019 11:05 PM

Population growth

Anonymous
7/12/2019 11:13 PM

Not being able to come to a decision on a new recreation facility. The old

ones are not adequate for current requirements and it is a terrible waste that

other cities can build modern facilities while Cambridge languishes in

indecisiveness!

Anonymous
7/13/2019 01:17 AM

Homelessness

Anonymous
7/13/2019 08:10 AM

We are going to be absorbed by the new city of Waterloo. We will forever the

poor cousin in the south. We don’t need an LRT expensive daydream

outdated if it ever gets built. Meanwhile we are paying for KW to have one.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 08:17 AM

Maintaining current quality of life

Anonymous
7/13/2019 08:17 AM

The Bridges in Galt area. Galt area is a place people come from other cities,

sometimes countries because of movies and how beautiful it is. Having The

Bridges there is a challenge to make the area grow to its full potential.

Anonymous The biggest challenge is the homeless crisis in our downtown core
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7/13/2019 08:27 AM

Anonymous
7/13/2019 09:11 AM

Too many staff. You need to make ends meet.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 11:33 AM

Lack of planning for the multiplex and constantly delay in construction of new

infrastructure

Anonymous
7/13/2019 01:24 PM

Cost- the cost incurred posting historic signage, paying homage to the old

standing building through Hespeler, Preston, and Galt are not cheap to

construct. Space- a lot of these core areas have been developed/under

further development, but I feel this is an opportunity to ensure new

development is mindful of the history, and is partly responsible to maintain or

accentuate this. Social structures-the drug and homeless population within

the core areas is growing, and the rise in theft, crime, deters many from

enjoying much of this that we have to offer. Overall I feel the solutions would

take time to develop, but would pay off if the goals are produced and

completed

Anonymous
7/13/2019 01:58 PM

To increase police presence, to put a cap on the seemingly uncontrolled

suburban sprawl

Anonymous
7/13/2019 03:56 PM

Roads - far too much traffic for the road capabilities.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 04:20 PM

Affordable housing is quickly disappearing, and the quality of the older homes

is less-than-desirable. I think this is one of the greatest challenges facing

Cambridge, and I have no idea how it will be fixed.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:07 PM

Also it would be A growing city with diverse culture. Transportation

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:17 PM

Something must be done about the present drug addiction crisis. The city

needs to start cracking down on their loitering/ littering /panhandling and

break and entering. Amount of people I have talked to that have had to call

the police and have waited hours for them to show up because it's a druggie

that's passed out on their lawn or something is ridiculous. They all

congregate in Parks harassing citizens and nobody wants to do anything

about it. opportunities example new businesses are not going to come to

Cambridge when this is the face of Cambridge that they see. There have

been a lot of small businesses that have closed or moved out of Cambridge

because of the drug problem.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:31 PM

Enforcing bylaws

Anonymous
7/13/2019 05:36 PM

No transit GO or LRT Downtown does not have any major retailers or

restaurants

Anonymous
7/13/2019 06:39 PM

- road construction and maintenance (closing down multiple routes/roads

before finishing another) - bylaw for cars parked on the road (especially in the

winter)

Anonymous To educate the public on the value and success of Safe Injection Sites for the
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7/13/2019 07:09 PM whole community.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:35 PM

Planning. So poorly done it is an embarrassment.

Anonymous
7/13/2019 07:55 PM

Homeless / addicts. Scrap plans for scs snd start treating the problem. Long

term rehab facilities

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:37 AM

Helping rid our city core of the drug pushers and try to help the homless

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:40 AM

Bridges, amalgamation.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:57 AM

The need to maintain and expand roads, sewers, water services. Putting off

basic service upgrades only cost us all more over time.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 08:24 AM

decrepit buildings neighbourhoods keeps people from moving into areas or

movkng out, and negative impact on local businesses. i moved here fairly

recently and found crime to be higher than expected in the neighbourhood.

need to find a way to prevent.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 09:16 AM

Opiod crisis

Anonymous
7/14/2019 10:01 AM

Drug usage .....destroying the downtown areas ....

Anonymous
7/14/2019 10:53 AM

the City should be minimizing the amount of infrastructure it is building since

it can't pay for what it has now. I've shouldn't have built the bridge, or new

library or new sports complex.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 12:25 PM

Wasted taxpayers dollars on ongoing consulting fees for any and all projects.

Ego driven council who do not work together for the greater good of the tax

payers

Anonymous
7/14/2019 04:29 PM

We are falling behind other communities in terms of inter city services. There

is no reliable transportation out of the region. Getting to nearby communities

is impossible unless you have a car. Getting around Cambridge is difficult if

you have to rely on public transit. It takes me an hour or more to get from

one side of the city to the other. In a car, I could do it in 20 minutes.

Anonymous
7/14/2019 05:46 PM

to improve the transportation system to decrease the time necessary to get

from point a to point b on the transit system and thus decrease the traffic on

the main roads in the city To save money by using smaller vehicles when the

ridership is less

Anonymous
7/14/2019 06:12 PM

Drug addicts

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:43 PM

Sports complex, homeless, bike stealers

Anonymous
7/14/2019 07:46 PM

Cleaning everything up. Making a decision on the opiad crisis here. Funding

non band aid resolutions for the homeless and the addicts. Putting your

money where your mouths are.
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Anonymous
7/14/2019 10:54 PM

Homeless drugs crime

Anonymous
7/14/2019 11:28 PM

Law and order

Anonymous
7/15/2019 01:11 AM

The opioid issues and SIS. Clearly the system is not working.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 07:48 AM

Illegal drugs being overlooked and allowed, drug addicts running around

taking anything they want. A city that supplied these addicts doing illegal

activity with a safe place to do it. You allow it and it won’t go awwy

Anonymous
7/15/2019 08:30 AM

The drugs. I can't even let my son go to the corner store without being

worried. Community Safety.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 09:34 AM

Reconnecting residents -- and connect new residents in growth areas -- with

their neighbours and City Hall to enable inclusive problem solving. Economic

and cultural change is never easy, especially if people are surprised by it.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 09:40 AM

Poorly timed construction, with projects taking longer than expected and not

being coordinated in a timely fashion with other projects.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 09:46 AM

the biggest challenge right now it the opiod crisis. This cannot be ignored it is

ruining our downtown core and driving away business. Stop ignoring the

problem and fix it.

[redacted]
7/15/2019 01:45 PM

Lack of "walkability".

Anonymous
7/15/2019 03:23 PM

The fentanyl crisis

[redacted]
7/15/2019 05:10 PM

council needs to take control again and find out what is truly going on in the

everyday goings on within their system. there have been whistle blowers who

have been ignored

Anonymous
7/15/2019 07:55 PM

The results of regional review obliterates the City of Cambridge entirely.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 08:53 PM

Old rivalries between the amalgamated towns. It has been 46 years.

Anonymous
7/15/2019 09:17 PM

The cities homeless and drug problem ! Law enforcement is turning a blind

eye to people injecting themselves in public and hanging out in places with

youth present ! The downtown core is going down hill ! And people are

hesitant to spend time there because of the problems !

Anonymous
7/15/2019 10:05 PM

Bridges overflow, opioid crisis

Anonymous
7/15/2019 10:18 PM

Housing becoming less affordable for the average family.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:21 AM

Having the residents be more Cambridge centric instead of remaining clan-

like.
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Anonymous
7/16/2019 07:12 AM

Road work projects always taking years to finish and causing traffic to be

backed up. Wasting money on the lrt, should have just put that money into

the get system instead.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 08:56 AM

Clean up downtown too much loitering drugs , get homeless off the streets

Anonymous
7/16/2019 09:19 AM

Ford government cuts

Anonymous
7/16/2019 10:44 AM

Improving transportation and mobility. Shouldn't take 2 hrs to get from one

side of Camb to the other, or to Kitchener/Waterloo. This will get more out of

their cars and onto public transportation.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 11:20 AM

To get truck traffic out of down town, make sure roads able to handle new

development when experts say it is capable , but it is clearly not because of

daily delays.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:50 PM

Challenge is the educating citizens on the importance of developing

Cambridge into a city rather than a maintaining an illusion that it is a small

country village. Cambridge needs to stay ahead of the steadily heating

property market in Southwestern Ontario.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 12:54 PM

Drug addiction Homelessness 2 hour parking Ticketing 1 car but ignoring all

the others that are doing the same thing.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 03:16 PM

Opioid crisis, addiction, used needle disposal

[redacted]
7/16/2019 03:48 PM

Anonymous
7/16/2019 07:20 PM

Anonymous
7/16/2019 08:58 PM

Money. It's always money. Doesn't matter if we're talking about GO stations, 

LRT, or the supposed multiplex (southeast Galt is probably the stupidest 

decision that could've been made, by the way), money is always the issue!
Can't really go to the province for extra funds anymore with [redacted] was 

somehow elected soooo... that's a challenge.
Not being able to expand properly. Causing too much congestion in the 

streets be wise road work takes too long to finish. And in the end, whatever's 

been done, doesn't really help all that much. Just look at Fountain St. 

Don’t change the parking bylaw. We already fear for our children’s safety 

when riding bikes and this is only making it worse.

Anonymous
7/16/2019 09:53 PM

Too many city workers not be efficient ie: road workers, city maintenance

workers. Terrible infrastructure for increased population. A hospital that is

incomplete... shameful for a city this size and population growth of such a

rapid rate!!

Anonymous
7/16/2019 10:12 PM

Addiction and homelessness

Anonymous
7/17/2019 05:19 AM

Getting rid of safe consumption sites.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 06:16 AM

safe injection sites and homelessness.
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Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:21 AM

Homelessness

Anonymous
7/17/2019 09:19 AM

Druggies and the crime rate

Anonymous
7/17/2019 10:32 AM

challenge... public transportation

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:02 AM

Homeless and drug activity in the downtown core. (Galt)

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:12 AM

Listening to a select few residents and spending frivolously on initiatives that

have minimal impact on the overall operations of City buildings/infrastructure

- make smart business choices that are not linked to emotional pleas from

residents and cost too much money!

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:34 AM

Move the shelter to a more appropriate location. Just outside city limits where

they can pitch tents, grow food etc.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:57 AM

Cleaning up the safety of downtown galt by saying no to safe consumption

sites

Anonymous
7/17/2019 04:08 PM

lack of affordable housing, drug addiction

Anonymous
7/17/2019 06:00 PM

To revisit and make complex the number issue.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 06:47 PM

Wake up to the arrogant assumption that you are doing well and this fix is

having citizens pay more to support your lavish lifestyles

Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:20 PM

Road maintenance is poorly done.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:33 PM

1) overpopulation and traffic 2) responsible use of taxpayers dollars in order

to maintain fair property taxes 3) Addressing the opioid crisis and long term

solutions services for those affected (not SCS) as well as prevention of crime

resultant from drug use/ dealing.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 07:59 PM

The city needs to have more communication with the public.. ie.. more open

houses, question and answer periods

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:04 PM

To find a way to get our community to understand the root causes of

addiction and be willing to invest in short term and long term solutions.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:09 PM

homeless people and the high cost of property tax

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:09 PM

Can only get around easily in a car. People who want to commute/get

groceries by bike/walk/get around with public transportation are better off

living/starting a business in a neighbouring city where it's easier to do so.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 08:49 PM

Population increases and the resulting automobile and truck traffic (especially

during morning and late afternoon).
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Anonymous
7/17/2019 10:38 PM

provincial funding cuts. Attitudes of the past, stuck in the old way of doing

things.

Anonymous
7/17/2019 11:59 PM

maintenance

Anonymous
7/18/2019 12:13 AM

Forced amalgamation

Anonymous
7/18/2019 01:11 AM

Traffic is an issue ...can stop lights be co ordinated more on hespeler road

Anonymous
7/18/2019 01:22 AM

Traffic. Lack of decision making meaning Cambridge is overlooked for new

opportunities. Divisive City... needs to unite. More leadership from the top.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 02:14 AM

Homelessness and drugs in downtown cores

Anonymous
7/18/2019 03:04 AM

Drug abuse Homelessness Influx of homeless and drug abusers from all

across Ontario and Canada SHUT DOWN BRIDGES HOMELESS SHELTER

High school bullying

Anonymous
7/18/2019 07:05 AM

Homelessness and opioids. Fear and the safety of living in cambridge and to

be able to use public areas. Bridges needs to be relocated out of the heart of

the downtown core.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 10:38 AM

Just getting something done in this city. It takes far too long to get things

processed. Case in point, the multi-plex. We needed more ice time for the

growing population when it was first proposed and now a plan in finally made

(5 years later) and still no arenas as part of this.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 11:47 AM

We are challenged by our fear of diversity.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 04:11 PM

Drugs

Anonymous
7/18/2019 07:41 PM

improving the public transit in suburban neighbourhoods and making it more

efficient to travel between cities and the gta. advertising the public transit

system and the functionality of it.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 08:20 PM

drug users and vagrancy. Unbelievable how this downtown situation

continues along with very little being done to curtail the panhandling and lack

of respect by the "uninvited" to roam our streets and use our services when

they pay nothing. Controlling of expenditures. Biggest joke of late was the

recognition that Cambridge should be have a "living wage" and then finding

out we are well over that for our town staff. That should have set off alarm

bells that there was an imbalance between what we expected to find and the

actual results. Proof that many are not tuned in to the realities of the working

world that exists today. Thanks for your contribution to our city, but harder

choices need to be setting an example (I do not want to go on about the

overpayment of Police and Firefighter services that we pay. Running joke

among business leaders what we allow these individuals to get paid and
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working hours they put in to earn that amount).

Anonymous
7/18/2019 09:02 PM

Homeless

Anonymous
7/18/2019 09:35 PM

Homelessness and the drug issues.

Anonymous
7/18/2019 10:51 PM

Getting the council and Mayor and Chief of Police to agree and understand

our city will be ruined otherwise if an injection site is allowed!!!!!!!

Anonymous
7/18/2019 11:50 PM

Rec Centre boondoggle

Anonymous
7/19/2019 07:21 AM

Attract international competition by building 50m pool

Anonymous
7/19/2019 07:33 AM

Homeless people and drugs

Anonymous
7/19/2019 08:31 AM

With those people moving here (like we did in December 2018) there needs

to be programs in the communities to support people. There isnt a community

centre in our area so there are no programs for us to partake in. We really

don't feel like part of the community here.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 08:53 AM

Keeping our city safe and friendly.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 09:36 AM

Taxes have increases well above the rate of inflation the last few years.

Unacceptable and unsustainable.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:04 AM

Opioids. Homelessness. Violent/aggressive panhandlers. Clean up the cores

or nothing is going to change. Simple. Introduce more bylaws to prevent

vagrant people from migrating in from other municipalities with stricter bylaws

and laws.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:25 AM

The sportsplex is the biggest challenge as the compromises that have been

made have made the project unacceptable to so many.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:35 AM

Get people(younger than 18) into drug rehabilitation and youth groups

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:52 AM

Getting people out of cars and out meeting their neighbours, creating a

feeling of community

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:53 AM

Funds as well as certain businesses (The Bridges) in wrong areas.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 12:17 PM

Qualified staff

Anonymous
7/19/2019 12:33 PM

Developing in a responsible way that minimizes impacts to established

neighbourhoods (e.g. Gaslight District and approving 20 storey residential

towers in low density neighbourhoods when the Official Plan and Zoning did

not support that height).
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Anonymous
7/19/2019 12:34 PM

Homelessness. Drug addicted citizens getting the all encompassing help

needed. Affordable housing. Rush hour traffic. Speeding. Jobs. Compassion

for all!

Anonymous
7/19/2019 01:02 PM

Drug use seems rampant.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 01:07 PM

Maintaining the level of service tax payers pay for through their taxes. Value

for dollars paid. When you grow as a city, you should make sure you have

your services ready for growth, not try to catch up after the fact.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 04:30 PM

Clean up Galt and get rid of the shelters that house these criminals.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:26 PM

Planning, benefits are not communicated to the public, it should be seen as a

key to growth and prosperity. Encourage residential and business growth.

More cool festivals to attract tourism

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:50 PM

I challenge our city to start a "stop the stigma" program

Anonymous
7/19/2019 05:56 PM

Stay on budget!

Anonymous
7/19/2019 08:07 PM

We are losing business downtown by having to pay for parking.

Anonymous
7/19/2019 10:28 PM

The Bridges and drug use in and around the cores.

Optional question (380 responses, 130 skipped)
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